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MISNAIC HEBREW
AND ITS RELATION TO

BIBLICAL HEBREW AND TO ARAMAIC.

By Misnaic Hebrew (MH.) we understand the idiom in

which was composed the Halakic and Haggadic literature

of the Jews from c. 200 B.C. to 200 A. c, i.e. from Simon

the Just down to the first generation of the Amoraim.

This literature comprises first and foremost the Mi^na
(edited in its present form c. 150 a. c), and its companions

the Tosefta, Aboth d'R. Nathan and the Maseldoth Ketanoth
;

the Midraslm : Mehilta, Sifra, Sifre and Seder 'OlaTn
;

further, the Hebrew portions of the Gemaroth and of the

exclusively Haggadic Midraslm,, and a number of minor

works which, though very late in their present forms,

contain nevertheless elements which go back to the MiSnaic

period. The term MiSna (nvj'D), used in this connexion,

must be understood in that wider sense which includes

all the earlier Rabbinic literature as distinguished from the

Scriptures (N'"ipo) ^ This name MiSnaic Hebrew is prefer-

able to the term New Hebrew {Neuhehrdlsch) by which

the idiom is commonly known. It has the merit of being

free from any ambiguity. The latter is appropriate enough

in relation to Biblical Hebrew (BH.), but it either ignores

• Cf. Bachor, Terminologie, p. 34 and n. 2, pp. 122 f., 194.
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2 MISNAIC IIEBKEW AND ITS RELATION

the later pliusus tlirougli which, after the Tahiiudie periorl,

the Hebrew language passed, or confuses them ^ with that

particular stage of its development with which we are now
concerned.

Paitanic Hebrew 2, mediaeval Hebrew of the Hispano-

Arabic school, and Modern Hebrew (beginning with K. Moses

Haim Luzzatto, 1710-50)^ may have little or no value

to the philological student as such *, but they are certainly

not without their linguistic interest. In any case the

existence of these idioms is a fact. To ignore them in

studying the history of the Hebrew language would be

unscientific. It is therefore important that every one of

the varied idioms of the language at whatever period it

appeared should be distinguished by an appropriate and

precise designation.

The grammatical treatment of MH. has been scanty and

fragmentary. The first pioneer work was Geiger's little

Lehrbiich, w^hich, in spile of many serious defects, still

remains the best work on the subject. Unfortunately it

does not go far enough. Leopold Dukes' book Die Sprarhe

der Mischiia (Esslingen, 1846) is of little value. Far better

is Weiss's learned and suggestive work, nrc'on |iw'7 133^73

(Vienna, 1867). But Weiss, eminent though he was as a

Talmudist, was not a trained philologist or grammarian,

and hence his judgment was not always what it should

bo, especially where he applied Rabbinical dialectics to the

elucidation of questions of etymology. The arrangement of

the work and its technical language are also crude and

primitive. More methodical and fuller in the grammatical

side is Siegfried and Strack's NH. Grammatlk. But their

work is vitiated by the admission of many Talmudic and

even mediaeval forms, by the failure of the authors to

distinguish between MH. and Aramaic or semi-Aramaic

• As is done by Siegfried and Strack in their Gramnmtik.

^ Cf. Zunz, Synagogale Poesie d. Miftdalters, pp. 117 ff., 372 flf.

' N. Slouschz, La renaissance de la litterature htbraique, Paris, 1903.

N5ldeke, Encyc. Brit.', vol. XXI, p. 646.
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forms and phrases, and by a number of other inaccuracies.

Useful material has also been collected by S. Stein in his

dissertation Das Verbum in der Mischiiasprache (Berlin,

1888) and by F. Hillel in Nomlnalhildung in der Miachna
(Berlin, 1891). Scattered notices of MH. forms are also

found in Barth's Nominalhildung.

On the lexical side, too, much still remains to be done.

The elucidation and derivation of words have indeed been

performed worthily and with adequacy in the well-known

lexicons, notable among which are : Kohut's prolix but

monumental edition of R. Nathan's Ariich, Jacob Levy's

great and useful NH. Worterbuch, and the more recent

" Dictionary " by Marcus Jastrow ^ (the only work on the

sulject in the English language). But no systematic

attempt has yet been made to distinguish the Hebraic

elements in the vocabulary of MH. from the Aramaic, and
to trace their history and development both in form and

meaning.

As to the nature of MH. and its connexion with BH.
on the one side and with Aramaic on the other, great

diversity of opinion prevails among scholars. Geiger^

regards it as a purely artificial and mechanical creation

of the Schoolmen, comparing it to the Latin of the Middle

Ages. He goes so far as to trace some of its forms to false

exegesis ^. Siegfried and Strack hold the same view (p. 5),

though they frequently point out the connexion of MH.
forms with the corresponding forms in BH. Lector M.

Friedmann holds that MH. is nothinjr but a Hebraized

' The services of this scholar to Semitic philology have not yet

received the recognition which they riclily deserve. For though many
of his etymologies may be fancil'ul luid far-fetclied, he has nevertheless

succeeded in restoring to the Semitic vocabulary a large number of words

hitherto ht^ld to he of foreign derivation, and, in the case of many
others, in at least reopening the question of their etymology for further

discussion.

" So already Salomon Levysohn in liis introductory essay pnpT by iCKO

n:u;'Dn pt'b, printed in the Warsaw edition of the Misna (1879).

' Cf. his explanation of o fh, of nc\rn, of -\n3, i>. 24.
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4 MISNAIC IIKBKEW AND ITS RELATION

Aramaic. According to his theory, MH. \va«, so to say,

manufactured by the Rabbis after the fall of Bar Kokba,

who for national and religious reasons had become hostile

to Aramaic, now completely christianized ; and in order to

spread this new-fangled dialect among the people they had

composed ^ in it Midrasic commentaries on the Bible, tales,

legends, &c., thus creating the Rabbinic literature through

which ]\IU. gained currency among the mass of Jews

{Onkelos unci Akylas, Wien, 1896, p. (S6 ff.). With this

G. Dalman agrees, at least as far as the character of the

idiom is concerned {Graiii. d. Jiid.-Pal. AruM., and ed.,

Leipzig, 1905, p. 10, § 6).

Geiger's view is stoutly contested by Graetz {Litteratur-

blatt d. Orients, 1844, col. 824 ff.). He asserts that MH.
was a living language spoken by the Jews in Hasmonean

times, and that it was, moreover, the natural and direct

development of BH. This, practically, is al.^so the opinion

of S. D. Lnzzato (ibid., 1846, col. 830 ff.) and of Jacob Levy

who regards MH, as a popular and corrupted form of BH.
(ibid., 1844, col. 812)^. The genuine character of MH. has

been defended more recently by M. Israel Levi, who adduces

the wealth of MH. words and expressions connected with

secular occupations and with matters of general daily life

as evidence of its having been the ordinary language of

everyday life (EccUsiastique, Introd., p. xxii). So also

M. Grunbaum {Z.D.M.G., XXXIX, p. .592 f., and Sem.

tStud'ies in Memory of Kohut, p. 232 f.), Dr. Wijnkoop

(J.Q.R., XV, p. 23 ff.), and Prof. W. Bacher in his article

•Hebrew Language' in the Jeifish Encyclopaedia.

Noldeke seems to occupy an intermediate position. He
holds that MH. was a genuine survival of classical Hebrew
which, however, was preserved only artificially by the

schoolmen, whose ordinary and natural language was

Aramaic (1. c, and Die Semitischen Sprachen, 2nd ed.,

* To be precise, one would have to add "and tvansla'e 1," as a great

part of this literature originated much earlier th:in that ag .

^ Cf. also Maimonides to Terumoth, I, i.
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p, 21 f.). He is followed by Brockelmann in his new

Comparative Grammar, p. 9 f.

On the other hand, Weiss (p. 2) grants that MH. was

used as a medium of speech by the ordinary people, but

nevertheless treats it almost throughout his book as an

artificial scholastic idiom.

In order to facilitate its solution it will be useful to

state the problem more fully, and to indicate the real

questions at issue. On perusing any ordinary chapter of

the ]\Iisna the reader is at once struck by many peculiarities

in vocabulary, grammar, style and diction. He will meet

with a large number of words which are unknown in BH.

but common in Aramaic. Again, a number of words which

occur both in BH. and in Aram., but are used in the latter

in a different sense, will be found in MH. in the Aram,

sense. Many genuine BH. words are used in MH. in an

entirely new connotation. The reader will also meet with

a large number of technical words and phrases which are

quite unknown in BH. Then as to grammar, he will find

forms which in BH. occur but sporadically, and are there-

fore termed by grammarians "irregular," constituting in

MH. the usual and normal type, and again forms and

constructions which are entirely novel and without parallel

in BH. but are common in Aramaic. The diction will appear

as unlike ordinary Hebrew style as can be. Many familiar

idioms and constructions, without which good Hebrew

prose is inconceivable, are here entirely absent, while at

every step the reader stumbles upon usages, phrases, and

turns of speech which strike him as strange and almost

barbarous. And yet he feels all the time that he is

reading Hebrew and not Aramaic ; that though the in-

fluence of the latter is perceptible at every step, it is yet

not the predominant factor, but is, on the contrary, every-

where subjected to the Hebrew and made to accommodate

itself to it and to subserve it.

Now is this idiom a genuine and natural Hebrew speech

only coloured and disfigured by Aram, influence, or is it
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merely a mechanical and artificial moDgrel production of

Hebrew and Aram, combined, in which Aram., though the

natural and li(o-f(iving clement, has been forcibly and

mechanically subordinated to the artihcial and lifeless

Hebrew element ? Would Hebrew, if left alone, have

developed grammatically and syntactically on much the

same lines as our MH. shows, and has the overpowering

influence of Aram, merely intensified and hastened that

development and in some cases directed it into certain

channels ; or would the development of Hebrew, if un-

checked, never have been capable of proceeding on such

lines as to produce something similar to MH., the latter

therefore being not a genuine product of BH. but an

artificial creation consisting of a clumsy intermixture of

dead Hebrew with the living Aram., which is neither the

one nor the other? It is evident that these questions

cannot be settled satisfactorily and scientifically except by

a thoroughgoing study of the grammatical phenomena

presented by MH., and by a comparison of these phenomena

with the corresponding forms and constructions in BH.,

especially those of a later period, and also with those

of Semitic languages other than Aramaic. It is only

by such a method that we can ascertain whether the

linguistic phenomena of MH. are natui-al to it or merely

artificial ; whether those peculiarities which it shares with

Aram, are its own or merely borrowed from its more

powerful rival. For the dissimilarity in style, however

striking, between MH. and BH. cannot be adduced as

evidence against the genuine Hebraic character of the

MiSnaic idiom, any more than the parallel dissimilarity

existing between Old English, for example, and Modem
English can be adduced against the claim of the latter to

be the direct lineal descendant of the former; especially if

we consider the profound and far-reaching differences in the

surroundings and historical circumstances of the Jews of

the Misnaic period and those of Biblical times. Some part

of this dissimilarity must also be ascribed to the general
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differences in the character of the subjects treated of in the

Bible and in the Misna respectively. Nor should too much

importance be attached to the differences in vocabulary

between MH. and BH. Words, too, are subject to the

inexorable laws which govern the existence of all organic

beings. They, too, become old, often prematurely, and die

without leaving any issue. They, too, are compelled to

carry on an incessant struggle for existence in which the

weaker go to the wall, and often disappear entirely without

leaving any trace behind them. Moreover, new circum-

stances produce new needs and new ideas, and to express

them new words and new phrases have to be created or

borrowed. Owing to these causes, a more or less rapid

change of vocabulary goes on continually in every living

language. Such changes have taken place within BH. itself

and would have continued on a more extensive scale in

post-Biblical times, even without the dominating influence

of Aramaic.

But while individual words and phrases can be freely

laid aside, borrowed or exchanged, grammatical forms and

rules are not so easily and so freely manipulated. True,

they, too, are subject to change, but the change must be

natural, gradual, and imperceptible. For grammar is, as it

were, the soul of the language, and by violently surren-

dering its grammar, the language w^ould at the same

time be giving up its very life and committing its own
destruction. Change in grammar is usually a very slow

and laborious process. The germ of the new form must

have existed in the laniruatre long before the new form

made its appearance. When it does appear, it remains for

a time quiet and unobtrusive, and sluwly and gradually

works its way until it acquires a permanent place in the

government of the language, existing for a long time side

by side with the old form which it is eventually to supplant.

And when the latter is compelled at last to acknowledge

itself conquered, it does not yet yield up its position

entirely, but continues to exercise some kind of power,
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however feeble and subordinate, until it is finally exter-

minated by its rival and disappears entirely.

It follows, therefore, that if MM. be a direct development

of BH., its grammar will Vje found to coincide in its general

characteristics with the grammar of the latter, while in

certain pai-ticulars it will exhibit changes which it will

be possible, to some extent at least, to trace to their KH.

sources and to explain their growth by the general laws

which regulate the development of Semitic grammar as

exemplified in other Semitic dialects. The new forms will

often agree with Aram., but this agreement will have to be

capable of being accounted for partly by the close kinship

which has ever existed between Hebrew and Aramaic, and

which would lead to the same results being produced in

the two languages under equal conditions, partly by the

direct influence w^hich a powerful and widely diffused

language, such as Aram, was in the Misnaic period, would

naturally exercise upon a less powerful, though living and

independent, neighbouring dialect.

On the other hand, if MH. be but an artificial creation

of men who spoke Aram, as their natural language, its

grammar would be bound to assume one of the following

three forms : either it would be a painfully exact and

pedantic copy of BH., or entirely an imitation of Aram,

grammar, or, fiinally, a more or less skilful but mechanical

and unnatural blending of the grammars of BH. and Aram.,

forming a sort of hotch-potch incapable of lending itself to

rational explanation or to philological analysis.

In the following pages an attempt will be made to

survey the leading characteristics of the grammar of MH.,

and to compare them, wherever possible, with the corre-

sponding forms in BH., in Aram., and in other Semitic

dialects, in order to ascertain the true nature of the dialect

as revealed in its grammar and its relation to BH. and to

Aramaic.
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The Pronoun.

I. Personal Pronoun. The first person singular is in

the MiSna and in other purely MH. works always ""JN and

not ''DjN. The latter is only found either in quotations

from the Bible or in direct allusion to Biblical passages.

This exclusive use of *JN MH. shares with later BH.
Thus ^3JN never occurs in the popular Song of Songs, in

Lamentations, in Haggai, in Zachariah i-viii, in the semi-

colloquial naemoirs of Ezra, in Esther or in Koheleth ; and

only once in each of the following books : Ezekiel (xxxvi.

28 in a common and stereotyped phrase, cf. Jer. xi. 4,

XXX. 22, &c.), Nehemiah (i. 6 in a prayer), Daniel (x. 11 in

the words of the angel), and Chronicles (i Chron. xvii. i

from 2 Sam. vii. 2). Elsewhere the chronicler regularly

substitutes ""JN for '•DJN : contrast i Chron. xvii. 6 with

2 Sam. vii. 18 ; i Chron. xxi. 10, 17 with 2 Sam. xxiv. 12,

17; 2 Chron. xxxiv. 27 with 2 Kings xxii. 19. In the

Pentateuch the portions assigned by critics to J and E,

show indeed a distinct preference for ^33X, but P uses 'JK

almost exclusively ^. So also Aramaic (with the exception

of the Zinjirli dialect) ^, Arabic and Ethiopic possess forms

corresponding to ''JS only, while Assyrian, Moabitish, and

Phoenician use forms corresponding to ""aiN only. In

earlier Hebrew alone the two forms are found existing

side by side, but *JN, being the shorter of the two, gradually

came to be employed more frequently, especially in colloquial

speech, until the longer form disappeared entirely from

common use.

The plural is everywhere 13N ^. This form occurs, as is

well known, only once in BH., and then only in the Kothib

* Cf. Driver, Introd. LOT.^, p. 156 note, and the references to KOnig.

^ Cf. Cooke, N. Sem. Inscr., Nos. 6i, lino i ytt; 62, 1. 19 o:n ; but

63, 1. I, 20 njN. The statement in the text does not, of course, imply that

'an/ and 'and have a common origin ; cf. Stade, Hebr, Or., § 179a 2.

' But in the earlier portions of the liturgy ^zn:t* is the regular form,

cf. The Authorized Daily Prayer Booh, edited by Rev. b). Singer, pp. 9. 51, &c.,

and contrast with the Confession, p. 26a, &c.
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(Jer. xlii. 6), wliich is ratlier rnmarkable, seeing that tlic

Kcthib generally represents a more archaic type of the

language. The word seems to be a popular formation from

*3N on the analogy of the plural forms of the pronominal

suffixes ^J^Dp, u^op, or of "JDO, i:0D; of. also the verbal

plurals vUp, vt2p\ (tc, and the use of u in Assyrian as

one of the plural terminations of nouns ^ From the

vernacular the form crept into the book of Jeremiah, which

was a great favourite with the popular reader, as witness

the many interpolations and glosses found in it ^ ; but it

was struck out by the Massorah as a vulgarism.

All other Semitic languages have forms corresponding to

i^n^N. So especially the Aram, dialects Ninjs, wm, pn:N,

and in the latest and most debased dialects pN, with the

syncope of the inaudible guttural.

The pronoun for the second person masculine is in MH.
^^^, just as in BH. But iii5< for the masculine occurs in

17 nriQ riK (Passover Haggadah and in the parallels Mek'dta,

13, 14; Talm.j. Pesah., 10, § 4) ; "1130 JjiN (Si/re, Num. xi. 6
;

Gen. rabba, 2, 12), and more frequently in the late Haggadic

Midrasim. This masculine use of i!iJ< is so rare and

exceptional in earlier MH. that it can hardly be considered

as evidence of a genuine modification of the established

rule. J?ii< must be regarded in such cases as having been

borrowed directly from the Aramaic.

The occurrence of J^^ for the masc. in BH. (Num. xi. 15

;

Deut. V. 24 ; Ezek. xxviii. 14) is most probably due to a

scribal oversight ^.

1)1 the plural |ns is sometimes found for Dns and jn for

on, but this is merely a phonetic change which is very

common in MH., but which may partly be due to the

influence of Ai-am., in which these pronouns end in
f.

2. Demonstrative Pronoun. The fern. sing, is usually 1*.

^ Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr.^, p. 192 (5).

' Graetz, GeschicMe, vol. II, part 2, p. 13, note 3.

' Cf. the spelling riN i Sam. xxiv. ig, Ps. vi. 4, &c., and see Driver on

Dcut., 1. c, and the Oxford Heb. Lex., s. v.
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In BH. the form occurs once in Hosea (it, vii. i6) and in

the cycle of N. Israelitish stories in the books of Kings

(ni, 2 Kings vi. 19), both of which exhibit a number of

dialectal peculiarities; further in Ezekiel (nf, xl. 45), wlio

has several other neologisms, in a late psalm (ir, Ps. cxxxii.

12), and six times in Koheleth.

It is therefore very probable that the shorter form ni or

^T existed from early times as a dialectal form in the

northern speech, from -whicli it gi'adually spread to the

south, and in the course of time supplanted the longer

form nsr.

The plural is i?N for n|vSi, which occurs also in Sirach

(l^^i?, li. 24). The change of the second vowel must have

been due to an unconscious desire to indicate more distinctly

the plural character of the word. The vowel chosen is the

same as in "iJS discussed above.

MH. has also preserved the demonstrative use of the

pronouns of the third person, e.g. Sank., 111,3 P^'^ 1^'^

Kin K^N nij»is* Dn^ "When they have no other trade but

that one "
; B. Bathra, V, 2 Nin "jnicn " that ass of thine,"

as opposed to nr inicn ; so often xin nn, nnt '''in, en >nn ; but

more commonly with the article Ninn, Dnn.

The stronger demonstr. npn is found only in the shortened

foi-m T^n : Tohoroth, IV, 3 ; VI, 5 "hn n^pj^b ; VI, 8 "If he

stands in this entrance (nrn nnaa) of the basilica and can

see those who come in and go out through that {= the

opposite) entrance {]bn nriM) " ; Maccoth, II, 2 T^n »<^^^

Ifsn JIN "tliat one brought out his head ^"

The fem. iT.^n is found in Ycbamoth, XIII, 2 Diti'O it.e'n Nvni

nt^•^? mnx " that one goes forth ^ on account of her being

the wife's sister."

The form nvr\ seems to be shortened from T^n with the

apocope of the T ^ It has the same force as rn but is only

used substantively *
: Ma as. Seni, III, 2 mnDn mn^s ^3iK ni

^ But tho Cambridge codex (C) reads n^n. - i.e. ni'inn, Deut. xxv. 5.

' Cf. Km: from you (Koh. x. 8), and ni"3 from i:; nvuD.

* Graetz, Orient., 1845, col. 77.
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vniyca vans niny n^ni "This one eats his fruits in purity

a)i(l t/tdt one does what he requires with his money";

Nedarlm, IV, «, V, 6 ; B. Mesia, III, 2; ,S'arJi., VII, lo

(n^L> opposed to Kin) ; 'Alxxht Z., IV, 12. In Yeham., Ill, 5 1|

'Juluyoth, TV, 9 npn stands also for tlie feminine Nifn npn)

iTl'-n mnN DVt'O ^

The plural of iSi (= n6n) and of rhn is i^^n, evidently a

contraction of i^N + bn: Ketuhoth, VII, 8 ^^^n p»io "these

defects," and frequently.

MH. also uses the particle nx as a demonstr. The particle

stands alone when introducing a clause, e. g. Gittin, IX,

5-7 nc'3 loy pN"ip3 nnyntJ' nx "That one with which the

witnesses are read (i. e. which is immediately followed by

the signatures of the witnesses) is valid." OhoL, II, 4
vb ]V^i bb):nu m ''That one on which the golel is sup-

ported." So especially to introduce two cases which either

agi-ee or differ from one another: Berak., Ill, i ''Jd!?^ ns

7\\2vh pKB' riN pitsD ina Tn:s nDD^c m ntDcn nnx^tj' nsi neon

pn^^n fn3 itiv " Both of thoae before the bier and of those

behind the bier : those of whom the bier has need are

absolved, but those of whom the bier has no need are

bound (to read the Sema'j " ; so Sekallm, VIII, 7 ; Kin-

oihn, III, I, and, with omission of second riN, Yculaim,

III, I.

When introducing a noun the particle is followed by the

pronom. suffix of the 3rd person in anticipation of the

following noun 2, e. g. ny:;? nriiN3 «in that hour " (Pea, V, 4),

DV iniX3 " in that day," B'^x inix « that man," &c. \

The origin of this use of ns* may be discovered probably

' Giaetz's suggestion (I.e.) to point the fern, ri'jn is improbable. If this

were so it would have been spelt iVn just like ii

.

' Cf. below, p. 82 f. Literally the phrase means : " in its essence,

namely, of the hour," &c. (cf. Ges.-Kautzsch, p. 280, footnote i), and is

parallel to BH. mn cm cisra. Compare with the less emphatic cva 12

below, p. 84).

' Cf. Weiss, p. 112. The remark of Ges.-K. (§ 1171) concerning the

MH. use of HN is incorrect.
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in the peculiar usage found sporadically in all parts of the

Bible, but more frequently in its later parts, of placing n^<

before a noun, not necessarily in the accusative, in order to

emphasize it or bring it out more prominently before the

reader, thus imparting to the particle a semi-demonstrative

force ^ Analogous to the MH. use of HN nx may be

mentioned Ezek, xxxv. 10 (emphatic " both . . . and "),

xliii. 7 ; also Neh. ix. j 9 and 2 Sam. v. 8.

The use of these demonstrative forms is peculiar to MH.
and is unknown in Aramaic.

3. Relative Pronoun. The relative is in MH. every-

where ~rV' "i^*^^ only occurs in the early liturgical language

which is conceived in an elevated and semi-Biblical strain

;

thus in the Passover Haggadah . . . ?Wi iJ^s: T^x (Pesahim,

X, 6), in the Evening Service . . , I"i3n2 I'^ii (Singer, op. cit.,

p. 96), and often in benedictions ; so the formula "iJJ'np ">^x

vni^oa (ibid., pp. 4, 124, 219, 274, 276, 278, &c.) ; 132 nna -ik'n

(pp. 4, 230, 243) ; 12:^ -IK^N (pp. 4, 299) ; fn3 x's (pp. 5, 68)

;

K~Q IB'X (pp. 280, 299) and a few more. Elsewhere —J?' is

used: !'33a' (p. 51), ijyn^t:; nxnat^ (p. 239), and in bene-

dictions (Berak., VI, 3 ; VII, 3 ; IX, i ff. ; Singer, pp. 5 f.,

276, 290, 291, &c.).

In BH. the shorter form occurs twice in the Song of

Deborah ("•nciiK'), a N. Israelitish production; three times

in the story of Gideon—a N. Israelitish hero ; once in the

N. Israelitish section of the books of Kings ; exclusively,

except in the late superscription, in the collection of

popular songs known as Canticles, which originated most

probably in N. Palestine^; sporadically in the later books,

and very frequently in Kohuleth (cf. Ges.-K., § 36). Now
whatever the relation of the two forms to each other, there

is no doubt that -r'^ is as old as, if not older than ni^'S

.

Its confinement in the earlier books to N. Israelitish

' Cf. r.'esonius, Lehrgebaudc, p. 683 f., KOnig, f^ynfax, § 270 f. and the

Oxford Lfxicon, p. 85, 3.

^ Driver, Iittroil., p. 449.
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documents proves, as Schroder^ remarks, that its use must

have l)cen common in the vrrnacular spcoch of N. Palestine,

under the influence, to some extent at least, of the

Phoenician UH, C, the Assyrian sa, and, perhaps, also the

Aram, n, n. The scarcity of its occurrence even in these

documents proves that it was regarded as a vulgarism

which the literary language had to avoid. Its use

gradually extended to S. Palestine, and being the shorter

and more pliable form, it must in the course of time have

entirely supplanted the longer form in the common language

of the people, and from this it descended directly into MH.
But the literary prejudice against it seems to have remained

very strong, even long after BH. had ceased to be a living

speech. This prejudice accounts for the non-occurrence of

^-^ in Esther, its scarcity in the Chronicles, and the anxiety

to avoid it displayed occasionally even by a man of such

an independent mind as the author of Koheleth ^, not to

mention such a studious imitator of the ancients as Sirach.

4. Intei^ogative Pronoun. By prefixing the interrog.

particle *N to the demonstratives nr, tt MH. has formed a

new interrog. adjective nVN, fern. iT'S " which ? " It is often

strengthened by the addition of the enclitic xin, N\i, with

which it is sometimes written as one word, invx, ^^iT'Sl,

Zehahim, V, i n^n3T b'^ pipa inrx "which is the place of

sacrifice?"; ^"^l^'^ Tnn N^n ipn ''which is the right way?"
Ahoth, II, I ; Kelini, XVII, 6 rhrM ^nirx, &c.

ni'N being practically one word, prepositions are attached

to "X, as nfxa, r\]''^2, rwvh, ni\sD ^.

The plural of nrx is V?^^ of which only the following

^ Phoenis. Sprache, § 65 and footnote.

* Note such cumbrous and inconsistent phrases as Vcr' tcn ^c:

( = Aram. . . . n "jna, viii. 17), Ni-o' n"; icn 'bar:, iii. 11, &e.

' Cf. the phrase so common in the Halakic Midrasim li* nrM3 "which
side?" = how?, contracted usually in the Misna and elsewhere, by the

elimination of the m, to ii"D. In the fragment of the Misna with
superlinear vocalization published by J. B. Markon (Hakeilem, No. i,

St. Petersburg, 1907) the form is still written ii'vs3 and ni''S2, cf. the

formation of nbrt from the original nrn discussed above, p. ir.
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examples have been discovered by the writer: B. Mrs.,

X, I -\2m'rh nviN-in D^:nNn i^n D^xm "They consider irhich

are the stones which are Ukely to have been broken "

;

Makslrin, III, 2 HON \^^^^ ^^N^ "In the case of u-hlch

fluids have they said if? ^ " Possibl}^ this plural may also

be found in B. Mes., II, i vonb 3^>n ^%\ 'h'Z' mx^i-JD 6x

^' Which things when found are his (=the finder's) and

which is he bound to proclaim ? " So D. Hoffmann in his

translation and commentary. But the following resumption

^b^ niN^i'O ^bii and § 3 V'\:i7\b 3>^n ^bii] favour the rendering

" these, &c." also in the foregoing passage.

This vX is a contraction of 1?>? + *X and perhaps ought to

be spelt v"'N,the defective spelling being due to the ignorance

of the scribes, who mistook it for tbe demonstr. plural.

The Rabbis, who had a passion for lucidity and precision,

seem to have avoided this word for fear of this confusion

with the demonstr., and hence its extreme rareness.

The composition and use of nrx is thoroughly Hebraic,

and not, as might perhaps be imagined, an adaptation of

the Aramaic PTN, NT'S' ; rather may the latter be a

translation of the MH. forms.

We liave iu BH. a number of passages by wliich we can trace

tlie development of the phrase to its later sense. In nN"in n^3 ni ^S

(i Sara. ix. 18) the emphasis is ou ""^^ (=n''N)^ while nr serves

merely as an enclitic particle to add strength and directness to the

question ^ and the proper answer to the question would be <"'3n or

HNin n^3 na. So Isa. 1. i ninnD IDD ni •'K, and Jer. vi. 1

6

r\2 13^ 31t:n "jn nr "•N, where it is to be noted that ^n, which

is in the constr. state, is explicitly treated as fem. = "^3; so,

probably, also Job xxxviii. 19 (bis), 24. Through constant use,

however, of this interrog. conil)ination, the cmjiliasis would in the

course of time be sometimes shifted from ^N to nt, especially as

Hebrew words have a tendency of shifting forwards the accent,

and the question would now Ik- in the demonstr., the iinswer being

* The rendering "In the case of thesf fluids, kc." would not accord

with the usual interrogatory style of the MiSna.

' Cf. Ges.-K., § 136 c, d, and Burney'a Note on i Kings xiv. 6.
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no loiiL'cr n^^ or HD l)ut HT ', wliile *N would be reduced to a more

interrogative pariicle as in ND'X, HD'S and Mil. *nO'N -. This is

the case in ^S^ imn nt 'S (i Kings xiii. 12) " uhich way did

he go ? "
; Tnn being the direct object of ^^^ as in the following

clause. If the question had been " v:Iiere is the way in which he

went?" the relative "it'K, which is very rarely omittfd in good

prose, would have been inserted before j?n. So also 2 Kings iii. 8

n^yj "I~nn nt '•X " which way shall we go up ? " as is sliown l)y

the answer: DHN "imo TIT, and 2 Chron. xviii. 22 "linn ."IT "N

-|3y '. In all these passages "jm is treated as masc, as sometimes

elsewhere, or the phrase nr ''N, having become stereotyped, is used

without regard to the gender.

These two usages of nt ^N must have existed side by side,

influencing each other until finally the older sense disappeared and

riT ^N ceased to be an interrog. of place and became a pure iuterrog.

pronoun or adjective. So in Kob. ii. 3, and especially in xi, 6,

where it stands before a verb, TkJ'3' ITT ^K. Though the two parts

of the combination are still kept separate and distinct, the phrase

is already indistinguishable from the MH. nrX-

An intermediate stage, where ""N may bear the meaning both of

" where 1
" and of the mere interrog. particle, is to be observed in

cases where the phrase is combined with a preposition. Thus the

question nS3 riTD ^N (Gen. xvi. 8) presupposes the statement

"nsa nrrD "from here (=this place) I come," and originally it

must have meant, '• Where is the nt» from which thou comest ? ",

though as it stands ^K hardly seems to be more than a mere

sign of the interrogative. So Judg. xiii. 6, i Sam. xxv. 1

1

(a virtual question), 2 Sara. i. 3, 13, Job ii. i, and in Jer. v. 2

"(7 n^D5< nST^ ''S, which presupposes the statement "'7 n7Dn JlNip.

In 2 Sara. xv. 2 nns "VV TWO \S*, where the phrase is used

without regard to the gender of the following noun, and in

Jonah i. 8 nnx Dy nro *N1, we have the interrogative in its full

]\IH. sense, except that the two parts remain separated with the

preposition attached to the second component, while MH. would

say: -i"'y irs'ro, Dy nrsoS

* Cf. Koh. xi. 6.

" Against Levj-, NHWB., s.v., cf. Payne-Smith, s.v. **1^00-r.

' In the parallel account i Kings xxii. 24 -|^^^ seems to have fallen out.

* Hence the rendering of the LXX : (k noias TruXfo,? and hoi eK irolov Kaov
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5. The Article. The MH. article is identical with the

BH. article both in form and in the general characteristics

of its usage. Thus it is used whenever a noun is definite

and known either from being definite in itself (e. g. ncnn

" the sun," intJ'n "the dawn," D^iyn "the world," nac'n, &c.),

or by having been mentioned before, or by being well

known or necessary in connexion with the subject treated

(e. g. n^QH "Ntnj '• the bearers of the bier " in connexion

with a dead body, Berah., Ill, i ;
Disn ns* p^TiD " the cup is

filled " (literally " mingled," in connexion with Klddus.,

VIII, 2)). The article is used with titles (e.g. njicon "the

overseer," Yoma, II, 1
; fjon " the deputy High Priest,"

VII, I
; i^rsn Disnjs* ^ King Agrippa, Bikkurim, III, 4

;

N^b'sn r\l)r\-^ n R. Juda the Prince (but bm pa and others))

;

with the vocative (e.g. nrn \)]3i2n "by this habitation!"

Ketub., II, 3 ; Kerithoth, VI. 3 ;
l^JCn " O King !

" Sifre,

Dent. iii. 23, muyn " by the Service !
" &c.) ; with names of

material (yv^ "wood," Sahh., II, 3; anrn, ejoan, B. Mr.^.,

IV, i); with collectives (e.g. DVj'ni fjiSn " Lof and garlic,"

<^c., Terumoth, IX, 6); with abstracts (e.g. "inyni n^ni ^un

. . , inDHi " beauty, strength, riches, glory, &c.," Ahoth,

VI, 8 ; 5. ilfe.^, IV, 3, &c.).

The principle of using the article with nouns which are

definite in the mind of the speaker- has found a much
more extensive application in MH. than in BH. But it

must be confessed that the article is used also in cases

which cannot easily be brought under this heading, as e. g.

nsivn " dirt," BeraL, III, 5 ; noi'n " wool," ^ahb., I, 6 and

often. This must probably be ascribed to the influence

of Aram., in which the emphatic state is so indiscriminately

used even in those dialects which have still preserved the

absolute state of most nouns. It must not, however, be

respectively. But nra '>*, not followed by a noun, is rendered by the LXX
hyiru9(v : Gen. xvi. 8 ; Judg. xiii. 6 ; i Sam. xxv. 11 ; and 2 Sam. i. 3, 13.

m 'N, however, tlie LXX always rendei"s by ttoios, except in Job xxxviii. 24.

' For the order, cf. Driver, LOT.', p. 506, No. 11.

* Cf. Ges.-K., § ia6q-(, Driver on i Sam. i. 4 ; xix. 13.

C
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supposed that MH. was becoming unconscious of the force

and meaning of the article. On the contrary the emphatic

and demonstrative force of the article in BH. has been

strengthened and still further developed in MM., as will

be evident from a consideration of the following idioms :

—

(i) The article is regulnily used with tlie participle in the

sense of "he who . . .," "she who . . .," &c., especially in semi-

conditional sentences, e. g. VJtN^ V'^Vn K^l V02^ HN Kl.ipn "He who

reads the Senia' but has not made his ears hear it," i.e. if one

reads, &c., Berak., II, 3; n'^\y\ ^PSnon "He who prays and

commits an error," i.e. if one prays, &c., V, 5 ;
jvDn NVICn, 'Eruh.,

X, I ; 1"i3n3 ?3inn " He who wounds his neighbour," B. Kam.,

IX, I, &c., &c. Contrast with Exod. xxi. 12 ri?31 K'^S nsp ; Prov.

XV. 32 ... DX1D nDiD y-ijS; Koh. X. 8 ^s" n ym: -isin, &c.

(2) The article is prefixed to adjectives used substantively, i.e.

when the nouns to which they refer are omitted. This omission

is due to the laconic brevity and the parsimony in words which

is one of the characteristics of Rabbinic diction, especially in the

Halaka. The article in this instance serves to emphasize

the nominal character of the adjective. In some cases it has

a demonstr. force "that which."

Demai, IX, 6 ^2r\ nx ^JXI vhn nnx b^D " Take thou the wet

and I (take) the dry," sc. D^on mentioned before, or nsun.
Terum., I, 5 ... D-nnn p ab) ... nn^ncn bv ^^bnn p nh'i, &c.

" Neither from that which is loose upon that which is joined to the

soil, &c.," ibid., I, 7, II, 6, IV, 8; 'Eruh., X, 11 (n:icni), Meyilla,

I, II and Zehah., XIV, 6 HNnn ^22, sc. DlpO "In every place

which can see it," viz. the High Place of Siloh (an allusion to

Deut. xii. 13 nNin Tk>*iX DIpD ^33) ^ Sanh., VII, 2 miD pjm3
niinn "jin? ncp " a hard napkin is put into a soft one." Ahoth^

II, I nnionnj rhp niJ^O; n, 9 -hm sc. nan Menah., X, 2;

Huttin, II, 6 DJaiDDH UnVtTn " If one slays a beast afflicted with

a fatal illness " ; IV, 2 m32Cn (cf Bekor., Ill, 2) ; Bekar., U, 6, 7

n3\n (cf Kerith., VI, 6), VI, 4 nvn^JDHI ; Mikwaoth, V, 5 yhnwn

pQDIjni sc. D"')0
" those which trickle and those which drop," i. e.

water derived from a flowing stream and from rain respectively

;

^ Cf. also Tos^a Pesah., Ill, 10 ; E. Haiana, a'b.
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Vr, 3 mN:rn sc. nipD " A ritual bath filled with water drawn from

another source."

In Kiddus., I, 4 for npim ought to be read npT ncriQI " and

small cattle," according to the Editio Priuceps (Xaples, 1492)

and the Cambridge codex \

(3) In a number of passages, hardly exceeding forty in the

whole Misna, the attribute (an adjective, but more commonly

a paiiiciple, active or passive) is found with the ai-ticle, while the

substantive is without the article, but in almost all these cases

the attribute is more or less emphatic, limiting the range of the

substantive or contrasting it with another substantive of a different

character, and the article is thus often equivalent to introducing

a qualifying relative cliiuse. As is well known, this construction

is already found in a comparatively large number of Biblical

passages ^ and in some of them a certain emiDhasis is to be

observed in the attribute'; but many more "are hardly reducible

to any rule*," and may therefore be regarded as collocjuial

irregularities which crept into the literary language. All the

examples, however, in the llisna, with hardly any exception, can

be explained on the score of emphasis.

The following classification contains a fairly complete list of the

passages in the Misna with this construction :

—

(i) When one attribute of the subst. is to be distinguished from

another attribute of the same substantive expressed explicitly

or implied : 'Eruh., X, 1 1 HJTOni U D^^yi3 "Tl^sn 133

"IIDN |N3"I JN3 " A bolt ivhiih is dragged (on the ground ])y a string

tied to the door) one may bolt with it in the sanctuary but not in

the country, but (with a bolt) which lies loose it is prohibited both

here and there."

' The Mislina on which the Palestinian Tahnud rests, od. liy W. II. Lowe,

Cambridge, 1883. In future these two texts will be quoted as N. and C.

1 respectively.

" Ges.-K., § 126 IV, X ; Driver's Tenses^, § 209.

' Ges.-K., I.e., letter w.

* Driver, 1. c. The expression ''?><i\r'n rw (Lev. xxiv. 10) may porliai>s

bo due to the analogy of the preceding n'Ss-wr'n ;a. In Tcm \rN7 (2 .Sam.

xii. 4) a certain emphasis may be intended in the adject, as distin-

guished from the 'fn ; so perhaps in Num. xxviii. 6, Judg. xvi. 27. In

Zach. iv. 2 (note that hM:^ ^n is vocative) a n has perhaps fallen out, as

tlie last word, nnf>, ends with n, and the substantive itself, ^^, begins

with n.

c a
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^ahh., XIX, 5 npinn |t3p "an infant who is ill," opposed to an

ordinary infant dealt with at the beginning of the section.

Besa, V, 3 Cnsn p nns^ OnnVOn D''^D "articles which are

the special proi)erty of one of the brothers," opposed to the

following nnnvD PNC-'I.

Yebam., IV, 3 noj? D"'XVn n''D3Djn D-DDJ "properties which come

in and go out with her (= the wife)," i.e. 3170 ''DD3 ^ as opposed

to ordinary CDSi or to bra |N^ *D33.

Ketub., VIII, 2 ^Jyai? D-ynNT D-DDJ, opposed to the following

Ketub., VIII, 3 ypipn ;o ptyiijnn DITD "fruits which have

been plucked from the ground," opposed to the following pi3inoni

" those which are fixed to the ground."

Ketub., XIII, 10 n3\n ni^D i6 hia nsM rt):b yin nuD pN'-yiD

"the husband may take his wife from a bad habitation to a fair

one, but not vice versa."

Sota, VII, 3 \brh miCN'n n'':y " the ' answering ' spoken of

there," opposed to the following JN3 (nilJOSn n^jy).

B. Kam., I, 2 DnnVDH D''D33 "property which is the special

possession of some owner," opposed to "ipan ^D3J "unowned

property*."

Ibid., pnoi' mnvcn nVJ**! "a locality which belongs to the

person causing the injury," opposed to D'3~in DICI " a public

locality," or to prJH nvci " a locality belonging to tbe person

injured'."

B. Mes., II, I inriOD niN'nn nOV '•fJ
" shorn wool which comes

from the country," opposed to |01N*n nUD ninip^n "those which

have been brought from the mechanic," ibid., II, 2.

Aboth, V, 8 '^"''2b noDJ vh'^ nninn nmcsn mn^o "capital

penalties which are enjoined by the Torah, but which are not in

the power of the court of law to inflict," opposed to capital

penalties n"nb nDOJlT.

(2) When only one attribute is mentioned, but with the chief

stress laid upon the attribute and not upon the substantive, the

article being still equivalent to a relative :
—

1 Cf. Levy, NmVB., s. v. jibo.

' Cf. the Gemara, fol. 13 b.

' Cf. the preceding cipo roai.
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'Erub., IX, 4 CcijIDnn Dnw "bridges under which there is

an open j)assage." So following t'SsDH ""UC?.

Yebam., XII, 6 17 nJ3inn nvy " a counsel which is suitable

(= profitable) to him."

Aboth, I, II D'^ynn n^D DIpD^ "to a i)lace of waters which

are evil,"

Hullin, IV, I, 2, 4 '^h''b HK'pnn n»nn "a beast which has hard

labour in bearing" (cf. Gen, xxxv. 17).

Ibid., IV, 7 nSTI C'QJ " an appetite which is good."

Ibid,, IX, 2 T]2'V] bo3 " a tender (= young) camel, calf."

Arakim, IX, 7 nQ\n n3 " the power which is good (= privilege),"

Kelim, II, 7 niDNincn OnD^p " a double (= twin) inkstand."

Choi., XVIII, 8 mnTin IDyi "earth which is crushed."

(3) Some of these are standing expressions which have acquired

almost a technical sense :

—

Sekal, VI, 2 |V^i'n 1V^ "the Upper Gate," so Ezek. ix, 2.

Yoma, IV, 2, VI, 2 n^nti'On "i^yc " the goat which is to be sent

away to Azazel," as opposed to DNDnn TVC*.

Kiddiis., II, 9 (and often) 7pD3n "lie* " an ox condemned to

stoning" (cf. Exod. xxi, 28, &c.),

B. Kam., I, 4 (&c,) lyiDn 11::' " the goring ox the owner of

which has been forewarned S" as opjiosed to Dn *TlC'.

Sank., VII, 4 nOIINCn nnv: " a betrothed maiden " (cf. Exod,

xxii, 25, 27).

'Eduyoth, V, 6 mimC'IDn nnS'ii' "a manumitted female slave*."

Aboth, I, I, 2 n^Jnan nOJD "the Great Synagogue," as distin-

guished from an ordinary nDJ3.

Ibid., II, II y-|n "IV^I )1'\7\ py "an evil eye and evil in-

clination •'," as opposed to n31D py and 31t: "1^'' ^

(4) Where the subst. is preceded by a preposition, tlie bitter

may be pointed with imthah, or the expression is to be classed

under the preceding headings :

—

Pcsah., VI, 5 "lIDNn nm^, nniDH 'ih-, B. Bathm, X, 8 (end)

V2m pyB3, so Aboth, II, 8 iDjncn '»?; //t<ZZ?/<, III, i D'^ri^ ^un

' Cf, Exod, xxi. 29. ' C. reads mimco

,

' So nn pcS wlicro py and pcb aro treated as masculine, So according

to the traditional pronunciation yv, p^cb, as alisolutos.

* This last expression, not found in the Midna, does not take the article

at all. Cf. below, p. 23.
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?'ir^
; Kcriik, III, I bpn ]2ipb; Kelim, VIII, i "iionn nD2; XXI, I

]\hvT\ n3i33, pnnnn '32.

In 'Erub., Ill, 6 "jirrcn 31U"DV, the compnunrl o"v never takes

the article; bo Mikicaoth, 111, 4 nbinn np"^y3 ; cf. below, p. 23.

On the other hand, cases are found in which the subst. has the

article but not the attribute.

(j) Pea, VIII, 4 bl^'ur^^ bv JODnj pxi ^n pi»ri bv pJCNJ "(the

poor) are to be believed in the case of raw vegetables (if they

declare it to have been given them as ' tithes of the poor,'

^3y "icyo), but they are not to be believed in the case of cooked

(vegetables)." Here "TI may be explained as accusative of state

—

" being raw '." Cod. C. actually reads in the second clause Ivy

b:^'UO; but the Munich cod. has ^HH 2.

Terum., VII, 3 p:i1 D'^HJ p2 V13y nSI D^jlCp V33 HK ^"^NCn

D''3t2p, Here, too, the adjective may be taken as ace. of state,

" being j'^oung . . . whether young or grown up*."

But this explanation can hardly apply to the following

passages :

—

Tamid, U, 4 ^ nmTD nbin? na-jyisn -n^O " he laid in order the

great pile (of wood on the altar) towards the east."

Ibid., II, 5 m^p b'C^ r^im ns-jyisn mo^ " to set in order the

second pile for the frankincense."

Jielim, VIII, 10 insnc lino "i^^nn Tusb iij'NI D^^an "if he

caused his head to enter into the air space of a clean oven he has

defiled it," and foil. NCDJ XDD Tinrin I'^nb "IC'NI D-JSn.

Fara, XI, 2 nn^rh linD nronn^ nin^ P^q:} b^ " every doubtful

case which would be clean in respect to Teruma is silso clean in

respect to the Red Heifer." Perhaps the article was omitted from

the first TlHD (atti'ibutive) by analogy of the second (predicative).

For nnrmrp nonn (Aboda, IV, 10) cod. C. reads 'id n^zn,

while Muuich cod. has 'ir:.! 'nn.

* Cf. n'jrn T^;n, Num. vi. 19, and see G. B. Gray, ad loc.

* Cf. Kabbinowicz, cnsic 'pnpT.

' But cf. Talmud b. Kehib., 103b -j'-is ':>» jv.:;? ':nb "I require my youngest

son," and then -pis '3M "nnj ':37.

* This form with n locale is only found here in the MiSna and in Para,

XXXI, 8, both treatises belonging to the oldest strata of the Misna, cf.

D. Hoifmann, Die crste Mischna, pp. 18, 21.
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For D^niXK' D^JSn (^Temura, I, 4) N. reads 'Ntyn D^cn, while C.

has D"'31wS*:i' CO.

Negaim, X, 3 :^ini* "iVb'H T-JO (so N.), C. reads '"i -ly^j'. Note

the following 3inX lycy TiO.

Cf. in BH. I Sam. xv. 9 (nr3t2J HiNijcn) ; 2 Sam. vi. 3 ; Jer. ii. 21,

xxii. 6, xxiv. 2 ; Ezek. x. 9, xxxix. 27 ; Esther ii. 14 ; Dan. viii. 13,

xi. 31. After a suffix, Gen. xliii. 14; 2 Sam. xxii. 18 (ly ^3^1K ;

Ezek. xxxiv. 12; Ps. cxliii. 10 '.

(2) Sometimes the article is omitted with a demonstrative

attribute, e. g. Terum., Ill, 5 Df nan " this heap of corn "

;

Meila, VI, 6 nf D^DH " this bag." In BH. this construction

is found regularly when the subst. is determined by a suffix

(e. g. n7N nm, Deut. xi, 18), and only occasionally, for

the sake of euphony, when determined by the article '^. But

in Moabitish and in Phoenician it seems to have been pretty

common ".

The article is always omitted in a number of common expressions,

specially compounds, which have become standing expressions,

and as such are considered definite in themselves, e.g. miD TlD^n

" the study of the Torah "
; pN Tin "good manners" ; mm "IQD,

np ^yn, DID byn, niO DV "festival"; hnj pa "High Priest."

Conversely other nouns of the same nature are only found with

the article, e.g. n''3n ^y3 (otKoSto-TroTT/s), ^'-\1)2n n"'3, HDJan n^a;

but plural, DTia 'hv^, n1t^'^^» Tia, nrojD ma. Further, j'-inh ny;

and plural, }*nNn ""Dy •*.

The article is always omitted with the genitive when introduced

by b^ and preceded by an anticipatory suffix (e. g. Sabb., I, i

* See KOnig, Syntax, § 334 m, s, cf. also the omission of tlie article

with the attribute of old proper names in BII., e.g. n2T cinn
; Jinnn pn n'3,

I Kings ix. 17, &c. ; but contrast |l2 Chron. viii. 5 jinnnn 'n '2, jv^-n 'n '3,

and I Chron. vii. 24. Cf. also the formula n\np cbcn' on coins of Simon

Maccabaeus, besido the more usual nirnpn '' (Madden, Coins of the Jews,

p. 67 f.). In this case the article may have been omitted in order to save

space. So in Syriac J^*-0 w^Jk.*., cf. NOldeke, Beitrdge z. semiL Sprarh-

wissenschaft, p. 49, footnote 2 ; also Syr. Gram. (Engl, tr.), §§ 20a, B. Rom.,

203.

^ Gos.-K., § 126 jj, and Tenses, § 209.

' Cf. SchrCdor, op. cit., §§ 43 (on Nin), 58 and footnote, and 61
;

G. A. Cooke, N. Semitic InscrijHions:, p. 26.

* Contrast Ezra ix. i nvjnsn"":? in a different sense.
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^3y b^ IT), of which more will he said hclow in the treatment

of this construction '.

Having now arrived at the conclusion of our survey

of the MH. pronoun, we are in a position to affirm

that as regards the pronoun, MH. stands wholly on the

basis of BH., and that the few differences in forms and

syntax between the two dialects are natural developments

in MH. out of the older BH. ; developments, moreover,

which bear the stamp of a popular and almost colloquial

character (cf., e. g., IJX, "ha, rhn, i^^n, nx, &c.). The develop-

ment and growth of the MH. pronoun have been seen to

have proceeded gradually and uninterruptedly along the

lines laid down by BH. and to have been hardly ever

disturbed by Aramaic influence.

The Verb.

The MH. verb; as is but natural, differs materially from

the verb in classical Hebrew both in form and usage. Some
old formations have almost disappeared (e. g. the Pu'al and

the Po'el in verbs y"y), while many forms which appear in

BH. as late and irregular neologisms have become here the

normal type (e. g. the Nithpa'el ; the new intensive forms

of verbs )"]}). A great many syntactical idioms, which

imparted such beauty and force to classical Hebrew style,

are here entirely absent (e.g. the consecutive tenses, the

variety of constructions with the infinitive) ; while, on the

other hand, new constructions have arisen which were rare

or unknown in BH. (e. g. the rise of a present tense in the

participle, its use with n\"i, the periphrasis of the future by
TTiy). Nevertheless, in spite of its great gains and still

greater losses, the MH. verb, such as it is, is entii'ely

indigenous and Hebraic. The Aram, influence which

appears here and there, especially in the syntax, is not

• Tlie frequent omission of the article in Sirach is probaMy to be

ascribed to a stiulied imitation of the poetical and elevated style of BH.
^cf. Ges.-K,, § 126 h).
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SO intense or so general as might be supposed. Frequently

this influence had already been active in Biblical times,

and sometimes a form or usage which appears at first as

an Aramaism, will be found on closer examination to be

a feature common to many or all Semitic dialects in a later

stage of their development. Such changes and differences

manifested by MH. cannot therefore be ascribed, as they

have been hitherto, to Aramaic influence, but must be

explained as productions of the laws of growth and decay

which govern all living languages in general and the

Semitic family in particular.

We proceed to review the more prominent etymological

and syntactical modifications exhibited by the MH. verb.

I. The Stems.

The Kal is identical both in form and meaning with BH,

The form Katel is exhibited by the verbs b'}'2^ ^on, -i{?'9,

"i^^, e^c. Katol is only found in the common verb b^^.

The NiplCal also agrees practically with the Niph'al in

BH. It is found in a reflexive sense. ""O?*!' (= "inon^) " to

purify oneself"; .... v^y ip^ra "the sons of the High

Priests divided themselves against him," i. e. disagreed

with him (Ketub., XHI, i, 3); mud: "they counted them-

selves" i^ahb., 1, 4) ; ^n^JDJi {Pesah.,lX, 11); JCDJ hm "he

would hide himself" {'Arakui, IX, 4).

In a middle sense: ^NCO '"to inquire" {Moed Kat, lU, i)

;

|^Vns3 " to obtain payment " i^Ab. Z., I, i) ; 1313 " to recollect

"

{Berak., Ill, 5 ; VIII, 7) ; njnj " to enjoy " {Aboth, IV, 5, so

Sirach xxx. 19); "j^W ''to change one's mind^"

More frequently as passive of Kal, 11033 "they wore

completed," Pea, IV, 8
;

^h^^zn h>2 " all sacrifices which

are eaten," &c., &c. Denominative Niph'al is found in ^^Vl

" to become poor "
; 1??'^.''. " to become rich." SekaL, III, 2

(l)ut followed by Tcyn, ':vn !).

In )*DP31 )'2ip .... TCi"i31 icn cnn " a deaf-mute makes

signs (with his hand or head) and signs are made to liiiu,

* Lit. " to oljtaiu counsel fur ouosclf,'' cf". Nvh. v. 7.
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.... makes signs with his mouth and signs with the

mouth are made to him" {Gittin, V, 7), the Niph. is used

loosely in order to preserve the personal construction with

the suhjcct which is a characteristic feature of Misnaic

style ^

So the Pi'el is identical with the BH. Pi'el except that

it is often spelt with yod after the short hirek. This, of

course, is merely an orthographical device to facilitate the

correct pronunciation, and has no grammatical significance

whatever -. Cf. also the full spelling of the Pu'al (e. g.

I3^nrp), of the Hophal (e.g. "U^^n), and in nouns like biix,

p.iJ
, &c.

The Pi'el is used in an intensive or iterative signification,

e. g. p^DDO " to trim, cut off twigs," Sebi'ith, II, 3 ;
PDICD

"to mingle, stir" (ibid., II, 10; cf. Ezck. xlvi. 14) ; nayon

"he who tans it"; i3nnDn "he who cuts it up" (Sahb.,

VII, 2); moD "to smear" (ibid., XXII, 3; cf. Isa. xxxviii.

21); pciriD vn "they were plucking violently" (Yoma,

VI, 4) ; nnjn {Sank., VII, 2) ;
jmr:nD " coveteth them

"

{Maccoth, III, 15) ; nat^JD nnn " the wind bloweth

"

{Menahoth, X, 4), &c.

Causative. P?^D "to put aside"; 'ftsno "causing to be

leavened " {'Orla, II, 4) ; yoHD " causing to be mingled "
;

NOD " to defile " ; nnay " he caused her to be pregnant

"

(Yebam., VII, 5 ; cf. Job xxi. 10) ;
T'iVd " to help in child-

bearing," so mp''D " a midwife " (BH.) ;
pTTO " causing to

walk " {Sabb., XVIII, 2 ; cf. Ps. xlii. 5) ; na^i? " to cause to

forget " {'Erub., VII, 9 ; cf. Lam. ii. 6) ; ims ]'pK^ " they

silence him " (Sank., V, 4), &c.

Denominative. p72TD " to cover with manure " (> ?2t);

]'p2iiT2 « to cover with dust " ;
Vi^V^ " to fumigate " {Sebiith,

II, 2), often in a privative sense: pb3"'D "to remove wens"

• Cf. 'Eruh., IV, 10 ; Moed Kat, III, i, &c.

"^ So regularly in Aram. In MH. the full spelling is confined to certain

types of texts. Stein's suggestion {Das Veihum, p. 31) that this spelling

signifies a lengthening of the vowel consequent upon a dissolution of the

doubling cannot, in view of these facts, be entertained at all.
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(> n^3', Lev. xxii. 22); P^pDO "to remove stones" (BH.);

pirn "to nip offshoots" (> niT) (ibid., §§ 2, 3), &c.

Of the Pual only the participle is common, e. g. "inino

"cut up"; nano "large"; naro "beautified, beautiful";

"lybD " ugly " ; "inVD " specially belonging " or " unique "
;

yano "mingled" (of tithed fruit with untithed)
;

jnsino

"soured"; maiUD " pregnant " ; "imxD "late^" But the

other parts are extremely rare, the passive Nithpa'el being

used in their place. The following instances only occur

:

Bpi^ "gathered" {Pea, V, i) ; imi5f nniyn "let its form be

made to pass away "
(i. e. let the sacrifice be kept over the

prescribed period and thus become liable to be burnt), a

sacrificial technical expression. (Pesuh., VII, 9; iSekal.,

VII, 3 ; Zehdh., VIII, 4) ;
UsirK' 2 » ^hat they might become

dry " {Makhrin, V, 3) ; I3:in\ in elevated style {Sota, IX, 15,

a later addition to the MiSna not found in N.), and i:3''in

Talmud b., Makkoth, 3 a. ""EV [Pea, VI, 6), cited by Stein,

is doubtful. C. reads '•sv, N. '"3% Munich cod. ns". The

parallel y*i"in proves nothing. In Ketuh., VIII, 4 n2^ (so in

all texts) is used as the opposite to j;"iin ^. nain C'plTi, in

the historical Baraitha Talm. b. Kiddusin, 66 a, is, as Stein

(p. 12, n. 7) observes, a reminiscence of Esther ii. 23. In

Pesah., Ill, I point pl^'iy li'N "these pass away," sc. D^iyn |o,

i.e. are destroyed^, and not as Weiss (p. 78) suggests

p"i3iy which would involve an unnatural construction ^.

The disappearance of the Pu'al and its replacement by

the originally reflexive Nithpa'el is evidently due to the

decay of the inflexional power of the language which was

no longer capable of expressing the modification of the

stem-idea by internal change alone without the aid of

external additions to the stem ". The participle with its

' Hence probably nno = inNO

.

"^ N. reads laia'r, on which of. Stein, p. 12.

^ Cf. also Talm. b. KidcL, 20 b ; 'Arakin, 30 b.

* Cf. Aboih, V, 21.

' Cf. Geiger, Jwd. Zeitschri/l, 1867, p. 173, and Stein, 1. r.

* Cf. Goigcr, Lchrbuch, § 15, 2.
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firm prcformative has been preserved, and even extended to

newly acquired verbs ; but the imperfect with its con-

tinually changing personal preformatives, and especially

the perfect which had no preformatives at all, were no

longer able to maintain themselves. This decaying ten-

dency was already strong in BH., where the old passive

of the Kal disappeared entirely, leaving lx;hind only a few

traces, and its place was taken by the reflexive Niph'al ^

The same tendency was at work in all the other Semitic

languages. In Assyrian - the reflexive stems were gradually

supplanting the passives. In Ethiopia ^, in Modern Arabic *

and, of course, in Aramaic^, all the passive forms have

entii-ely disappeared, and their place has been taken by the

corresponding reflexives. MH., therefore, presents in the

disappearance of the Pu'al a common Semitic phenomenon

which, however, it confines to one stem only, while the

other languages extended it to all the verbal stems *'.

The HipKil is practically identical both in form and

signification with the BH, Hiph'il. The Ai-am. K for the

formative n is only found in '•in^JlNSJ' n» "wherein thou

hast cheated me "
( = ^JJT'iin , Exod. xxii. 30, &c. ; of. the

verbal noun hnjin), B. Mes., IV, 4', but such Aramaisms

already occui' in BH., as DO^^'N C?), Jer. xxv. 3, and according

to Barth {Nominalhildung, p. 73) also in {^'ns*, e^lDS ; cf.

also the noun m3TN (cf. Ges.-K., § 63 h,2)).

^ Cf. Ges.-K., §§ 52 e, s, 53 w, and tlie reff. to Bottcher and Barth.

^ Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr.^, § 115, pp. 238-9.

^ Dillmann, Ethiop. Gr.'^, § 80. " Spitta-Bc}', § 90 a (4).

* With the exception of a few isolated forms in Biblical Aramaic and

in some inscriptions, cf. Noldeke, GGA., 1884, p. 105; Wright, Comp.

Gr., p. 224 f. ; Driver, LOT.^, p. 504.

* As might have been expected, the disuse of the Pu'al in MH. has also

been laid to the door of Aram, inlluence, because, forsooth, the latter has

no Pu'al (Stein, p. ir). But the Aram, contemporary with MH. has no

Hoph'al either, and yet the Hoph'al is so abundant in MH.
' C, however, reads '':n'':inr. ncD^ {B. Mc<., Ill, 7, IX, 4 and often in

Talmud) cited by Siegfried and Strack is a purely Aram, form borrowed

from the colloquial speech of the common jieople, and is, probably, not

a verb at all.
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As regards its meaning the Hiph'il occurs

—

As causative very frequently : t5>npn " to sanctify "
; NnpD

*' to make to read—read to " [BikL, III, 7, &c.) ; ns prnxo

-)ixn "cause the fire to take hold (of the wood) ^= kindle,"

Sabb., I, II ; XIV, 5; n3Dn nx pD^nc^ "cause the butcher

to slay," Hullin, V, 4, &c. &c.

Denominative, vbi^n " to breed -wonns, decay "
; figura-

tively, " spread like worms " (Kilaim, II, 3, also Sirach

XXX. 13), and in a 2'7'ii'a^ive sense: "to remove worms"
(Middoth, II, 5) ; b''^:r\ " to cast lots " (Yoma, VI, i) ; ^n:Dn
" to pile up a stack " (B. Kam., VI, 3) ; ti'mn " to ferment

"

(of honey, B. Me-^., 38 a) ; ^'b^r::] " to deposit with a third

party" (> U'bl^, Ketub., VI, 7); i^Nnxn "to overlay, cover,"

OhoL, II, I, &c.

Internal Hiph'il. This is even more common in MH.
than in BH, : ipmn "to become yellow" {Sebiith, VI, 3;

Ma'aseroth, IV, 2, &c.) ; Nnn' "to become healthy," Sabb.,

XIX, 5 ; i'^^^n^'O " after she will have grown up," Ketub.,

VI, 6 ; ^:yni . . . I'-tj'yni " he grew rich . . . poor " (ibid.)

;

npn^n " she became bright," euphemistically " blind

"

(B. Mes., VI, 2); D^3n> "grow wise," B. Bathra, X, 8 ; n^ipT)

" to advance, be first "
;
p'-mn, yban " to be far," &c., &c.

The UoplCal is extremely common. It diflfers in no

respect from the BH. Hoph'al except that it takes invariably

the vowel u after the preformative, written — ^^^ instead

of the usual BH. hS. This form of the vowel is found in

BH. occasionally in the strong verbs (Ges.-K., § ^'^ a) and

regularly in most of the weak verbs (viz. V"V, 3"3, l"D, l"y,

and \<"b). As u is also the regular vowel of Pu'al, it became

in the popular mind the oidy characteristic vowel of the

passive stems, to the total suppression of the vowel v.

The few relics of the Hoph'al in Aram, have 6 after the

' otherwise Jastrow. We should, probably, point ^in (Isa. xxxi. 9, &o.),

Aram. -«3 "a firo," and not according to tr.iditional pronunciation li.v.

* Cf. above (p. 26) on the spelling of the Pi'el. Stein cites one

exception, viz. mino Sifri, Deut. iii. 23. His suggestion tl»at "in is merely

ho written iJ/cwe is hardly probable.
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preformative except in the weak verb ; thus njpnn^ ^^^'0,

but nsDin, pDH; cf. Wright, Gomp. Gr., p. 225.

llltltpael and NlUipael. The reflexive of the intensive

stem in MH. is, with few exceptions, Nithpa'el instead of

the BH. Hithpa'el. Now these two formations are prac-

tically identical both in form and meaning, except that

in the perfect the one has n as its preformative and the

other 3. There can, therefore, be no doubt whatever that

the two form really one and the same stem ^ The pre-

formative — •? was in the course of time changed in popular

speech into —? on the analogy of the Niph'al, through — >}

becoming associated in the popular mind with the causative

idea through the influence of Hiph'il and Hoph'al, and —

?

with the reflexive idea through the influence of the Niph'al.

This change only extended to the perfect, for in the imperf.

there was no room for either of these preformatives, and
in the infinitive and imperative the Niph'al itself has —n,

hence also the Hithpa'el-Nithpa'el has retained —n (e. g.

h^nnb, Ahoth, IV, 5 ;
D>pnn!?, V, 17 ;

^snon, III, i, &c.). In

the participle the preformative » has maintained itself, in

spite of the Niph'al participle Pt5p3, through its firmly

established nominal force, which is so universal in Semitic

speech. Besides, it would be unreasonable to expect that

an analogy formation of this kind should be worked out to

its full logical extreme.

This change of preformative must have begun at an

early period in the popular idiom, hence its occurrence

already in Deut. xxi. 9 and later in Ezek. xxiii. 48, where,

it is to be noted, it has a passive signification. Gradually

it made its way until in the Misna the old form was
almost entirely suppressed. The preformative — '7 survives

only in the old Misna, Bihk., Ill, 6 ^
; mnn'J'ni (perhaps only

* Contrast Geiger, § 15, and Siegf.-Strack, § 91, and compare Stein,

p. 17. Salomon Levysohn (cf. above, p. 3, n. 2) explains the form
Nithpa'el as an artificial composition of the Niph'al and tlie Hithpa'el.

'
1 1 Sifre, Deut. xxvi. Note the form inmr and the general purity of style

of this and the preceding sections. Cf. also Hoffmann, Die erste Mischna,

p. 15 f.
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a reminiscence of iT'inncJ'ril, Deut. xxvi. 10) ; in the liturgical

expression ^^snn (Taanith, III, 8; old?) and in the legal

phrase njD "icD Ti^apnn " I have received from thee a mina "

(Ketuh., IX, 8). In V, i, C. reads ^ni'3pn:•l^', while in N. it is

missing; in 'A. Z., IV, 12, both C. and N. read "ni'apn:^,

while ordinary edd. have ^n?3pnn.

The phonetic rules regulating the preformative n are the same

as in BH. ; thus priFiB*: " to become silent, dumb "
;

^nr\^: " to

join in partnership "
;

NIOHDJ " to become blind "
; y~it2V3 " to

become leprous." With first radical a T the n is changed into 1

and transposed, as in Aram. (Dan. ii. 9): pntJ "to chance";

VryntJ "to be shaken violently"; Pl'-nrnij "to be forged" {Gittin,

n, 4).

Before the letters 1, t3, n the n is assimilated to the first radical,

the short vowel being, however, often represented by a * as in Pi'el,

e. g. n-l>;"ir^ " to be manured by cattle" ;
nT;t3>3-^ " to be improved

"

{Sebiiti, iv, 2) ; m:3 NQ1201 " and he becoraeth defiled by a

Niddah" {Nidd., V, 5; but also NSDnD, Nazir, IV, 3. Cf.

especially Kelim, II, i); D-nn-O "to be translated." Cf. further,

Stein, p. 19.

As regards its meaning, the Nithpa'el bears the same

relation to the Pi'el as the Niph'al to the Kal. It is

primarily reflexive, as 33nD3 "to dry oneself"; pDi?nj "to

busy oneself " ; Vima " to make oneself known," &c. ; or

what may be termed internally reflexive : ?3nD: " to look

intently, consider" (= BH. pnnn) ; b'ln^: "to endeavour,

strive"; N"i^rin "to fear" (Sola, VII, 8, also Sirach iv. 36,

xii. 11); P^ P?^?nt? (Zebah., X, 8; cf. Ezra iii. 5; i Chron.

xxix. 1 7). Note especially npsnj " to regain the sense of

hearing and speech "
;
nnenj " to regain the sense of sight "

;

^Qn:^o "to become sane"; cnnnj "to become deaf"; NBroa

" to become blind " ; nisnB'J « to become mad " {Gittin, II, 6)

;

pnnB'3 "to become dumb" (ibid., VII, i). Also reciprocal:

finniJ>3 "to join in partnership" {Pea, III, 5) ; tilUW " to join

one another" (ibid., VI, 1); mynJ "to become mixed"
{Yehami., XI, 3). As passive it is very common, serving as a
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substitute forthePu'al, e.g. bmn:, T^jn:, n^jnj, nonNnj, nnnsnj,

&c., corresponding to the actives ^^2, "i^^a, n^:, onx, nns, &c.

This passive use of a reflexive stem is, as stated above

(p. 28), common to all Semitic languages in their later

phases, but in BH. it is only regular with the Niph'al,

while in the Hithpa'el it is only found in "lonc"'! (Micah

vi, 16), in3n'J'''l (Koh. viii. 10), and in the cases of Nithpa'el

mentioned above (p. 30).

As in BH. and other Semitic languages ' the reflexive

idea is often expressed in MH. by periphrasis instead of

the reflexive stems. This is especially the case with verbs

which have no Nithpa'el. But instead of C'Q3, which is

usual in BH. and Aram., MH. uses for this periphrasis

the noun DVy ("bone," and in a derived sense, "substance,

essence "), followed by the appropriate pronominal suffix,

e.g. Kidchis., I, i, i^D^y riN nJip "acquires herself"; so in

the following sections; V^i iOifJ? nx D^K^D DIX px "A man
cannot make himself guilty," Tahn. b., Yebam., 25 b, &c.

This use of Dvy is found already, in the construct state,

in BH., but only in connexion with things, viz. mn Dvn Di'ya

(Gen. vii. 13 and frequently); O'r^^n Dsy3 (Exod. xxiv. 10)

and ion DVya (Job xxi. 23). But it is obvious that the

expression must have been primarily applied to animate

beings and then figuratively also to inanimate beings, so

that it must have been more commonly used in actual life

than appears in the literary remains of old Hebrew.

DVy is also used generally in MH. as a reflexive pronoun,

e.g. "IDi'yb {Aboth, I, 5); •jDVya (ibid., II, 4); lOXy Nin "he him-

self"; lOVyn nri invya ni "this by itself and this by itself "=
separately {i\ibb., XIX, 2) ; so HDVyb in nDVyi? IT {Fesah., I, 2).

As a genitive DSy is equivalent to an emphatic pronominal suffix,

6. g. IDVy p3^ 13*3 " between him and bis own person," i. e.

privately {Bikk., I, 4) ; iDVy n^ bv "on his own behalf" {Ketub.,

II, 9); '\^'iV n'C'V^ "his own act," as opposed to invj' n^'yo

{B. Kam., Ill, 9); yiyiV b^ Dnan "matters affecting himself,"

* Cf. Ges.-K, § 139/, s, and Wright, Comp. Gr., p. 129.
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opposed to nnnx h^ ^121 {^'eluotk. III, 5) ; "[DVy ^JD3 " before

tliyself" (Aboth, II, 13); pvy niD33 "by their own garment"

{Taviid, I, 1); p'iV nonC "through themselves" {Para, VIII,

11), &c. ; cf. also the phrases "jDVya 2'\rh "to be guilty against

thyself, thy life" {Berah, I, 3), with VkTDJa ^''^nno {Ahoth, III, 4,

7, 8); IDVy non "wonder in thyself" {MakUrin, I, 3), with

This use of DVy is an exclusively MH. idiom, and the

late Aram, use of D"13 in the same signification is an imitation

of MH. (cf. also 2 Kings ix. 13 and sec Burney's Note).

The old form Saph'el is found in the two verbs 2"1D (^^mc)
"to refuse, rebel'" and bilD ( > ^J~|) "to rule, draw lines," and

in the nouns muinD (> DID) "rag, lappet," and pno (> pn)
"empty." The Sajih'el occurs only in the two very common verbs

13yc' " to enslave, subdue," and "nnjj' " to liberate, manumit,"

and in the corresponding verbal nouns lUyt^, inntJ' and also in

DinyC' "dullness" (> Doy, Ezek. xxviii. 3, &c.). These formations

are found in all Semitic languages and also in BH. ^ The verbs

12W and "nnc are, however, most probably loan-words from

the Aramaic.

Like BH. and other Semitic languages', MH. has formed a

number of quadriliterals, but it does not exhibit in their formation

that lack of restraint and of good taste which characterizes so

many of the Aram, and especially Syriac formations *. They may

be classified as follows :

—

(i) Those formed by doubling the third radical: 22''\]3 "to

mingle"; DDIC " to scratch, inscribe "
;
)*VOp "to press."

(2) By repeating the whole root, oidy in y"y and l"y verbs : 7'p?\>

"to damage"; "IQIS "to crumble"; ^D^D "to curl, twist"; ^3^3

" to maintain "
; DJD3 " to be drowsy."

(3) By inserting a T after the first radical : 5|^'"lp " to scrape "
;

DD"lp " to trim, gnaw "
(= BH. DD"13, Ps. Ixxx. 14) ; or adding a T

* Also in Sirach, iv. 25 a, xli. 2, and probably also in BII. C'^tt.

* Cf. Wright, Comp. Gr., p. 204 f., Ges.-K., § 55 i.

' Ges.-K., § 56; Wright, Arab. Gr.\ I, § 67 ; Spitta, § 89; Dillmann,

FAh. Or?, § 71 ft"., and Wright, Cowp. Gr., p. 218 f.

* Nbldeke, .Sj/?-. Gr., § i8o, and esprcially § i8u ; Dilluiaiui, p. ^51 f.

D
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at the end: nnjp or iDJp "to chide" ( > I33p) ; or a O: DD"ID

(>b"lD) "to spread abroad, publish"; or a D : D3"1D "to move

convulsively."

(4) Denominatives : ID^NDi or, after the Aram, fashion, /DIKDJ

"to become a widow"; DD13ri3 "to look safTron-like, abashed"

(>Dbl3, Cant. iv. 14); aDI^ "to round off" ( > 33"13, Exod.

xxvii. 7, xxxviii. 4); p:rD "to pledge" (>I13B'D)». Note also

t2p7n " to stuff birds," probaljly a Hiph'il, " to cause to pick up,"

but used as an independent verb — pup^DD {Sahh., XXIV, 3).

DJ13 "to sustain"; DDIp " to scrape," and. Di'in " to tran^^late
"

(BH.) are most probably loan-words '.

Most of these foi-mations are also common in Aram, dialects,

but in few, if in any, belongs the priority of formation to Aramaic.

Some of them, like Dp/H, 3D~1D, DD"lp, PlX"lp are the exclusive

possession of MH,

2. The Tenses.

In the inflexion of the verb, the following variations

from the BH. forms are found in MH. :

—

The second masc. plural of the perfect sometimes ends in

jn for nn (e.g. jn^B'y, Middoth, II, i ; but Dn''{:'y in Ahotk,

II, 3). This is usually ascribed to Aram, influence ^. But

may not this modification be due simply to the natural

phonetic change of D into | "i How liable older Hebrew
was to make this change, and how anxious it was to avoid

it, is shown by the fact that the tone was always placed on

the syllables Dn, fn, D3, p, &c., in order, presumably, to

ensure the distinct pronunciation of the final consonants,

and to prevent their being confused with each other.

Naturally this confusion which appears in MH. was
facilitated and accelerated by contact with Aram., but it

is difficult to believe that Ai-am. influence alone would
have produced this change of letters if Hebrew itself had

not shown a natural tendency in that direction. Aram,

influence was incapable of remodelling in the least the

^ An Assyi-ian word, Nsldeke, op. cit., § 181 ^8).

^ Cf., however, Jastrow, s. vv.

' So Stein, p. 24.
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inflexion of the Hebrew verb after its own manner. It

could not produce a change in the vowel of this suffix from

g to u and e (cf. MH. nn^Dp, fri^op with Aram, pn^op, pri^Dp).

Moreover, this influence, if it had really been so intense,

ought to have worked in an opposite direction. Instead of

producing in MH. one form for both genders, it ought to

have preserved and accentuated in MH. the difierences and

distinction between the genders and persons of which

Aramaic itself is so jealous, while Hebrew had always been

slack about them, as is shown by the common gender of

^bDp (Aram. l^Dp m. ; N^Dp, "'i'Dp f.), and the use of nj^opn for

the second and third fem. plural (Aram. pDpn, pDp'' or f7Dp3

respectively).

In the imperfect the form n:^t:pn has entirely disappeared

without leaving any trace in the whole of the vast MH.

literature ^ i^op' and l^Dpn are therefore used for both

genders just like l^Lsp already in BH. and ]nbop sometimes

in MH. In this MH. has merely developed to the full

a tendency already strong in BH. (cf. Gen. xxx. 39 ; Lev.

xxvi. ^^ b ; Judges xxi. 21 a, &c. ; Ges.-K., § 145 ^), ^ u).

Modem Arabic has gone further in this respect than MH.,

inasmuch as it has given up all the fem. plural forms,

whether in the perfect or in the imperfect '^. Aramaic,

however, has anxiously preserved the distinction of gender

even in the latest and most decayed dialects ^.

The imperfect Kal of transitive verbs is, in accordance

with the general rules of spelling in MH., written plena

^lL3p\ The plural remains l^up* even at the end of a

sentence. In a few instances, however, the form 1710P' is

found in pause : Tohor., X, 3 l^UD^tr ny " until they bathe "
;

Mikivaoth, I, 5 lQ^t2tt'*l " and they will overflow " ; Ui/fin,

111,4 'ipSnD''^ IV "until they become sweet"; ipi^n^i "and

' The form irrr nrmm in the 18 (19) benedictions (Singer, p. 51), ia au

adaptation of Isa. xxxiii. 17 and Ps. xvii. a.

"^ Spitta, § 90 a (i).

' Mandate forms an exception, as it uses sometimes the masc. for the

fem. ; cf. NOldeke, Hand, Gr., § 162, and p. 87 (top).

D a
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they Hhall divide " (B. Me^., I, i, 2, &c.), tlio latter also

without pause in Ketub., VIII, 2. So iJinD^::' " that they

may hccoinc softened" [Tohor., IX, 5), and the fern. sing.

>"innty " which thou wilt vow " {Nedtirini, X, 7), which

Stein (p. 30) ascribes to Syriac influence \

So also in the imperative in pause i^ina " write ye I "

;

i»inn " seal ye! " Glttin, VI, 7 ; VII, 2.

The consecutive tenses have practically ^ disappeared

altogether in MH. They are not even found in the liturgy

except in a few isolated cases, viz. in the Ahaba, inonB'

^nw^l 1^ (Singer, p. 39), but it may be doubted whether

this phrase existed in the benediction in MiSnaic times ^

;

in the formula for the sanctification of the festivals :
'\y? \^:^).

(Singer, pp. 228, 230, &c.) ; in the Habdala : ^'}?^\, iJIW'pl,

&c. (ibid., pp. 46, 227, 240, six times beside one perf. with

simple ivcnv); in the Service for the New -Year: innpcril

(p. 250), orofJ?! • • • ini^:n3 (p. 252) ; in the Ne ila for the

Day of Atonement : 'nn'sni, ^nts^rii (p. 267). These instances

must be ascribed to the influence of Biblical style which

manifested itself only in elevated and semi-poetical passages.

They are not deliberate imitations of the old literary style,

nor are they derived from the living speech of the day ; for

in either case they would have occurred more frequently.

As is well known, numerous passages are found even in

the oldest portions of the Bible in which the simple tenses

are used in place of the usual consecutive tenses, and this

becomes more frequent from the times of Jeremiah onward,

until in Koheleth the relation between the consecutive and

^ In Megillah, III, 3, the ordinary reading iribn' n? is correct, ^•x^•>7\*

could hardly be used in an impersonal sense (against Stein, 1. c).

* The only passage known to the writer where the consec. tenses are

found is the remarkable BaraWia in Talm. b. Kiddus., 66 a, in which the

impf. consec. occurs seven times (three of which are the form I'SS'i),

beside eleven times of the perf. with weak waw. This Baraitha seems to

be a fragment of a collection of historical tales written in MH. but

affecting to imitate the old historical style.

' Cf. Berak., I, 4. The phrase in the Geuila, cm:? C'O iE3'i (Singer,

p. 43), is of course a quotation from Ps. cvi. 11.
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the simple tenses is reversed, i. e. the use of the simple

tense becomes regular while that of the consecutive tense

becomes exceptional. The explanation of this phenomenon

as due to Aramaic influence, though obvious and plausible,

is inapplicable to the cases in the earlier books (cf. Driver's

Tenses, § ^33)- It remains, therefore, to say that this

irregularity arose at an early time within the Hebrew

language itself and independently of outside influence.

For it is inconceivable that in ordinary colloquial Hebrew,

even of the golden age of the language, such a subtle and

complicated idiom as the use of the consecutive tenses

could have always been observed with the strict precision

which we generally find in the literary dialect. The

popular speaker could not always have been equal to the

mental strain involved in the regular and continuous use

of a construction of this nature. Now and again looseness

of thought would manifest itself in loose and irregular

constructions, and these would in due time find their way

into the literature, and what was first a vulgarism would

in the course of time become merely a permissible and

innocent irregularity of style, and later a regular alter-

native construction, until finally it would become the

aceeptedly natural and regular mode of expression.

It may even be doubted whether the consecutive con-

struction ever attained in popular speech that dominating

position which it occupies in the literary dialect, and

whether the more original and more convenient construc-

tion with the simple tenses did not survive in the every-

day language side by side with the new and more elegant

construction by means of the consecutive tenses. In

Phoenician, which also possesses the consecutive tenses,

the simple tenses arc used very often where BH. would

employ the consecutive ; thus pj?3i . . . y'2t^•1 (Cooke, iV. i^ein.

Inscr., No. 3, 1. 8) ; Pip.?:^ I^N rhvQ\ (No. 29, 1. 13) ; ^V?'" • • • P

(No. 33, 1. 3); ^'^^) ^ys (No. 38, 1. 1), and the comnum

phrase N^D""! |n^ (No. 13, 1. 2, &c.), Ijoth verbs of which arr

perfects.
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The contact with Aram, wovild, naturally, but strengthen

the position of the older construction, until finally the

consecutive tenses would be entirely banished from the

living language and survive only in literature largely by

force of the literary tradition, as in Koheleth, Daniel, &c.,

or through conscious and deliberate imitation of older

models ; so in Esther, Chronicles, and in Sirach. If this be

the case, the consecutive tenses must have become obsolete

in the living language long before the close of the Canon.

3. The Infinitive.

Of the various and manifold constructions with the

infinitive to be found in BH., MH. has only retained the

gerundial use with b to express the motion, direction, and

purpose of a verb. In its nominal capacity the infin. has

been supplanted in MH. by the corresponding verbal nouns

which are so numerous in MH., while for the infin. with

the prepositions 2, 3, periphrasis with —5?'3 (= BH. Iw'N^,

Aram, na, Dan. vi. 10, hd) has been substituted as in Syriac

and usually in Aramaic. The loss of these constructions

cannot be ascribed to Aram, influence, since in Aram, the

infinitival construction is to be found pretty often, at least

in the Targumim, e.g. Nnvoa (Gen. xlviii. 7),
n'pD»3 (xii. 4),

^mn^Dn (xxiv. 6i),"'P2ca (Exod. ix. 29), .Tnin^ca (xi. i),c'tc.,(S:c.

These Aram, forms may, of course, be due to the influence

of the Hebrew text ; but the fact remains that they were

permissible in Aram, and not in MH. Moreover, the

infin. absolute for emphasizing a following finite verb is

extremely common, not only in the Targumim but also

in Syriac^, while not a trace of it is to be found in MH.
The loss of the infinitive must therefore be due to natural

decay. And in fact in those late books of the Bible which

have not been influenced consciously or unconsciously by

* Cf. Noldeke, Syr. Gr., § 293 ff. In the Targumim the inf. absol. is used

almost alwajs where tlie Hebiew text has it. Cf. also Winer's Chald.

Gr.' (1882), § 46, 4, 5.
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earlier models the use of the infin. is much more scarce

than in earlier books. Thus in Nehemiah's Memoirs the

inf. with 3 is only found once, ""ytrL'O (i. 4) ; contrast with

yotr "i::'Na (iii. ;^^, iv. 1,9), 1x3 n-j'XD (iv. 6), r\nn: t^m (vii. i),

&c. In Koheleth the infin. with ? is extremely common,

just as in MH., while the other infinitival constructions are

extremely rare. The only real infinitives in the book ai'e

nunn (v. 10) and bsi^l (xii. 4), since nna (i. 18, v. 2, 6,

xi. i), N^o (iv. 6) ^, and yna (vii. 3) are properly substan-

tives. Contrast, on the other hand, S<VO'' ab "^ya ""^^d (iii. 11),

i^n -1C^N3 (iv. 17), iT.T -iCND (viii. 7), also iv. 10-12, &c.,

where older Hebrew would certainly have preferred

the infinitival construction. So also in the book of

Canticles, the inf. with b alone is found (vi. 2, 11), but

not with 3 or 3. Note the construction in viii. i, 6, 8,

and other places where literary Hebrew would have

certainly used the infinitive. This construction of the

infin. with 2 or D is also absent in the first chapter of

Daniel, while from the clumsy way in which it is employed

in the rest of this book, and also in the original passages

of the Chronicles ^, it is evident that it was with these

authors an artificial mode of expression, in the use and

application of which they were but seldom successful. Its

total disappearance, therefore, in MH. is but natural and

inevitable.

As regards the form of the infin. witli 7, it may he remarked

that in the Niph'al the preformative n is usually elided al'ter tlie 7,

as V2U''b "to swear"; bpii'^b "to he stoned," &c., though the full

form is (juite common, e.g. niNian!?, yi2ri7 {Abofh, Y, i), espicially

in weak verhs : ymin^ {Aboth, IV, 22), -\i:r6 {Sfbnth, III, 9).

In the Hipl/il the n is but rarely elido.l, as in nnn^ (=nm.-lS),

mnC'b (= ninc'n^) " to cause delay " {'Erub., X, 5) =". Tliia elision

' The.se two are often construed in the same way in Mil., e.g. Aboth,

III, 15 r\XiVon 3TI ; Kilaim, III, i nciDn 2nn nbo, cf. II, 6; iatib.,

VII, 8, &c.

" Cf. Driver, LOT.^, pp. 506, No. 12; 538, No. 37.

' n''u\r'7 quoted by Stein (p. 10) is a noun = n".:^''^ "for a spread'' or

"mat," cf. Bcrtiuoro to JIuUin, IX, 3.
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of tlio n iH nicicly an oxteiiHion to tlic; infinitive when preceded

1)}' a preposition of the phonetic principle followed in the formation

of the imperfect ; cf. also the elision of the article after a fjreposition,

and other cases of the elision of n in Gl-h.-K., § 23^. It is found

in isolated cases also in I'H. ' and must have been very common

in the colloquial language.

The analogy of the imj)erfect is also evident in the formation

of the infin. of verbs the first radical of which is a weak letter.

Thus ^"D: *1T.^2^ Vr]?, P'^, corresponding to the impflf. TIX, SHX,

It^^K; rS: i'lD^J', V^'^, ^la^b = impff. b^^), VO), P1S^ So ^^'b,

jriv, except in the standing expression nnS riNC? (literally, " to

give and to take," i. e. " to buy," and then " to deal " in its

widest sense), where the old forms have been preserved for their

assonance '.

Further, np^^ and -^01^ = impff. np\ 10N>, but other t<"3 verbs

form the infin. regularly.

These infinitives may, perhaps, be older than the usual BH.

forms with the fem. termination D : mi?, HVu?, &c. In irni?

(i Kings vi. 19) we have perhaps a forma mixta of the colloquial

?^? and the literary nrip
; so perhaps also irin (i Kings xvii. 14,

in the Kethib) may be a forma mixta of 1^ and riri. This would

go to show that there was also a colloquial infin. \^ without the

preposition.

The inf. with h preceded by the adjective l^ny is some-

times used to express with emphasis the occurrence of

a future act or event (the Per'tphradlc Future). It is not

very common in the Misna or in the Halakic Midrasim,

and where it does occur it always expresses, in accordance

with the meaning of TTiy, a resolve, readiness, or obligation

to perform an act, or the certainty and inevitable character

» Ges.-K., §§ 51 b, ssq.
* So Sirach xxx. 17.

* Cf. Weiss, p. 91. A similar commercial expression is ^n' c.vi -en CN

" more or less " (JB. Bathra, VII, a f.). Hoffmann in his edition points Trr

incorrectly. The Targumic 2n'i nr: (Zach. v. 6, ']'), and the Talmudic

'voi Vpir are imitations of the MH. nn'7l nNTL'i So also the Talmudic

N'VJi N^pc is a translation of the MH. jnc") K\i"2 ''business." Cf. also

Barth, Wurzcluntemuchwigcn, p. 23.
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1

of an event'. The following are all the instances of this

construction in the Misna :

—

Demai, VII, i tJ'nsnb T-ny "':N'J' n» " what I shall have lo

set apart."

jMeyilla, II, 3 "iltn? ITiy DX " if he is resolved, or going to

return."

Nedar., Ill, i "vrvh TJiy "'iN'C' mj h>2 " every vow which I sliall

ever make."

Tohor., IX, 2 r\'\'hh Tnv ^53^... np'b Tnv bin pidd^d -ica

" he has finished gathering the olives but he is going to huy

(more), he has finished buying but he is going to borrow (mure)."

Ibid,, IX, 6 }:h ]n)bv^b I'nv) . . . n''nn pn: " he put them

into the house, but he is going to bring them up to the roof."

i'ekal., YI, 3; Midd., II, 6 pN^i^ nvn^ |n'nyi D':;dd n^cn n
n^3n inSD nnno " in it the waters trickle forth and in the future

they shall go forth from under the threshold of the house " (cf.

Ezek. xlvii. 12).

Midd., II, 3 ... 1DN3:^• nvn^ On'ny nn "I31
" and so shall they

be in the future, as it is said ' And he brought me forth into the

outer court'" (Ezek. xlvi. 21).

Nazir, V, 4 " if you had known 3"in'^ TTiy p^"n'3'J' that the

temple was going to be destroyed "
; Sota, V, 2 ; B. Jfes., IV, 2

;

Sank., X, 2 ; Ahoth, III, i ; Uksin, II, 12 (a later addition).

The construction is extremely common in the later Haggadic

literature with a force analogous to that of the last examples

in the list above. It is also very common in the Targu mini, where

it is used as a rule in the same way as in MH. (e.g. Gen. iii. if,,

22 ; iv. 10; vi. 3 ; xv. 12, in Jonathan). But sometimes Tny is

followed in the Targum by T and the imperf., e.g. Isa. xl. 2. In

Syriac »^^..^ is always followed by — and the imperf." In 1 11.

the construction is found only once, viz. Job iii. 8 "ITy D'Tnyn

frT'l^ (11"iy^=). Note also nn*ny "the destined future," Dent,

xxxii. 35. The root iny is rare in the Bible, but it may have

been common in the colloquial language of 15iblical times.

' Cf. Cfraetz, Orient, 1845, cmI. 87, ami M. (iiiinbaum, tian. Studies in

rnv7nory 0/ Kokiit, p. 230.

» CI". Payiio-Suiith, s. v.
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4. The Participle.

In its form tho MH. participle coincides exactly with

the BH. participle. The feminine singular usually ends

in n__ n— as npn^D, ni^^nnp. nyQ-iD. So also in BH. the

fern, partic. with ri-^ is by far the more common form.

Thus in a cursory examination of the first twenty-seven

chapters of Genesis the writer has found fifteen examples

of the form with ri-^- against hardly one with "^-r (xx. 3

The fem. of b^^?, however, and of verbs l"y and n"b

al^vays ends in 'l-p.

Here we see again how little MH. grammar was

influenced by Aramaic. The analogy of Aram., which

forms the fem. partic. by attaching the termination N-;-,

J_L- to the masculine, ought to have favoured the pre-

dominance in MH. of the form with '"I-7-, but as a matter

of fact the reverse is the case. Curiously enough the

scarcity in MH. of the fem. partic. with n— has also been

attributed to Aram, influence (Stein, p. 38 (2)).

Already in BH. we find a few cases where the passive

b)Op is used for the active, viz. in intransitive verbs, to

express an inherent quality, as ni03, "Il3w' ^, and in transitive

verbs to express an act which is so constant and continuous

as to become a condition and a quality of the subject, who
is thus conceived to be himself influenced and acted upon

by his own act^; so 3"in "Tinx "holding swords" (Cant,

iii. 8); ~ii:]r "mindful" (Ps. ciii. 14), &c. This construction

is more extensively used in Aram, and especially in Syriac *.

In MH. it is not so common as in Aram., but is yet more

frequent than in BH. The following is a fairly exhaustive

list of examples of this usage in MH. : pno '• cautious
"

» Cf. also Ges.-K., § 94 d.

" Cf. Ges.-K., 50/.

' Otlierwise Barth (Nominaibildung, p. 175 f.) who regards these forms

as participles active derived from the u imperfect.

' Noldeke, Syr. Gr., § 280.
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(Ahoth, I, i); lip?' "watchful, diligent" (ibid., II, 14);

D^>nn"i " lying " (Bekor., IX, 7) ; DV ^UC3, or n^^ncj " one who
has bathed but has to wait for sunset in order to become

pure" {Tohor., II, i and Telnd Yoin, paadm). The common
form "1129 " thinking " is an adaptation of the Aram. T3D.

In transitive verbs : ^sipo " having been made the recipient

of a tradition" (Pea, II, 6, etc.; cf. Ahoth, I, i blp n^'D ^)

;

""1^3 "married" {Yebam., XIII, 7, &c.), i.e. "in condition of

being married," but the act of marrying is always expressed

by the active NC'iJn ; D"'nJ3 "Z'^iyn " lacking garments " (Kelim
,

Ij 2) ; V V.iriB' " men who are in a state of having drunk

wine 2
" ; D^^m Dn^ pn-i N^K' " one who is in a state of not

having washed his hands and feet 3" (Kel., I, 9; Para,

IV, i); Dnn^a DiTnnN ^i-yo ^o^cn '• holding the acts of their

fathers in their hands," i. e. conducting themselves as their

fathers did (Sifra, ed. Weiss, fol. 112 b). So perhaps in the

phrase naio ^1D3 "ungrateful" (pi. nniD \^.i£3). if, as appears

to the writer, it means " repressing, withholding thanks * '\

The other examples adduced by Hillel (op. cit., p. 22), are true

passives : ^1p^ " balanced " = even ;
''^^^ " hanged " = hanging '"

;

nv^ "stripped of the skin"; Pin^ " suspended " = falling. In

B. Bathra, 2 b point ?i£3 not '"123. The Munich cod. actually

has ?1D^3 {Dikd. Soferim, ad loc).

80 also iT^'bn cited by Weiss (p. 90 (s) Obs.) is conceived in

]\[H. as a true passive, while the person whose shoe was drawn

off is conceived everywhere in MH. as active, ('.c">'^, e.g. YiImiih.,

IV, I, 7, 8, &c. ; cf. IV, 5, 6 D3: IN pbn in miro yb]} (imperative), &c.

The Negative usually employed with the participle in

MH. is pN, just as in BH., but frequently i6 is usctl,

whenever it is intended to impart a certain emphasis to the

' In Mediaeval Hebrew ^aipc means "having been initiated into tho

Kabbala," a "Kabbalist."

2 Cf. Lev. X. 9.

' Cf. Ex. XXX. 10 f.

Cf. 'Aboda Z., IV, 3. Tlic etymology given by Levy and K.-hul is

improbable ; cf. also Jastrow.

' fcjo c'ibn, Josh. x. 4.
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ncijation. This happens either wlien tlie negative follows

iiiniiediatcly upon an affirmative \ or when two or more

negatives follow each other. In the first case bib) has the

force of " but not," and in the second case N?l , . . K? niean.s

" neither . . . nor ..." The participial clause thus negatived

contains as a rule no other words but the participle.

1. Blkk., I, I, 3, 4 n'^? N^l PN^no 't'^)?) Dn03 pX^DD i:*^ " there

are some who bring first-liuits and recite, some who bring but do

not recite ^."

^abb., XI, 2 PiPI^T iib bx . . . pD^-^in " one may hand the boards

. . . but not throw them."

Yebam., Ill, i ff. niD3:ri)D N^Jl n))lb)n l^N nn " lo, these perform

the halisa but are not to be taken in wedlock by the levir"; cf.

VI, I ; VII, 4 ; X, 8, 9 ; XI, 4, 6, and >Sota, I, 2.

Ibid., Ill, 6 m': i6 b^a NSJ'IJ Diyjm:x " the dvSpdyvvos may

marry a wife but must not be married to a husband " ; cf. Sanh.,

VII, 5.

. ^ebuoth, VII, I po^-kTD N^l '{"^^Z*: " they take the oath but

are free from payment."

llullin, I, 7 '{h^'iyo N^l pypin "tlie trumpet is blown (as a

signal for stopping work) but no hahdala is recited "
; so following

pypin X^l p^''na». Contrast with the negatives ps at the

beginning of the section in non-emphatic negation or in longer

clauses.

2. Terum., I, 2 V^'\'^ ST^] "imi^n cnn " the deaf who can speak,"

the negative not being emphatic, but following ^b\ yoiu' xb 13''Sli'

">3np " who can neither liear nor speak."

Pesah., I, 5 pa-jIB' N^l p^31N v6 phn " they are in suspense

:

neither may they eat (the leavened bread), nor need they burn it."

Besa, II, 8 DmpO pwN DnoiN' D^DDHI pS^-|p» ^ax . . . \"\'^\i)2 PwX

D*3^*"lpD VO ^IX
' one may not couib a beast on the festival witli

an iron comb, but one may do so with a wooden comb. The Sages

say one may not comb with an iron comb neither may one comb

with a wooden comb." Cf further V, 2 ; Yebam., VII, 5; VIII,

4, 5 ; XI, 2 W'O'y'O N^ Cvbin vh (contrast with XI, 5, 7 in longer

clauses); Sota, IV, i, 2, 3; Maccoth, III, 13; 'Edwjoth, V, 2
||

1 Cf. Geiger, p. 43.

' The section in Dcut. xxvi. 5-10.
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I/idlin, VIII, I ; Temura, IV, i ; Meila, III, i ff. (contrast with

III, 3 nnn D^^yiO pS); Nega'im, X, 4; iWtZtfa, VI, i.

3, The two cases side hy side, B. Bathra, VIII, i ; llorayoOi,

III, 5 ^Dix N^i TnpD \h Dvnnni biN sh pis nnpo j"n3 '
' the

High Priest may offer sacrifices on the day of the death of a near

kinsman hut may not eat of the sacrifice, while the ordinary priest

may not offer a sacrifice nor eat of one "
; W.rakin, VII, 4 ; Ohol.,

VIII, I ; Mikwaoth, VII, i ; Uksin, I, i.

In longer clauses the participle is negatived hy pN, e.g. Me'ila,

I, 3 ; ... hxyo DiT^y Wyn pSI Ona uhv^O pN " one does not

incur Me'ila by using them nor is one guilty in their case of

. . .
"

; 'Arakin, II, 6 ; Ketub., V, 5.

The following are the exceptions to the above rules met with in

the Misna : N? used to negative a longer clause; Ketub., VII, 6 ;

Nedarim, IV, 5; cf. Aholh, II, 16; 'Arakin, II, 3; VII, i ; cf.

also Aboth., V, 14. In 'Ab. Z., II, 5 read with N. and C. pjnj N^

p^yio nS.

In BH., too, numerous cases are found of participles

negatived by ah ^, but very few of them can be re-

garded as emphatic negations. The usual explanation of

such constructions on the analogy of oy Nv ^ (Deut. xxxii. 21)

is hardly applicable to passages like Deut. xxviii. 61 ; Hab.

i. 14 ; Job xii. 3, xxix. 12; or to 2 Sam. iii. 34 ; Ezek. iv. 1 4,

where the participle, being parallel to a finite verb, is

evidently used with a verbal force. Wo have obviously,

in these constructions, whether in BH. or in MH., an

extension of the use of the general negative N7 to cases

regularly negatived by ps without in the least implying

a weakening of the nominal character of the participle.

Considerinc: also the restrictions, enumerated above, under

which i6 is used with the participle in MH., it will become

^ Cf. Gen. XXXV. 18 (^in) ; Lam. iii. 39.

2 All the cases are collected and classified by E. Sollin, i'J'cr ilie vert„il-

nominale Doppelnatur d. hehr. Participien u. IvfinUive, p. 27, .iiul liy J. Kali:in

in his dissertation with the same title, p. 19.

= Cf. Driver to Deut. iv. 42, also Tuisvs", § i6a footnote.
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clear that it would bo wrong to adduce this construction

as evidence that the participle had become in MH. a mere

verb just as in iVramaic.

This also applies to the Position of the Suhject of a

participial predicate. The subject whether pronoun or

noun is sometimes placed in MH., as in BH. \ after the

participle, but only as a rule when special emphasis is

to be placed on the participle, so that the act rather than

its subject is uppermost in the speaker's mind, and is thus

placed first in accordance with the general custom in

Hebrew. Gradually this order of words was extended also

to cases where the emphasis is faint or even entirely absent,

especially in very common and colloquial phrases.

The following is a classified list of passages iu the MiSna in

which the participle precedes its subject :

—

(i) With a noun as the subject:

Halla, I, 8 iniin ''T DlX ."13 NVVI "one way fulfil with it

one's obligation," opposed to the following NW DTX pNI.

Sabb., V, I " wherewith may a beast go out and wherewith

may it not go out 1
" 7J2jn XVV " the camel may go out . . .

"
; so

'Eduy., II, 7.

Besa, III, 8 DIN "ICIN " a man may say," opposed to "ICK* N^

Dnx in the preceding paragraph ; so DIN ^?^^ and IV, 6, 7 ; Sabh.,

XXI, I ; XXIII, i; Ketub., II, 4, 10; Nazir, II, 2 ; Sota, III, 4;

Kiddus., IV, 12 mx "in^DD "a man may be alone," opposed to

the preceding , , , "in^JT N?.

B. Mes., Y, 6, 8, 10; YII, 5 nvj'V ^j;i3 ^31S* "a workman may
eat cucumbers," opposed to the following ^yia ^3N' bib (VII, 6).

Aboth, III, 14 mx a^an, i'x-iy'^ I'^^an, &c.; VI, 7 min nbn:;

Bekor., V, 5 ; Kerith., VI, 3.

So usually in the common phrases DIN 2*n " one is bound "

{Berak., IX, 5, &c.)^; DIN* T"l^* "oue must" (iaW., II, 7, &c.);

' Cf. Driver, Tenses, § 135 (4). So also in Phoenician : y.n ny, -i:n bvt,

Cooke, op. cit., No. 3, i, a, 3, and the note p. 21 f.

^ But Bekor., IV, i : crn "rNnc" as the subject is emphatic : the

Israelite as opposed to the priest.
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nV22n nni?D1 "the Sages admit" {Pea, III, 2; Ketuh., II, 2;

^. Bathra, V, 2 ; Horay., I, 2, &c.).

(2) With a pronoun as the subject

:

&ahb., Ill, 5 13in^ Nin |nV3 ^ax p1^ 13in^ jn^ N^ " one may not

put into it cold water but one onay put into it . . .

," so below.

'Erubin, IV, 2 Dnx onri^D Dn^ -i?:s' nT^ i:x no " may we go

dovvn?^ He said to them. You may" ; Pesah., II, 7 (niH nSK' i>ax

as opposed to mUTI Nb) ; ^em, II, i.

Ketuh., II, 5, 6 ^?X n"iVnL2=i 'nn'J'J "I was indeed taken captive,

hut I have remained chaste "
; IX, 5 ; Nedar., IV, 4 ; XI, 7,12;

,So<a, I, 5 ; III, 5 (|n niSDD), III, 6 ; IV, 2 ; 'Eduy., VIII, 2
;

Horay., I, 4.

80 also with the common participle ''^3^ which is generally

emphatic: Ketuh., VII, 10 {bis, very instructive!); XIII, 5, 6,

8, q'^; A^wto, IV, 2 ; KidduL, III, 13.

In some of the following passages the emphasis on the participle

is hardly noticeable : ^jN yil^ ', Berak., V, 5 (instructive !) ; Nedar.,

XI, 7 (6js) ; iN^azzr, II, 4 ; Nidda, V, 6 ; ""^N ^aipo " I am in

possession of a tradition," Pea, II, 6 ; Yehani., XVI, 7 ; 'Eduy.,

VIII, 7 ; Yadaim, IV, 3 ; >JX nsn * " I prefer," Kilaim, II, 11;

jB. Hasana, II, 8; Ketuh., XIII, 3, 4, 5 ; ^ehuoth, VI, 3; Aboth,

II, 9 (2).

>JN M "I am astonished," i?. J/es., YI, 8; Kerith., IV, 3.

^:X -113T5 "I remember," Ketuh., II, 10; Kiddul, IV, 14 (n^JD

'JN); Macroth, I, iff,; ^ehuoth, IV, i fF. ; 'Arakin, IV, 2 (iCIK

""JN)*; MaMirin, I, 4 (2); Yadaim, IV, 3 (nriN yip)', IV, 6 f.

Note also the following passages where the pronoun Xin placed

after the predicate anticipates the subject proper*: ^160^/4,11, 14,

' Literally: "What are we in respect of going down?" cf. Tenses,

§ 205.

^ With omission of the pronoun mn. Cf. the very common technical

expression —v b^T, which stands for —c TDib ^:n biD'.

* So Koh. viii. 12.

* So Gen. xxxi. 5.

* In later style contracted, after Aramaic fashion, to 'nisi, Talni. b.

Sabb., 115 a, &c.

* So Ps. xlv. 2 by which the statement in Tenses, § 135 (4) Obs., is to bo

corrected.

' A reminiscence of Malachi iii. 8.

' Cf. on this idiom below, p. 84.
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16 : "inaxi'D bv^ Kin JDNJI " and fuitliful is he, even thy employer "
;

J'ara, X, 5 linDn NIH IDiy blH; XII, 5 -nnun Nin rnx " tlie clean

man iiiay stand, hold."

The contraction of the participle and the following *JX into one

word is sometimes found in Midrasira and in lafe j^flf. style

generally, probahly under the influence of Aramaic, in which this

contraction takes place with the personal pronouns of the ist and

2nd persons both singular and pluraP. Such contracted forms

never occur in the Misna. The instances quoted by previous

writers rest on incorrect texts. For "'JCir'in {oabb., XXII, 3)

C. reads ""JN \^mn " I fear ^" while N. has, wrongly, •'JX ntnn

" I suspect." For *jnn3 (A\ Ilasana, II, 9) both N. and C. read

^JN "im ("I decree"), and for "J^aipD {Yeham., XVI, 7; Yada.,

IV, 2) both these texts have ''JX ^31pO. So silso Nedar., I, i for

"•jpnno . . . ''rk^"^D1D . . . •jmin these two texts have . , . ^:x *niQ

••JN pnno . . . ''Js trnDin.

The suJDstantive verb n^n when combined with the

participle is treated, in respect to its position, similarly to

the pei'sonal pronoun. As a rule it precedes the participle,

but the latter sometimes stands first for the sake of emphasis

or in familiar expression.

Fea, II, 4 N3X n^2 Vn pjHIJ " my father's house were

accustomed," modifying the preceding statement; so Sabb., I, 9;

Sukka, II, I ; III, 9 (^n^'M naiv).

Ketub., II, 3 "this is our handwriting CJup 1r^^ D'Di:wS* i^nx

. . , 13"'NT but we were forced, we were minors, we were dis-

qualified for evidence."

Ibid., II, 5 " if a woman says ^JS* nL*'nJ1 "'n''\n C'\S' nL"S I wa?,

indeed, a married woman but am now divorced." VII, 10 n~i12D

Tl^^n " I had thought "
; Kiddus., II, 5 ; Nazir, II, 4 ; B. Mes., I, 7 ;

Kerith., IV, 2 ... C]N JJB'in* 'l H^H HDID " E,. J. acquitted him

even . .
.

" ; 2Ieila, III, 7 D^ipT HJOD Vn p3ni3 contradicting the

previous statement ; Para, XII, 4. So also in BH. for the sake

of emphasis : Exod. xxvii. i, xxviii. 16 ; Deut. ix. 7, 22, 24 ; Josh.

1 Cf. Noldeke, Syr. Gr., § 64 ; Dalman, § 65.

' Similarly, Dan. i. 10 '3N NT.
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V. 5; Ezek. xvi. 22, xxvi. 13, xliv. 2 (coiitr. xlvi. 1); Zeph. ii. 4;

Vs. Ixix. 9, cxxii. 2, &c. This order is also common in Aram., cf.

Dan. ii, 31, 34, iii, 8, iv, 7, 10, 12, 13, 26, vi. 2, vii. 8, &c.

(contr. ii. 20, 43, v. 19, 29, vi. 27, &c.). Ezra iv. 12, 22, v. 8,

vi. 6 (coutr. vi. 9, 10, vii. 25, 26), and often in the Targumim and

in the other dialects.

The participle is sometimes used as a complement to another

verb, where we should normally expect the infinitive with 7.

Thus after i^-nnn, Pesah., I, 5 psmcy Dyn b^ i^^nnn "all the

people began to burn"; Taanith, I, 4 pjvno Dn^n\n l^^nnn

"individuals began to fast"; Tamid, II, 2, 3: n^^yo l^nn YI,

1.3; Negaim, VII, 4. But also with the infin., Sekal., I, 3 17'nnn

\yirob, hptri' li'^nnn " they began to pay the ^ekel," " they began

to seize pledges for the ^ekel," and elsewhere.

The nearest approach to this use of the participle to be found in

BH. is the expression nina l^nn (i Sam. iii. 2). Note also

CI ^nx (Deut. ii. 24), nn ^ns (v. 25), ^^^: bnti (Joshua iii. 7).

In the Aramaic of the Targumim H'^ "to begin," is usually

construed with the infinitive with b ; cf., for example. Gen. vi. i
;

x. 8, and the above passages in the Targumim ; but occasionally

also with the participle. So Deut. i. 5 in Onkelos IJ'nQ n'C12 nt'

for the Hebrew ^^?? . . . ^Nin, but Targ. Jon. has NS^O^ '. In

Syriac, however, w**. is regularly followed by the participle

;

cf. NOldeke, Sf/r. Gr., p. 214 (bottom, Engl. tr.).

The participle is also found after p:ni3 in Pea, II, 4 Vn pjniJ

p:ni: n3k n^n " to give^ " ; but iabb., I, 9 vnc' . . . p:mj

pjni:; so Suk., II, i. After yjOJ, Yebam., I, 3 pl^•1y lyiW N^ *

"they did not shrink from preparing," beside Nt^'vD W03 Sv

(N. NB'"'i'); cf. also the parallel passage in 'Edui/., IV, 8.

After the noun "im, BeraL, I, 3 Q'l:})^ niH ^:i lint' nV'^'2

Dn?Oiy N"a "l~nc ny::'ai "at the hour when it is the custom of

men to lie down ... to rise up
•*

" ; B. Bathra, VI, 6 ; Scmh.,

VII, 2 pninro pncicn ^a in " it is the custom of all those

about to be put to death to make a confession"; Nidda, II, r.

But the infinitive with b is more common, e.g. Berak., I, 2

' Cf. Levy, Chald. WB., s. v. <-ic.

'^ This is the reading of N. and C,

* But N. has mci-So '2 n"?.

* For this sense of TOr in late Hebrew, cf. LOT/^, p. 507, No. 16.
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. , . nwyij CD^O *J3 "Jin pC " for tlms it is the custom of princeg

to rise up at the third hour of the day"; Nedar., VIII, 5, 6, &c.

After D3ip ', Nedar., I, 4 . . . . "joy -|3no '•D D2ip, &c. " Konem
that my mouth speak not with thee, that my hand work not with

thee, that my foot walk not with thee," II, 2, 4 ; III, 2 ; VII, 3.

Contiast II, I n^HD "'i^Nt' 1310 "':''K'J' p^'^ ^^Nt:' D:ip ; III, 1 1, &c.

The participle is sometimes used in apposition to the subject or

object with the force of a circumstantial clause. Thus :

—

'Orla, II, 12 mron -ij;::'^ noiy ^x^^oj 'i nx 'nW "I asked

E. G. while he was standing in the East gate '''' Nefja'im, VII, 4

pahn >"•! HNI :"-l nx 'rh^-y "I asked R. G. and R. J. while they

were going ^."

Yoma, VII, i iniy xiipi ; ,Soi!a, VII, 8 2L"r xmpi ; Teruvu,

II, 3 Dn3 K>onB'> x^ nno onn cTon::'^ 33v^ nata d^^d ^^3Dcn
" he that bathes vessels on the Sabbath unwittingly he may use

ihem, wittingly he must not use them "
; cf. al?o the following

clauses : Ketuh., IX, 6 (mj ^T\'y^^6) ] Gittin, V, 4 ; Ilalla, II,

3, 7 (nony) ; Maccoth, III, 2(xot3); 'Ah. Z., IV, 10*; Nega'im,

VII, 3 (p3no); Sifra, 94 c (,T1:£) DiV DX) ; further, Pea, III, 7

yiO 3^Dw' VDDJ Jm^n "if one assigns his property when ill";

B. Kam., VIII, 6 moiy H^OB' "he watched her as she was

standing "
; Menahoth, V, 7 "'DinB' HDI^DI D''"'n Hi^rOD D^JIi'ti " they

requiie laying on the hands when alive and waving when slain."

But contrast XI, 7 Tl XVTJ'3 |niX p^aiX " the Babylonians eat it

raw "
" ; Kiddus., II, i myj XM'J'S *, and often elsewhere.

The same idea is expressed also with 3 essentiae attached to

the participle : pDno X^3 " when not intentional " {'Erub., IV, 4) ;

::^U2, nnoa (Alddicl, 11, 8, &c. &c.), or by a full circumstantial

clause: D^^IJD Dm "they being uncovered" [Ma'aseroth, V, 2);

nr Oy nr pjnj \rv\ " being uttered both together " {Sahh., XII, 4

;

XVII, I ; Ketuh., VII, 8, &c.). Such a clause is sometimes attached

do-i'i'ScTcos : }*'>cnn^ *n3 HTD X? " there being in neither sufficient

to cause fermentation" {'Orla, II, 11, 14, 15).

^ Cf. on this word Cooke, op. cit., p. 33 f.

^ C. actually reads TDiy Nim.
* But N. C. read p^ina with 3 essentiae ; cf. also Si/ra (ed. Weiss), 61 a.

* According to some edd., cf. above, p. 22.

^ Cf. Onkelos, Lev. xvi. 10 'n 13 cpiiT for the Hebrew 'n i?ar and often.

* Sirach xxi. laa jrp Nirnra.
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Weiss (p. 89) ' states that the participle preceded by one of

the prefixed prepositions 2, 3, 7 is widely used in MH. in the

place of the infinitive. But this rests on a misapprehension.

Forms like D"ID1^^?, pin? are ordinary infinitives written |>7<n(?

= DirOB'?, P'TI'' ^ Such forms are often found in the better texts

without the vowel letter, e. g. for IpnlC^ N. and 0. have JpnU'^

"to wear them out" {B. Mes., II, 8, &c.).

Forms like p3{yV3, plOiya are participles with the 2. cssptitiae

mentioned above :
" as sitting ones," " as standing ones," i. e.

"whether standing or sitting" {^Zabim, III, 2). So also in

yiT" irXB'n , . . ynu ^ " as known ... as not known," i. e. " when

known . . . and when not known" {Terum., IV, 8). In the phrase

DVD jniii we have a standing technical expression to which 3 has

been prefixed without, however, impairing thereby the paiticipial

force of fnl3. The significance of the 3 varies with the context.

Thus in Halla, III, 10 Dyo iniJ3 (~1D1S) '' Ttbel renders a food

prohibited by adding to it a flavour," the 3 has an instrumental

significance. So in Terum., X, i ; 'Ah. Z., V, 8 (where it is

parallel to NinK' ^33 noix "by anything"), and Hullin, VII, 5.

On the other hand in the expression oyD |ni33 13 t^''' DN {Nedar.,

VI, 6 ; 'Ah. Z., V, 2 ; and Iltdlin, VII, 4) the 3 seems to have the

force of 3 essentiae.

The same construction is found with the technical and invariable

expression r\p^D D3133 "by taking in a liquid" [Kelim, VIII, 2)

parallel to D*nM3 " (measured) by olives " and D'pt^•D3, i. e. with

3 instrumenti. But in ripK*0 D3133 VH (ibid., X. 8) we have the

3 essentiae; so, probably, in Ohol., V, 2 HiX^D D2133 n31pJ1 "having

a hole large enough to take in a liquid."

Similarly, Ohol, XIII, i ff". n2D nni33 (niy^C) "its measure

is by an open space of a hand-bieadth " (cf. VI, 5 ff.) with 3

instrumenti.

In Dn3 {Snbb., II, 5) the 3 is used pleonastically ; cf. Yadaim^

IV, 2 n^^'^: I'DDDB n^x nnx psi pCD fjntpa nnx "thou art

benefiting them with money but art really losing sou's " ;
'J"l'"l

^HN |1D"in 7y 3''K')03 "lo, I am answering Tarplion my brother";

* Quoted by Driver, Tenses^, p. 172.

* Cf. Geigor, Jiid. Zeitschri/t, 1867, P- '75 ; Stein, p. 27 (3) and footnote.

' Or the expression is perhaps alibrtviated from ;'3n'' . . . riTu: pi3

£ 2
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BO also commonly in Into MIL with "113D, D^"113D, &c. {KiJd., Ill, 5) ;

cf. also tlie expression 713''33, the redundant use of the ? in n:QSw'3/

(Abofh, IT, 4), N3ncD^, n^nriD^, &c.

'

This pleonastic use of 3 is already found in 15II., Ps. cv. 12

(oycJ) ; Lam. i. 20 (n"l"DD) ; Isa. Hx. 1 8 (^V3), &c.

Like Aram., MH. regularly combines the partlc. vj'dh iTH-

whenever it desires to express the iteration of an act in

the past or in the future, or its continuity througli a longer

or shorter period, the combination thus taking the place of

the frequentative and iterative uses of the old perfect con-

secutive and of the simple tenses. The construction in MH.
is, however, of native origin and not borrowed from the

Aramaic. Already in BH. the pai'tic. is construed with the

substantive verb "^ not only when used in a quasi-nominal

capacity (e. g. Gen. iv. 2 ; Deut. ix. 7 ; Isa. iii. 7 in the

imperative ; Ps. x. 14, and especially with passive participles

which are treated almost like adjectives : i Kings x. 9

;

Deut. xxviii. 33, 34 ; Isa. ii. 2 ; Zeph. ii. 4), but also when

the partic. has a purely verbal force (e. g. of the past

:

Judges i. 7 ; 2 Sara. iii. 7, viii. 15 ; Jer. xxvi. 18, 20 ; 2 Kings

xvii. 32, 33 ; of the future : Gen. i. 6 ; Deut. xxviii. 29 ^

;

Isa. XXX. 20 ; with passive participles : Jer. xviii. 23 ; Ezek.

xliv, 2, xlvi. I ; Zech. xiii. i). This is especially the case

in the late books. Thus Neh. i. 4, ii. 13, 15, iii. 2 b,

v. 18, vi. 14, 19, xiii. 5, 22 ; 2 Chron. xxx. 10; Dan. viii.

5, 7, X. 2 ; Esther ii. 7, 15, and with nvn^ (a genuine MH.
construction), i. 22, viii. 13, ix. 21. The construction may
have been even more common in the popular dialect in

which the consecutive tenses seem to have been employed

but sparingly \ Tins is supported by the special frequency

of the construction in the Memoirs of Nehemiah which,

' '13 (or 'Nn3) does not belong liere. The 3 is a radical which suffered

aphaeresis in BH., cf. Barth, Etymol. Studien, p. 39.

' Cf. Tenser, § 135 (5I, and, with fuller libts, Sellin, op. cit., p. 35. and
Kahan, p. 25.

' Note the parallels cc*;' and n'';i'n.

* Cf. above, p. 37.
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being primarily intended for private use, were but little

influenced by the literary tradition, and therefore approached

most nearly to the actually spoken Hebrew of the day.

With the complete disappearance of the consecutive perfect

in MH., and the tendency which this idiom displays to

confine the simple tenses to the expression of single acts in

the past and future respectively, the regular employment of

the participle as a frequentative and iterative became a

necessity. But the participle, being incapable, owing to its

nominal character, of expressing any relation of time, has

to be accompanied, wherever possible \ by the auxiliary

verb in order to indicate the time in which the act expressed

by the participle occurs. The same construction is also

regularly employed in modern Arabic^, and is therefore

a characteristic common to all those Semitic dialects in

a late stage of their development which had been capable

at an earlier period of developing the verbal faculty of their

participles ^. That in none of these dialects is the con-

struction found so early and so extensively as in the Aram.,

is due simply to the fact that of all the Semitic languages

Aram, was, with the exception, perhaps, of Assyrian, the

first to reach its decline and to suffer the disintegration of

its inflexional system and its primitive syntax. It must,

of course, be conceded that the example of Aram, exercised

a potent influence upon the development of the construction

in MH. ; but, on the other hand, there is no doubt whatever,

considering the BH. instances referred to above, that

Hebrew, even more than Arabic, would have developed

the construction even without any external aid whatever.

All that Aram, influence could have done was to hasten the

extension and firm establishment of an already existing

native construction to the exclusion of other and older

modes of expression.

1 i.e. in the preterite, future and imperative, but nut in the present,

e.g. pip, ycT. {Berak., I, i) ; so Koh. i. 4 j:^n, &c., &c.

' Cf. Spitta, §§ 109 e, 166.

' It does not occur in Ethiopic, as the partici|>lt> of this language had

early become fossilized into a real noun. Cf. Dillmaun, § 123.
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On the other hand it is worthy of note that the tenses

are never found in MH. combined with n\"i as, occasionally,

in the Targuiuim (e.g. Gen. iv. i (Jon.) DTcn mm; Cant,

i. 12 pD3 Xin)\ and very frequently in Syriac (Nold., ;S'iyr.

G'T., §§ 2*53, 268) and in Arabic (Wright, Ar. Gr.^, II, § 3 (c))

;

also once in Phoenician, in: p (Cooke, op. cit, No. ;^7, 1. 5),

evidently because there is nothing in BH. approaching

such a use of the tenses ^. We see, therefore, that Aram,

was incapable of forcing upon MH. anything which was

foreign to the nature of Hebrew as exemplified in the

Biblical books.

5. The Weak Verbs.

Of the verbs which have a weak letter as their Jird

radical none exhibit any notable variations from the BH.

types except in the infinitive discussed above (p. 39 f.). The

inflexion of the other weak verbs also generally runs on

BH. lines even where MH. seems to differ from the normal

forms of BH. Aramaic influence is noticeable here and

there, but only as accentuating and extending forms already

existing in Hebrew. In many cases, however, MH. pursued

its own course unaffected by Aram, influence. Thus in

verbs ]}"]} Aram, usually has the contracted forms, except in

the Ethpe'el ^. The natural affinity of these verbs with

verbs V'V is preserved and accentuated much more strongly

in Aram, than in the other Semitic languages. BH., on the

other hand, as also the other Semitic languages, shows

a tendency to make these verbs approximate to the standard

type of the strong triliteral verb, and hence exhibits a large

number of augmented forms on the analogy of the strong

verb. This tendency is carried still further by MH. It

has indeed preserved a considerable number of bihteral

^ Cf. Winer, § 4. 5, i. The scarcity of this construction in the

Targumim is due to Hebrew influence.

- Cf. Konig, Syntax, § 122.

' Ntildeke, Syr. Qr., § 178; Winer, § 19. The augmented forms enu-

mer.ited by Dalman (^§ 71) are all much later than MH.
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forms, as, e.g., ^)r\' ( > eisn), "in^ ( > -nn), o^b ( > dd3),

niD^ ( > mo), and so exclusively in the causative stems :

^i?ni5, ]Dr\b {Mak-sir., Ill, 4), "icnin (Sahb., Ill, 4), Ji*v ('^16. Z.,

Ill, 9), 3D^0 (6VmA., II, I), ID^D C^rui., X, 8) ; also in the

Niph'al: len": (Sabb., Ill, 5), Dn^i)i (^-6^4771, XIV, i), ^ppj

(BikL, I, 6) ^ ; but more commonly we find the triliteral

forms, e.g. r]pp'\ {Yebam., XII, 2), Hl^f (i?. i/e-?., Ill, 10),

*inc\ pvn^ (i?e.?a, IV, 6), -1113^ (Sabb., XVII, 2) and so

normally in the Niph'al ;
^i'sni' (M. Se^ti, II, 5), nj'b

(^. A'a77i., IX, I), ivvp: (5«7c/c., I, 6), p-nj3 mi:: (-S&w, U, 10),

)'i-i5n (^y{^., II, ]), m-i5^ (ill, 5), ppn (i\'e^., V, 4, 5)3. So also

the participles of the Kal, which are never found with

biliteral forms. In the intensive stems, too, the triliteral

form is the regular one, as often in BH. *, e. g. ^Sd??, ^.^np,

"i"'.?^' Pi?''^'?- ^ut instead of Pi'el, the Pilpel is very common :

nrnn, ^d^do, hpbpn^, &c. The Po'el, however, is very rare

(e.g. in elevated diction: nniD' i::in;, Sota, IX, 15)5. The
Hitbpo'el is found in the common word uynriJ " to become

worse" (cf. Isa. xxiv. 19), and in DCintro'^ (Isa. lix. 16). In

the perfect Hiph'il occurs the form n?pn, traditionally

pronounced ri^Ji^n, for BH. ni^pn ; cf. BH. r^bnr\ (Judges

xvi. 10). So also in the l"y form riiyn (Yebam., VII, 3) as

in BH. J^S^n. These forms are evidently due to the analogy

of the strong verb.

Other noteworthy points in the MH. treatment of V'v

verbs are the following : in the Niph'al the preformative 3

is pointed "'?, obviously through the analogy of the strong

verb, e.g. pl^J (Vada., IV, 7), n:iro (Ketub., XI, 1), IIVV.

(Aboth, III, 4) \ n^)b'; (Menah., XI, i), pr: {iSanh., VIII, 6)

;

* With elision of the formative n, cf. above, p. 39.

'
i\I?n cited by Stein (p. 39) may be from inn (Koh. ii. 25^ and not

from MTrn.

' In BII. the biliteral form only is found in tlio Nipli'ii].

* Ges.-K., § 67 M, end.

* A later addition not found in N.

* In tlio historical Baraitha fCidfiu'i., 66 a noticed above, p. 36, note a.

' Cf. Zech. ii. 17, also '^iop CJen. xvii. a6 f. ; see Oes.-K., § 72 ce.
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but also jnj {B. Kam., II, 5 ; Yacla., IV, 3, &c. ; cf. 2 Sara.

xix. 10), n^J {Kilalm, IX, 8, BH.).

The Hiph'il imperfect pIN (Ah. Z., Ill, .5) seems to be

a metaplastic form for p3N ; cf. in BH. B^3in tna ^ For

nynin " he caused it to lie fallow "
( > -iia, B. Me.<<., IX, 3 ;

'^?'aA-., IX, i) both C. and N. read correctly mon. la'tnn

(> Jic*, Tosefta Sola, I) cited by Stein (p. 44) is no doubt a

scribal error for n^6:'n. So i'^'nix (> hn, ^IfH, Num. vi. 26)

is an error for h'^n^, caused by the following T-^IN.

In the intensive stem occur all the three formations

found in BH., thus Pil'el : miy, Qt^lonJ (rather rare) ; Pilpel

:

b:h^, D303, DUODD; and Pi'el proper: 3>n 2 (BH.), D'.i? (BH.,

Sirach xlii. 23), I?;?, r1?0, ^Vl, ^nio, &c.

The last-mentioned formation is generally considered to

have been borrowed by late BH. from Aramaic. But

without entering upon the vexed question as to the oiiginal

character of the l"y verbs, it must be remembered that the

same foi'mation is found in other Semitic languages also

beside Aram, and late Hebrew. Why should not C'j^ and

n? be just as original in Hebrew as Ip in Arabic 1 That

earlier Hebrew possessed the power of converting the

vocalic middle radical into a hard consonant is shown by

the cognate nouns |^^5, riiio, tl'c, and by the uncontracted

verbs like nn, "iiy, n^y which, as Konig shows ^\ belonged

originally to the same class as the contracted verbs, the

hardness of the icaiv being caused by the presence of other

weak letters in the root. It would therefore be but reason-

able to expect that, with the gradual disappearance of the

Polel conjugation and with the increasing tendency of

adapting the weak verb to the standard of 7Up, the Hebrew

language itself and unaided should make use of its power

to harden the middle radical in order to provide itself with

' Cf. Bacher, Terminologie, p. 8.

' The Kal occurs in an old Misna, B. Earn., I, t2 and elsewhere. For

the weakening of the tvaw into yod cf. nV from n'"\ &c. ; also Syriac PJlO

pronounced qaycni, and vulg. Arabic qdyil for qdUl, bdyi for bd'i, Spitta,

§ 105 e.

* Lehrgcbdude, I, p. 452 f.
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a Pi'el of l"y after the analogy of the titrong verb. It may
even be assumed that such forms had existed in the

vernacular long before they made their appearance in

literature \ and that from the vernacular they descended

directly into MH.
The close affinity between the verhs a"? and verhn n"?

caused already in BH. a frequent interchange of forms

between these two classes and a general unsettlement of

their respective types. This becomes more pronounced in

MH., and so we meet with forms like V"^^? (but also D"'N"iip) -,

}np» {BiJck, III, 7), inoD (= PwSlco "to fatten," Subb.,

XXIV, 3); ^nj?, >ii:9, '^^i so always in the singular; nnp^ ^

(Berak., I, 1), nnv' or the forma iniixta nnN^"''* beside nsv,

U^vo, iJ^vnJ, nc'^a, &c. The Pi'el, however, is regular PNsnD,

"•JlNBtp, &c., except in the infinitive, which is generally a

forma mixta ;
nis'ppp, iniNElp (cf. Ges.-K., 74 A). Cases of

n"? verbs taking n"? forms are not so frequent. Examples

are : the feminine of the participle Niph'al ^''t^•y3, n^jpj ''

(= ns'^a:, Deut. xxx. ii ; nxnpJ, Meyilla, I, i, &c.), and by

analogy of the partic. also the perlect n"'3J3, n''C'y3 = nn333,

nnt^yj (cf. the similarity of the perfect '^bc?^ in pause

npppa to the partic. •^^91??. The tone rested probably in

both cases, at least in colloquial speech, on the penultima,

Ges.-K., p. 94 f. note and the reff.). Further before

pronominal suffixes |Nbi[ (Be-^a, III, 2), INnsc ^p^^^^ jy g),

jnxm (Gittin, VI, 6), &c. But it is important to remember

that, in spite of the frequent interchange of forms between

these two verbal classes, each of them retains, nevertheless,

* Kiinig (loc. cit.) thinks that forms like Tir had existed in the spoken

language, though not in literature, before the Pokl coip came into use as

an intensive.

* Cf. DWip, Ps. xcix. 6.

' Cf. niHip, Judg. viii. I.

* Probably, as Weiss (p. 39'') observes, because nwi" would hanlly be

distinguishable in sound from nt, as the n was not pronf>unced distinctly.

" For n:p:, nirrj, which would normally be in Mil. n:p5, nirr:, cf.above,

p. 42.

* C. roads r^E,
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in MH. its own particular individuality and its distinctive

characteristics. The relation of the two verbal classes to

each other remains in MH. practically the same as in BH.

and as in Assyrian and classical Arabic ', except that in

MH, n"b forms predominate over ii"b forms, thus exhiVjiting

the beginnings of the final triumph of the n"? class. In

Aramaic, on the other hand, and in modern Arabic the

n"^ verbs disappear entirely, being completely absorbed

by the n"^ class 2.

Stein (p. 49 f.) asserts that the partici2)le Kal of verbs n"? is

sometimes formed in MH. after the Aramaic fashion with d in the

first syllable. But this asseiiion rests on insufficient evidence. Of

the instances which he adduces, pSB' (Eduy., I, 8 ; cf. 'Ab. Z., Ill,

10) is from f]1K' "to rub"; n2V {Bekor., VII, 5) is an adjective

which is already found in BH. (Num. v. 21) ; so also H^D (Terum.,

VII, 7) and the late, though frequent, combination p^ll p~l2 " fruitful

and multiplying" may be adjectives. Note that in neither of

them is there a corresponding finite Kal in MH., and niS as a

verb does not occur in MH. at all. The participle of n3T is always

n31T, pniT, except in the legal maxim Pi<1 VJSa i6^ DnNP p2T

Vja3 N^N Onx^ pan {'£rub., VII, 1 1 ; Gittin, I, 6, «&c.), where the

a in p3T may be due to assonance with the following p3n.

He further regards the forms ^jyn " he became poor," n^DHO

"astonishing," and ''D1'' "to be fair" as evidence of the existence

in MH., as in Syriac, of ''"7 verbs. But "'jyn is clearly a denomi-

native of >jy, niDflO is Hiph'il of HDn, and for ^DV we ought to

read HD^; cf. above, p. 27.

The Noun.

As in the other parts of speech so also in the treatment

of the noun, MH. followed faithfully the traditions of BH.
This is true in the main both of the formation of the noun

* Cf. Ges.-K., § 75 )in ff. ; Delitzsch, Assyr. Gr.-, § 150 ; Wriglit, Arab.

Gr.', I, § 132, Rem. a.

' Cf. Dalm.in, § 72, i ; Spitta, § 130 b. In Syriac only the intensive

stem of the verb ^s and of one or two others has preserved the original

N"i forms. All other n"? verbs have been absorbed by the '"?
( = ^"') class.

^'5ldeke, Syr. Gr., § 177, C, Rem.
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and also of its inflexion. As regards its formation, not only

has MH. retained the original forms of almost all those BH,

nouns which it still uses, but it has also formed its new
substantives on the basis of the old BH. gi-ound-forms.

A full treatment of the subject will be found in F. Hillel's

monograph mentioned above (p. 3). It will be sufficient

for our purpose to note here only those formations which

are specially characteristic of MH.^ and which may help us

to ascertain its relation to BH, on the one hand and to

Aramaic on the other.

I. Vp:rbal Nouns,

As stated above (p. 38 f.), MH. has lost the nominal

constructions of the infinitives and uses in their stead

noinina actionis corresponding to the respective verbal

stems. These are freely formed as occasion demands. We
give below a classified list of these verbal nouns.

Kal. The verbal noun of the Kal is '"'^"'Pi?, probably the

feminine of -'^^ij, the ground-form of the abstract and infinitival

nouns ^''t?N, 173, i^Si^i. Exauiiiles: npnr, ^3^:^'J, nnTiD, na.'^^p,

n^''^"' ; niT'U, nj^'v, na^D, and in a secondary sense also as concretes :

riN'^VO ("finding"—a thing found), n^Tin ("cutting''—a piece),

nS'-^p (" peeling "—peel). So in Sirach : iTT^P'^ xxxviii. 26 ;
nyM3

xxxviii. 16 ; iT'yti' xxxviii. 25. In BH. the form occurs as nomfu

actionis in nipnt:' (Judges v. 16), n7^3N (i Kings xix. 8), ^N'::^'

(Ps. xix. 13), riD^ni:' (2 Chron. XXX. 7), and in l"y roots : r[l2i'<p (Lara,

iii. 63), also rix^2 (Ezek. viii. 5, concrete) and a few more. In

Aramaic, however, this form is extremely 1 ai'e, occurring only in the

Jewish dialects ^ in which it is most probably borrowed from MH.
There is thus no doubt that it is a genuine Hehraic form. The fact

that in earlier BH. it occurs only in the Song of Deborah and

in the story of Elijah may, perhaps, tend to show that it was

originally a Northern dialectal foi ni, which was only received into

the literary language after it had firmly established itself in tlio

spoken language, and from the latter it descended to MH.

' Cf. Ilillol,
J.. 19, note 2.

'' Cf. Dalman, p. 158, 5 and footnotf.
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Tlu! form is also used in Mil. in aljstract senfic, e. g. niTO

" ilcatli," aud the affix HI— ia sometimes added in order to

stn-njitlK'n its abstract cliaracter, as, e. g. nitidis " separation "

;

Dnon ni^''OJ "performance of kindness"; n''DT niS'DK' " bloodshed" *.

The verbal noun ''^i?'? or ''?i?^. which is analogous to the

Aramaic infinitive Peal, is only found in MH. in VJP {J/ullin,

IV, 4; Kelim, XVIII, 6), the other instances being I'H. words:

jrip {Aboth, II, i), ni^lD, Nb^ (ibid., IV, 22; cf. 2 Chron. xix. 7),

-l|lpr? {Meg ilia, III, 2).

Pi'el. The verbal noun of the intensive stem is i'^t^i? (= /'^t3^i?)'

formed at will from any Pi'el, e.g. ^1:3?, ni3?, TB'3, ^ly^?, ^ITJ?

(also concrete); of n"b verbs ^'n^l, ^in^p, M:y, and so of N"^ roots as

'"l?''rp ; 1"y : niiy DVj? • in yy roots the noun assumes the form of

Pilpul: pnp^, hv)?., y^3V?> "^'•n^; cf. also the three Saph'el

forms peculiar to MH., innt^, ni^yC'. D^CyC' \ The form is some-

times used in the plural only in an abstract f^ignification, usually

of a technical nature: pcn^S, pB'ni? ("betrothal"); JWS'O

(" marriage ") ; P?^^<''^ (" refusal " of a wife to cohabit with her

husband to whom she had been married by her mother or brothers

while still a minor), |"'K^"*\3 (" divorce "), &c. In a concrete sense

the form is found in ^lE'^ ("a habitation, settlement"), ^^sn ("a

covering," Kelim, XVI, 17), ^^B? ("a lid"), ^=1^0 ("filth"), &c.

In BH., too, this ground-form has generally in the singular a

conci-ete signification : ppK', ^ISif, TlQp (" disciple ") ; but abstract

in U'h^ and the fern. HD^C' (Ps. xci. 8), and of V"y root "^^nin

(Deut. xxviii. 52) ; so especially in the plural D^2n3, D*N1?a, D^C^na,

n^'OI^P'. In Sirach: IISH xiv. 14, I^d: xl. 29, niE^' (abstract)

Ixi. 28, ^1B3 xxxi. I, xliv. 20.

Another verbal noun belonging to this stem is the form "^^^P,

which is identical with the Aramaic infinitive Pa el, but is used in

MH. rather more as a true abstract than as a nomen actionis.

Examples : "TJS? " atonement "
; •"'JJ?

" devotion " (direction of the

mind); nJSp « danger "
; "^2(5 " receipt "

;
n33y " delay," " deten-

tion " ; also as a concrete, " lim " (Mi, Z., V, i), so n"]"in '• biscuit."

* mens cited by Hillel (p. 20) does not belong here, being a denominative

of cnN ; so rrn-m of Tm, &c.

' The corresponding form in Syriae is JlJcuSi Noldeke, Syr. Gr., § 117.

* Cf. NOldeke, op. cit., § 123.
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The BH. instances are comparatively late : mp3 (Ezek. xxxiv.

12), n:rp3 (Esther v. 7; Ezra vii. 6), n\*N3 (Neh. ix. 18, 26; cf.

Ezek. XXXV. 12), and non3 (Job vi. lo ; l'.s. cxix. 50). It is to be

observed that this form is not very frequent in MH., and that it

cannot be formed at will as ^It^i?.

Ilifliil. The causative stem has two nornina actionin, viz. ^t2pn

and 'i^9i?n. Examples of ???pn are: lyan, tDC'Sn, "icpn, \>y\n,

"in\Tj &c. This form is practically the old infiu. Hiph'il fossilized

into a noun. The traditional pronunciation with e after the

preformative seems to have arisen through the influence of the

vowel e of the second syllable. AYhen followed Ijy a genitive,

however, it generally preserves, if tradition can be trusted, the

old pointing ; so ncnn }'3n (fierah., I, i ; Nidda, IX, 9), n^ V^'^

(Arak., IV, I ; Sifra, fol. 24 b, c), nn^N DK^n (i?. Mes., VII, 4),

B'De' 3-i.l?n {Halla, I, 9),
}nt>' D.^J?n, &c. {&eluoth, II, 4).

Examples of '"i^^Pl" are: myan, np^nn, nJt:t:n, hd^dh, npcan,

ntrnsn, naann, mpin^; nnsn, nmri; nN2n; nsDin, nx^jin, nNnin

(or nmn), n^'^n, &c., &c. AV^ith N for n, in Aramaic fashion, we

meet in n"13rx (BH.), mnrN % niyaN, and nS'JIN.

The form n7t3pn, which is identical with the Aramaic infin. of

Aph'el (Haph'el), is more common in MH. than 7Dpn. It is

probably older than the ordinary infin. with c (=i) in the second

syllable '. In BH. it is found as early as Isaiah : '"iniin
( > "\"'3n)

iii. 9 and 'IDSri (> tj^jn) xxx. 28. Further with N in marx (Lev.

ii. 2, &c.); beside nnJn (Esther ii. 8) and nPXn (iv. 14). In Sirach :

n^r\ (xxxv. 10) and ns'lin (Ii. 17); vy^r\ (xvi. 25; xxxii. 3; cf.

Mic. vi. 8).

Here may be mentioned the verbal noun njinnt'n, pliir. nVinni'Tl

{l^amid., VII, 3, &c.), which already occurs in the N, Israelitish

document, 2 Kings v. 18.

That these verbal nouns are not horrowed by MH. from

Aramaic is proved by their occurrence in BH., often in the

older books. Their scarcity in the literary language of

^ This list of the form n'7upn in strong verbs, to wliicli nuuiy more

miglit be added, disposes of Ilillel's statement (p. 37) tliat rur^ i*

generally used in strong verbs and nicpn in weak verbs.

* Cf. Bacher, Terminologic, p. 41.

* Cp. Barth, Nomiualbildung, pp. 73. 90.
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BH. may be ascribed to the hi<^rhly developed nominal

constructions of the infinitive in V>\1. which made the use

of those nouns unnecessary. In Aramaic, moreover, these

forms are used as pure infinitives to express, with prefixes,

the complement of another verb. MH., on the other hand,

uses for this purpose the old infinitive with ?, while these

fonns are employed only in a purely nominal capacity.

The nornlna agentis with the termination ]-r may have

been borrowed by MH. direct from Aramaic, and, when their

form had become firmly established in the language, new

nouns were formed out of Hebrew roots on the model

of these naturalized foreign nouns, e. g. inyi, |y>"l (" saddler,

shoemaker")^, \^~n. On the other hand, the denoTiii native

adjectives terminating in J-;- may be purely Hebraic for-

mations ; examples, I^I^p " shaped like a hammer," \^^p

" turniplike " (> riD^), Bekor.,Nl\, i, and the feminine, which

ends in n^3—
. Cf. the BH. inc^n:, |n^i^ (prob.) ; ^Jionx, ^:iyn\

and the fem. nv:Dm (Lam. iv. lo). In Sirach fnnj (iv. 29).

The adverbs i^V^ "above," l^o "below" (Zehah., H, 2,

in, 6 ; OhoL, XII, 8, XIII, 3, and Sifra), have probably

preserved the old adverbial termination ^ D-r changed

into J-p-. So also the frequent adverb Ipi^p (or i^n^ ?)

" yonder, there," which in Aramaic has no final )i except in

the late Galilean dialect ^.

Here may be mentioned the nomina agentis of the form ''ICi?

which occur but occasionally in MH. but are so common in Aramaic

under the form Nvit^i^, JJcl^ ^ The following examples of this

formation occur in MH. ': pH^ " a miller " {Demai, III, 5); pi"^9

» Cf. Neldeke, Syr. Gr., § 130.

* Cf. Ges.-K., § 100. g, h.

' Cf. Dalman, p. 102 e. In ;^'ite, ;onp {'Aboda Z., I, 5>, quoted by

Hillel (p. 43), the m is a pronominal suffix.

* NCldeke, op. cit., § 107.

* Cf. Earth, Nominalbildung, p. 176, and Hillel, without mentioning

Earth, p. 27 f. These forms have been misunderstood by previous

writers, cf. Geiger, p. 44, 6 ; Graetz, Orient., 1845, ("ol. 87 (cf. ibid.. 1846,

col. 373^ ; Weiss, p. 90 ; Siegfried and Strack. § 68 c.
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"a woolconiber ' [Kelim, XXVI, 5); pl"'- npilD (ibid., XII, 2),

and the following which occur in the plural only : niDlIT " wine-

presses " {Terum., Ill, 4; cf. Isa. xvi. 10, &c.) ; Dhiin ''tenants,

farmers" {Bikk., I, 2); niniK'O "surveyois" {'Erub., IV, 11;

/t^Zzm., XIV, 3); nioilJ " grist makers "
;

n'm'iK''=T '' groatmakers"

( > K'K'T = D'n
; Mo'ed Kat., II, 5) ; nin^b " purchasers " » {Kehcb.,

VIII, I, &c.), and according to the best texts also niliyp "men
speaking a foreign tongue" [Megilla, II, i), but note the following

singular TJfv. 80 also always Dp? '< a purchaser," and not D^P^.

This may perhaps be due to a deliberate change of spelling on the

part of the scribes, who mistook the form DPP for the partic. passive

n-pb.
- ' T

The same form is found in the following names of instruniejifs

:

^inK' "a razor" {Kelim, XIII, i); ^ip"1 "a borer" (XIV, 3); piniD

"an instrument for levelling a measure of grain" (XVII, 16),

CJ'^ni " a stew-pan " (cf. the references in the Kohut, s. v.) -.

These forms occur already in BH., viz. pcx, pns, J'icn, C'ip;,

P^t^V. i^H; perhaps ^l^liT "a refiner" (Jer. vi. 29; cf. LXX
apyvpoKonos) ; the feminine '^']"'^? ; and as a nomen instrumenti :

yipri (Ezek. vii. 14). Tliis fact and also the rareness of the form

in MH. piove conclusively that the form was not borrowed by MH.
fiom Aramaic.

2. Diminutives.

MH. possesses a number of diminutive formations which,

tliough not so fully and so strongly developed as in Arabic

or as the secondary formations in Syriac •^ are yet suffi-

ciently numerous and strongly marked to deserve fuller

treatment than has been accorded to them by previous

writers "*. We give below classified lists of the various

forms ; many of these, it must be admitted, are necessarily

' The explanation of Jastrov?, s. v. (so Dukes, op. cit., pp. 75, 101) will

not apply to most cases where the word is used.

* In Be^a, I, 7, cited by Hillel (p. a8 B), read >i->En y? "the wood us<d

in the pot,'' i.e. the ladle ; so all the commontaries (against Levy,

NIIWB., s. v.), cf. RaSi, nbn: rp.

3 Cf. Wright, Arab. Gr.^, I, § 269 ; NOldeke, §§ 131, 13a ; also Ges.-K.,

p. 250 footnote.

* Cf. Barth, op. cit., p. 313 f. ; IlilUl, p. 45 f.
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dubious, but they are sufficiently probable to deserve to be

included here.

I. Diminutives formed by the insertion of the vowel ei

(originally ai), oi- more usually its contracted form t, after the

second radical: mniQ * "a little oil-press" (> 12, Sehtilh, VIII,

6); mvoic "a watchman's hut" {'Ervh., II, 5, according to N.

and cod. Munich ; C. has moiiy. In B. Bathra, IV, 8 both C. and

N. have nnoVJ'. In Kilaim, V, 3 both C. and N. have mciB', but

the Munich cod. reads nTOIB'; cf. also IVTainionides and other

commentaries, ad loc). These two forms exhibit the vowel u

after the first radical as in Arabic and in Aramaic ''. Further,

n^sn " a small bag " {Gittin, III, 3 ; B. Mes., I, 8 ; cf. the

explanation in the Gemara, fob 20 b : ^^^> HDH) ; nony " a cradle
"

{Kelim, XVI, i. Contrast with K'^V Deut. iii. 11. A large bed

is always DDD in MH.). Perhaps nc^J3 " vermin "
(? a collective 1

Maksir., VI, i). In y"y roots the second radical is repeated

;

mn3 "a bttle pitcher" {Tosefta Meyiah., IX, 10); n^^^D ^ " a little

basket" (Ab. Z., II, 7). Cf. also ni^Dl (> 12) mentioned before.

Further, HD'^DD "a basket" (from 5)33; Terum., IX, 3; Kd.,

XXVI, I ; Sola, II, i); C. and cod. Munich read in both places

n3''Sp, which, according to Wright^, is a diminutive of nsip. If so,

the form will also exhibit I'eduplication, which is a further method

of forming diminutives; cf. below. Reduplication also appears in

inn^ "the eye of a needle," from the l"y noun nin "hole,"

and perhaps i^i^D "shuttle," from /p* (iVe^., XI, 9). The words

are probably to be pointed l''">,n, h'h:^ just like the BH. I'V) ; so

also the Aram, b'h], ^"hl (Targum, Prov. xiv. 6, xii, 9, xxviii. 7).

Earth, who denies the existence of the diminutive in

Hebrew, ascribes this formation in MH. to the influence

* This is the reading of C. and N. ; cod. Munich has mmi, evidently

a corruption of mmn. Other texts have mm.
» Wright, 1. c. ; Noldeke, § 112 ; Barth, 1. c.

» So N. and C. ; other texts have nbrc.

* op. cit., p. 167, Rem. Cf. Kohut, s. v. nrcr.

* Kelim, XIII, 3 rnnn bu'^c cno "a needle the eyelet of which has

been removed" ; mnn "rcrc ;"pr be "a needle of sack-makers, the eyelet

of which, &c."

* Cf. Jastrow, s.v. Here perhaps belongs BH. V?», a contemptuous

diminutive of ?« "god,'' or of bs "nought."
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of Aramaic. T^ut surely the Aram, contemporary with

MH. could not possibly have been conscious of the

diminutive force of )j^.k>v.v, J.*L., since it stopped shoit

at two ^ words without extending this formation to other

nouns ; how then could it have influenced MH. to form

about ten new diminutives "? There can be no doubt what-

ever that this formation is genuinely Hebraic. Its use

must have been confined to colloquial and familiar speech,

in which diminutives abound in almost all lancruajres.

Hence its absence in the literary dialect of BH. and its

occurrence in Isaiah's parody of the speech of drunkards

(Isa. xxviii. 10, 13 four times) and in the deliberately

familiar and condescending words which Elihu addresses

to Job (Job xxxvi. 2). Elsewhere Isaiah uses the ordinary

and polite form "^VXi? (Isa. x. 25, xvi. 14, xxix. 17; also

xxiv. 6).

It is noteworthy that all the MH. forms given above,

with the exception of "i^n, are feminines. Below we shall

find this gender alone in another form expressing the

diminutive. It is but natural that the feminine, being the

weaker gender, should be used for that purpose. Further,

the diminutive expresses either endearment or contempt,

both sentiments naturally inspired by the female and not

by the male sex.

2. By reduplication: Sv7V3 "dwarf onion" {Kilahn, I, 3);

m^-i^O "lappet, rug" [i'abb., XXI, 2, &c.); rhoho " small basket
"

Tanhuma to Lev. xix. 2, opposed to PHJ 70 below. So, as the text

stands, in JjH. Jer. vi. 9 ; cf. RaSi, ad loc). AVith the reduplication

of the third radical only and the addition of the feminine termina-

tion n^— : r\'^b^% (plur. ni^h^n^) "u little heap or hill" (> ^n ;

Ohol., XYI, 2) ; n^hiJ:^ " a pool ' (ibid., XVI, 5). Further, n>rVJ'3a

"a hillock, lie;ip " {Talin. b. ^'abb., 73 b, probably an Aramaic

word)
; JT'insy "a little dust" {^TaJiii. b. B. Bathra, 93 b)^.

^ So .'iCLordiiig to Baith, who regards )L)cix a.s a loan-word from tho

Aral)ic. ' Cf. NOldeko, § 134.

' N.)te the presence in tliese forms of tlie vowel m.

F
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Several Pilpel formations may also perhaps Ix; regarded as

expressing the diminutive idea; so certainly DJD3 "to doze"

(cf. Levy, Ch. WB., h.v. D^3); n^n^ or 1^^ (> n^) not "to make

very wet" but "to soil."

Compare further UIDyT or D1t2NT "young man, student," from

ND1T ' and n^JUT (or contracted to n'':n) " a light fisherboat."

BH. parallels are to be found in mmnc (( 'ant. i. 6) which can

only mean " blackish " = " dark "
; so np1"lp"l^ " yellowish " =

" pale " (of Esther's complexion, Talm. h. MegiUa, 1 3 a). Perhaps

also p~lp"l\ D101X (Lev. xiii. 42, 43 '^), «]1D2DN (contemptuously,

Num. xi. 4) "rabble," and nn"lQ (contemptuously, Job xxx. 12)

" low biood "
; cf. DJinj ^ms " young priests "

(
Yoma, I, 7 ; Tarn.,

I. 0-

3. By adding the termination J-;- or p— ^, TilJI'Iin "little jars"

( > JT'nn Kelim, II, 2) ;
JT'JDIB' " small kind of garlic " ( > DIB'

with the addition of the feminine termination, cf. No. 4, Kilaim,

I) 3) j
perhaps also * P^j? " a basket of reeds "

(?, Besa, I, 8 ; Kelim,

XVI, 3 n^ijnjn 'pt^, D^^Dpn D^Ji:pn!); y\p'i, pT3 (BH.) " little (?)

javelins" {Kel., XI, 8). Cf. further the Aramaic NrTiJIJ: "a little

garden" {Targ. j., Exod. ii. 21; Talm. b. Berak., 43 b ^CT' n'ii:j

pT")"; NJ133 "a portable brazier " (> p, n33 "base of stone," so

Jastrow) ; rCJiia or n"'J1JD " a little chamber "
( > p3 "to arrange "

(?)

Talm. h. ffullin, 56 b) ; NH-iJ^D or Nn*J^13 " little bride "—a kind

of plant.

4. By adding the feminine termination n^^- : nnnj "a little

band " {Sifra V,pn3 in the beginning) ^ Perhajis also n^DDy or

n^D'Oy " iDounded wheat or peas" (> noy '^ Tosefta Besa, I, 23);

r,"'jn " a light fisherboat "
; n^:i:D " a swallow "

; n^^b^ "a kind of

small fish "
; n^DOD " a poisonous spider "

( > DD ^ BH. n^COb)

Talm. h. S'abb., 77 h.

* So Jastrow. Levy identifies it with the Greek ^'r/r^njy.

" Cf. Ibn Ezra, ad loc. In Neg., XI, 4 it is explained as an intensive.

^ Cf. Ges.-K., § 86, 9 and footnote, and Noldeke, § 131.

* Cf. Hillel, I.e.

* Cf. Dalman, § 30 B.

* So Rasi to Lev. xxvi. 31 and Jastrow. But I'a.vT to the Si/ra (1. c.)

explains our word as "foundation," and this is adopted by Levy, s. v.

' So Jastrow, s. v. ; cf., however, 'Arueli. s. v.

" S'o Jastrow, s. v.
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Seveial BH. nouns ending in ri"'-- may also perhaps be regarded

as diminutives, e.g. n>n^V (2 Kings ii. 20) as compared with nr.^V

(ibid. xxi. 13 and especially 2 Chron. xxxv. 13); rT'pJD (Exod.

XXV. 29, &c.) ; nnst'.

5. Ey periphrasis with p : pin |3 " a small ditch " {B. Bathra,

VII, 4); ti^"'as p "a small hammer," KeUm, XXIX, 7). Perhaps

also h\p TO. " the Bath Kol" ; cf. PH. -|p3 p, n:V ''J3, &c.

3. The Plural.

The plural termination of masc. nouns is in MH. almost

as often p^- as D''^. This is especially the ca.se in

participles. This termination is not an Aramaism. The n
is common to nearly all Semitic languages^, and is the only

form found on the Me§a' stone, though Phoenician uses

only zm. In BH. the form in is found pretty often ^, and

as early as the Song of Deborah (pio, Judges v. 1 o), and

must have been more common in the spoken language than

in the literary dialect. Its frequent occurrence in poetry

tends to support this view. For unlike the prose -writer,

the poet does not easily allow himself to be fettered by
convention and fixed rules ; and, especially if he be a

lyrical poet, as almost all Hebrew poets are, he will give

expression to his feelings and thoughts in a style and in

a form which are most natural to him. The poetical parts

of the Bible, therefore, present in many respects a more

accurate picture of the language of their time than the

contemporary prose, which, we may assume, on the analogy

of the literary style of other languages, had to conform to

a certain standard set up by earlier writers, and to employ

only the forms and expression current in the polite, but in

many respects artificial, language of the educated classes.

So that in the case of the plural termination also we find

MH. preserving and extending a feature peculiar to the

spoken language of Biblical times, as distinguished from

the literary language of the Biblical books.

^ Cf. the table in Zimmcrn's Vergl. Gr., p. 74.

- Cf. also Sirach, ;nroo, pdn'S (xiii. 22), ;''rij«3 ^xvi. 15'.

P 2
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Besidcs the ordinary plural terminatious of the feminine

ni— or ni»— (in case of singulars ending in ^^-r-, ^^—),

a number of nouns form their ydural in MH. by the

termination niN— : r\)pi2 " bath," pi. niNjpo (but also niipc)

;

nnc'D—niNnco (or nrnc'c) \ }'019 '" a bathing establishment,"

niN!i;n-iD ; nntw' (or mrr') "backbon:-"— nislT^; of. also

niNiO "wells" (Erub., Ill, i), niNDDlS (IWi, V, 8).

This termination is especially common in foreign words,

e.g. niN^tpnos, pi. of ^D3r:N "bath-tub"; niNpniDN— Np'niSK

{v-no6i)Ki]); niN3t:V\S'— NaU>;\S {aToa); niNHDr:^:—Nni2D'J (yeo)-

n
fxerpLa); niNr:^3n— NO:n (Myixa); mXDVn— nuvn (otatra) ;

niN^3D— N^3D (tabula, TajiXa), &c., &c.

Luzzatto ^ explains this termination as a combination

of the Aramaic fem. plural NH—- with the Hebrew TY\—

.

Similarly Noldeke ^, who goes further and maintains that

irregular Hebrew plurals in ni— of masculine nouns like

niClpD, mnniD are also to be traced to Arau)aic influence.

A far easier and more natural explanation of these MH.
plurals seems to the writer to be the following. The vowel

d was inserted before ni— from a desire to make these

plurals, especially those of recently acquired nouns, conform

to the standard type of feminine plurals which has the

vowel d before the termination rii— (e.g. ni3/0, nipnx"*), and

for the sake of euphony an X (or '<) was inserted between

this vowel a and the termination to serve as bearer of the

vowel 6 with which the termination begins ^

' These two plurals may exhibit the return of the old third radical y,

since the N was usually pronounced as y. Cf. mxirpo {Sebi'ith, II, i), pi. of

nirpo = nsurpo "a cucumber field," Isa. i. 8.

' Orient., 1847, No. i, col. 2. So already Salomon Levysohn in his essay

cited above, p. 3, note 2.

' Beitruge, &c., p. 57.

* Cf. the table in Ges.-K., p. 289.

• Though not etymologically snnilar, it may, nevertheless, be interesting

to compare these forms with the BH. plurals nwr, c'niit, ^'n^ti

(Ps. X. 10, cf Ges.-K., § 93 y^, and the MH. ;'N3i, ;'h«tS, j'N-is, pi. of '21,

'\r'i, »i3 (often spelt 's?;, Nw-i and \vi:\ and BH. z'Nicp, pi. of n^rp

as in MH.
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III MH., as ill BH., tlie rule tliut the masculine i'orins the iiluiul

by D'-^ and the feminine by m— liolcls good only in the case of

adjectives and participles. In the case of nouns the exceptions

are so numerous as abnost to bi'eak down the rule, e. g. mnnSD —
nnSD; niron'ri — omn, &c., especially in nouns ending in ]~r,

p_: niianp, nun^D', mjny_p3V "horse-radish"; m:iD*D— pD^D

" a corn merchant " {a-iTOivrjs ?) ; cf. also the plural of nomi^ia agenlis

m^m, nipno, above, p. 63.

Conversely feminine plurals in p .- , D^-^ :
pED— HED " drop "

;

pD^^p — ns''^P '-peel"; pm3— n'i;"'-i3 "leek"; pivn — mrn
" lettuce "

;
PNVJ'V— n^C'^p " cucumbers "

;
pyi^t _ nyh "gourd,"

and, of course, Dniyti- — ri-))]!::', wun— ncn, &c.

Note.—The l^H. singular mDu'N is only found in Mil. one;

{Kelim, XXVII, 1
1

). Elsewhere it is always naC'N, but the

plural is regularly ninD*J^'N, at least in earlier MH. {oeliith, III,

I, 2, 3; OhoL, XVIII, 8, &c.). In view of these facts Geiger's '

ingenious explanation of MH. ^^:^•N as an artifici.il singular

derived from BH. niSt^N, which was mistaken by the Ibibbis for

a plural, falls to the ground. Probably the BH. m^L'X is a

secondary form, with a obscured to 6, of DISC'S, from the verb HD-" ^

with prosthetic N, whence the plural ninSy'S (like D7P?). The

old form riS'J'X, however, survived in popular speech, Imt, the

ending n-7- being mistaken by the jiopular mind for tiio old

feminine termination, the word was shortened to HD'J'S ; but the

plural niriD'J'N was already too firmly estublis-hed to be changtd

accordingly.

4. The Dual.

The dual is pretty common in MH,, not only iu words

which have the dual in BH., but also in many now ionnu-

tions. This is another proof that MH. and Aramaic have

little in common in the si)here of strict etymology. For

Aramaic, as is well known, has, with one or two exceptions,

entirely lost its dual, while in MH. the diuil has survived with

' op. ('it., p. 24. Levy {Orient, 1844, p. 815) n-ynnls HII. .ni:fs itself as

pi. of the sing. n-:\L'N and moECM as a (loul)lc plural.

' Cf. the Oxford Iltbrow Lexicon, s. v.
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increased vitality. We give here a list of all the dualb

found in the MiSna which do not occur in BH. ^

Cninx "back" {Kelim, XXV, if.); D^V^V? "two finfrers"

{Ohol., XIII, I); D:33 "back" {Kelim, XXV, 5); D^SS "winps'^"

{Ifullin, III, 4); D;DSt3 "two handbreadths " {Menah.. XI, 5;

B. Bathra, I, i); D^liS "two kcyra" {Kelim, XV, i); DISJO

"preaves" (ibid., XI, 8); ^l^'^np "windlass" {Mded Kaf., I, 10);

DnECpO " gcissors " {Kelim, XVI, 8, &c.) ;
D*?!? " two kabs" {'Kduy.,

I, 2 ; ramirf, III, 6) ; D^^li? " intestines " (ibid., IV, 2) ; D:i'^D-»i5

"ankles" {Hullin, III, 7); D^nva"! "two-fourths" {Kerith., I, 7);

D^i'VJ* "skirts" {Kelim, XX, i); 0^1^ "rerannnts" {'Ervb., II, 6,

&c.). Further, D*ri"!t "two spans" [Baraitha, Talm. b. Ta'anith,

5 a) and D^naUOn n''3» "the slaughter-house " {Aboth,\
, 5 ; Middoth,

III, 5). The Aramaic NTlitSD U must be an ada^jtatiou from

MH., as shown by the D.

5. The Expression of the Genitive.

(a) The Construct State. The most usual and predominant

method of expressing the genitive in MH. is still by means

of the construct state. Circumlocution of the genitive is

resorted to, as a rule, onl}'^ in certain cases and under

certain restrictions, viz. when the grammar or the desire

for lucidity and precision would make the emplo3'ment of

the constr. st. awkward or impracticable. MH. differs in

this respect also from Aramaic. The latter, too, in the

earlier Jewish dialects, makes a most extensive use of the

constr. st. But in MH. the respective usages of the constr.

st. and of circumlocution can be classified under certain

headings and explained by certain logical and grammatical

rules ; in Aramaic, on the other hand, the two constructions

are found side by side without any apparent cause, and it

1 The dual is often spelt C'^^r-

.

* i.e. the limbs on which the C'e:3 "the feathers" grow. Hence the

Misna says rrca nanc: but nT:3 i'.:-io:.

^ So according to the traditional pronunciation. Levy and Kohut
point cnjcpn, but the form n:.:'? is not found elsewhere. Jastrow points
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1

depended, as it seems, entirely upon the momentary whim
of the speaker or writer whether he chooses to use the one

or the other ^ Contrast Ezra v. 13 (. . b22 n Nd^o) with

vi. 14 (D-iEi n^JO); Ezra v. 14 (. . n^2 n N^:Nr:) with vi. 5
(n^n '•iS'c); especially in the Aram, of Daniel: Dan. ii. 19

(a^b^b "1 Niin) with iv. 2, 6 ; ii. 49 (n:no n sm^ay) with

iii. 12; iii. i (3m n Q^v) with iii. 5, 7, tic; v. 5 (NT DD)

w^ith V. 24, &c. Instances of the indiscriminate use of the

two constructions in the Targumim are too numerous and

too well known to require special mention here (cf. Winer,

op. cit., § 56).

Though, as stated above, the constr. st. is the regula-

form in MH. for the expression of the genitive, it may
nevertheless be useful to classify the chief cases of its use.

(i) It is used with nomina actionis as re.ijens: n2"lU yJD "the

touching of a terej)ha" [IliiVin, IV, 4); 3^3D ;no "sprinkling of

the blood round about the alcar
"'

[Zcbah., XIV, 10; cf. VIII, 10) ;

nonan nm vh'O " the full breadth of a step."

nytpp: nn-n rn^nt' (P^sa^, VII, 12); n^l^ n^>0: "the taking

of the palm-bianch -" {Megilla, II, 5); riNClun niyT "cases of

knowledge of uncleanness
*
" {Sebu'oth, I, i); further concrete:

n:3n n^TlD "the lajjpet of a garment" {i^abb., II, 3), &i-.

^>iiai? : tr~non JT'I hun " the neglect of the house of study
"

{i\ibb., XVI, i); pi;inn ''y\'VV " 'Ernhim of limits " {'Erub., VII, 11);

pnn ••13''j; " delay of judgment" {Aboth, V, 8) ; concrete : S"ipn Diyo

" the minority of the assembly " {Pesah., VII, 6) ; ch^T] «1D3 " the

lids of the vessels" (iaW., XVII, 8); further D^DH ^b)pbp "the

' It is, however, to be noted that in th<" Ziiijirli Inscriptions tlie

constr. st. alone is used; cf. the text in Cooke, op. cit., Nos. 61-3.

On the other liand, in the Aramaic Papyri of As-suan tlie constr. st. is

confined to *'the most common words where the relation is a close and

natural one" (Cowley, Introd., p. 19 .

Tlie constr. st. has been given up almost entirely by the late non-.Tewish

dialects of Aram., e.g. Syriac (Noldeke, Si/r. Gr., § 205, B), tlie Christian

Palestinian Aram. (NOldekc, ZDMG , XX, p. 507, § 36;, and nearly bo

in Mandaic (cf. Noldeke, Maud. Gr., § 221, f.).

' Cf. Lev. xxiii. 40.

' Cf. Lev. V. 2 f.
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damaged receptacles of waters" {Mo'ed AV//., J, 3); ri13in rxir:i

"the glisteniug of swords" {Sola, VITI, i); OnDi? nnnC 'a writ

of niaiiuinission " {Gittin, I, 4), &c.

i^?^!? : rmyiDn nJpn '• tlie proper arrangement of the festivals
"

(A'. Ilakma, I, 3); nVJ'S: n33D "danger of life" {IluUin, III,

5), c^C.

!)Dipn: Dnn>N1 D^nbn nopn "tlie hurning of fats and limbs"

{Berak., I, i); niyt2 C'lpn ''devoting to the use of the sanctuary

by error" {Nazir, V, i, 3); mVO nODn {Aboth, II, i), &c.

n5'9i?L' :
"^2^ nphn "kindling of the lamp" {.<;abh., 111,6);

•j^D in nti'lDn ''the separation from Mount Sinai''' (/>. Kam.,

V. 7); "Iw'y^n nmn "the confession of the tithe" [Muaser

^eni, V, 15) '^; ^HJn pn n"'3 n-inin '-the decision of the Great

Court " {Tloray., I, 5), &c.

(2) With nomen agentis as regens: participles: m3"13 ^cmn
" those that close the benedictions " {Berak., IX, 3) ; 733 *7iy

" those that came up from Babylon " {Sebiith, YI, i) ; Oni^D "iDinO

"lacking atonement" (Hag. iii. 3); plural : D11123 ''"iDlnD {Kerith.,

II, i) ; nii'D TiV^ "those sent to perform a divine commandment"

{Siikka, II, 4) ; V3N riDIJN, &c. " a woman outraged by his father"

{Yeham., XI, i). Of the form ^^fp : niNtDH '2''n •« those bound to

bring a sin offering " {Sabb., XI, 6) ; nD33n fin " the beadle of the

synagogue " {Sola, YII, 7) ; npli* "iN^J " collectors of alms

"

{Kidduh, lY, 5).

With these may be classed adjectives as regens: ny^^ ^''pj

" those of pure mind " {Gittin, IX, 8) ; fNin mn'J' "black-headed "

{Xedar., Ill, 8); D>l^n nyiV "the youngest of the Levites"

(AraJc., II, 6).

Further, with nouns of the common tyi:)es, as Segolatfs : *i:;'p

PD31D "a knot of tax-gatherers" {^abb., YIII, 2); pNIC^p ynt

(IX, 7); ncn ^5-iy "the requirements of the dead" (XXIII, 5);

nnaCM IDJ^ « a forgotten sheaf » " {Pea, 1\, 3) : nncU' lb]
{ > lb))

{Kiddus., Ill, 12); min i'C'2; p^HH pp2 {Sabb., XYII, 7); n:yu

D^hna {Ketiib., I, i); n^iya npjn (I, 6, 7); nr-ycn nsac' {Horay.,

1^^. 3) ; ti'^P^ ns)::iO {Sebuoih, I, 3 f.) : p-j'n\s* miyD " the meal

of betrothal" {Pesah., Ill, 7); D^::'J mun (YIII, 7); nn3p DJirJ

' Exod. xix. 12. -' Deut. xxiv. 13.

' Dciit. xxiv. 19.
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{Naz., IX, 3); D^bs* ^oin:n {J/e.jilla, IV, 3); nmn nvr!-n (/'<'<,

I, 1); D''ti'3 ''L2^'*^2n "oriiameiits of women" (Pes., Ill, i ; Kelim,

XI, 6); a>^3n >C'^r:C'n {Tamid, V, 3); D'3-in niC'-l "a public

place"; D^Dn niSoJ, CNI ni^p, &c. &c. ^

Numerals, with tie excepiiun ol' D^JL", D^riL*', wliicli aie always

ill the constr. st., are generally construed in aj)i3ositioii to their

substantives ^, but the followinjr constructs occur in the llisua :

nyaiN {B. Bathra, II, 5; \l, 7); nc'cn (.Vef/«r., VII, 2: Si,t<i,

VIII, 2); nync' {BikL, I, 3; 7o»(a, I, 1,2, 4), and m.'y (.'?«///<.,

X, 3).

In the following passages nnx may he either in the constr. st.

or in apposition : T* DHND " from one place " (so Maimonides, Pea,

III, 3) ; n^ nnNa " with one hand " {Sebtith, III, 9) ; IT nnN3
"with one of his hands" [Para, VII, 2, 3). Elsiewhere this

numeral follows the noun. (Cf. Neh. Iv. 11 n^ nnx3, and see

Konig, Syntax, p. 240, Note 2.)

The Plural of conatruct comhinalions ^ is generally formed by

attaching the termination to the rer/ens, e.g. "IDV ""Uin, &c.

" woollen threads " {i'abb., VI, 5) ; 3nT ''2"li:» " goldsmiths " (VIII,

4) ; TI^V '•ypS " bundles of sheaves " (XXIV, 2), &c., &c. Occasion-

ally both members of the combination receive the plural termina-

tion : ni::'"no Tiai nVDJ^ *n3 * " synagogues and houses of study
"

{Terum., XI, 10; Pesah.,l\, 4 and often); onan Tia (-ing. n'3

nnn) "wine-presses" {Ma'as. Sen?', Ill, 7); jn^J "'02 "meshes,

slips " (T'J JT'a, Sabb., VII, 2) ; p:n >na nns* " Chiefs of the

Beth Din'' (sing, pn n'^ DX, ll(t(ji(j<t, II, 2 ; cf. Satih., XI, 2);

pr.i'T T)! (^ing. |Cnn H'^n, Sifra, lul. 9 b) " receptacles for ashes "
;

nvJn'X hvi "artisans" {Bikk.,111, 3); nU't:' 'by3 " greyheuds

"

(.Vec/ar., Ill, 8); p:n 'i?yn "litigants" (.IW//, I. 8, i\c.) ; ^^Jya

J^DIO " defective " {Bekor., VII, 6, c^vc.) ; Q^na ^H'3 " householders
"

' It will l)e seen that many of these governing nouns .ire invariable ir.

the constr. st., a fact which disproves the statement of L<'vy i^Otient, 1884.

col. 813, so Wijnkoop, J.Q.E., XV, p. 44, without niGntioning Levy;) that

the genitive of invariable nouns is expressed in Mil. by circumlocution

with -r:.

'' But the^' arc always placed in Mil. IkJoic their substantives. Cf.

Ges.-K., § 134 c and footnote i.

' With the following remarks cf. Cies.-K., § 124 ;>, ff.

* The i)hual is formed from n;c53 {Alolh, IV, 11), and n<l I'mm rr::.
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{/{elim, XVII, I iiiitl often); \'<'<-iP "hv^ (sing. i-\p b]}2\ Miknnuth,

VIII, i); CCnn '•-'iSn (siii-r. cnn Z'^-\) "New Moons" {Petsah.,

yiL 4); D>JC' "^N") (/i. Ilasana, I, i); Dnm "-^'N-l (II, 6); "aiy

D^nOD " Eves of the Passover " (sing. HDD 2"iy, Pesah., IV, i, X, i
;

'Eduy., V, 2); T\'\r\yy my "Eves of the S.ihhath " {B. Me«.,

IV, 6); nUICO •':n "civil cases " {Sank., I, 1); nV^rSJ 'iH " cai)ital

cases^"; niC'D3 ny "witnesses in capital cases" (ibid., I, 4,

IV, 5); niNDH -n^'-n (.S'a'A, XI, 6); nin^O ^a^-n (-SVm/t., VII, lo);

ninnD ''3'"'n {Makkotk, III, 15; cf. Keritk., VI, 4); contrast •a^n

n^iy {Temura, V, i); D^B^J *DJ "bills of divorce" (sing. HK'N UJ)

;

DH^y nnnC' "bills of manumission " {G'ittin, I, 4 and oiten).

On the other hand, a number of combinations with n''3 as regf^ns

attach the plural sign to the rectum^: msncon nU "banqueting

houses" {Sota, IX, 11); [nan n^3 " wine-presses" {B. Bathra, III,

i); (nninD) niynvNn n^n "-loves" {Kelim., XXVI, 3); nu
n"lD"lS (sing. D13 0^3) "a field declared unclean owing to bones

having been carried over it from a ploughed grave " {Ohol., XVIII,

2); (D-'JnV p''S) Dnnon jr^a, D^Dr:pn n^a "folds and hidden parts

of the body" {Mihwaoth, VIII, 5) ;
(pNOOD . . .) niSOIon n*3

{Nidda, VII, 4) ; D'pii:rn n^3 " market-places " {Mahhrin, VI, 2).

So also with regard to the other rules and idioms peculiar

to the constr. st., MH. agrees almost in every respect with

BH. There is, therefore, no need to recapitulate them here.

The following points, however, may be noted :

—

The construct before a relative clause is not found in MH.
except in the case of a number of nouns, the construct form of

which has become stereotyped in certain connexions ; hence we

get the following combinations: —U *3 by tjK "although";

— IJ* pra "when'"; — {:> '•na "in order that"; —C 'd!^3 * "in

respect to"; — 5i' ^iSO "because"; — '^ DTJ'D "because"; ^y

—^ D5^ "because" and —U nJD bv "on condition that."

So the noun npTn " state, assumption," which is very common in

the constr. st. before a noun (e. g. Ketub., I, 6, 7 ; jXazir, IX, 2
;

* Cf. Deut. xxiii. 11.

' Contnist Targ.j., Num. xv. 34 ; xxvii. 5 n:too 'ri but npce: 'rT.

* Cf. Hillcl, p. 47 ; Noldtkc, Srjr. Gr., § 141.

* Construct of c;?n. The 2 is leduiidaut, cf. above, p. 51 f.
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7». Bathra, III, i f., &c., &c.), is also found in tl.e coiistiuct Ijcfoie

a relative clause : D''V NIHU' npinn "on tlie assumption that in- is

alive " {Gittin, III, 3, 7, 8 ; cf. III. 4) ;
\n: K^^' nprn3, jn:^ np:n3

"on the assumption that he has given, . . . tliat he has not given
"

{B. Bathra, I, 4) ; mSJ N^C' Dpinn {liekor., VIII, 6). So in Tamid,

III, 3, alter five cases of the constiuct riDL'v heforc nuuiij-, we get

ijy analogy p'j'iy rn:r r\2\^h, &c.

Two instances only have hecn found hy the \vi iter of a coiistrutt

before a preposition, viz.: t;m?:n Ti^'y? '•37in3 ' {Ahoth, V^ 14), ai.d

Mekilta, fol. 61 b D''n^t2 ^D~I3^ ^hy^. This is the more unnecessaiy

since the MH. construct may regularly have the force oi' a jire-

position ; cf. DTi::^ ^^SlD "bipeds" (= ^y, Bikk., II, 3; Sifra,

fol. 48 d); nny "•hoD "disqualified for evidence" (= ^; cf. the

phrase nny^ hos, /v><«6., II, i); Dn^'D ^N^T {Nedar.,lU, 2):

D\n n-ii> 2 (III, 6).

(i) Circumloctttlon of the Genitive. The restrictions

which the constr. st. by its peculiar nature, its inflexi-

bility and awkwardness imposes upon the language must

have been felt keenly by the Semitic dialects. A<ld to

this the fact that in the many nouns which are invariable

(and in dialects with a poorly developed vowel-system

almost all nouns are invariable), the constr. st. lost even its

outward semblance of an inflexional distinction, leaving

thus the relation existing between the nouns andjiguous

and uncertain, and it will be easy to understand the

necessity felt by the Semitic dialects of devising some

new means for expressing the genitive relation ^ Being

' So N. and other edd. ; C, however, has i"r^rv2 'riri:. Cf. Ges.-K.,

§ 130 a f, ; NOldeke, Syr. Gr., § 206.

'•^ Cf. Ps. cvii. 23. In BH. tliis construction is confined to tlio poetical

style, Ges.-K., § 116 h.

' Kautzsch (Bib. Aram., § 8r, footnote) ascribes the origin of tlx' circum-

locution of the genitive to the desire of makinj; the ngens d.linito. But

it is evident that this desire was only one of the many causes «t work,

since circumlocution is very common in lan;,Miages like Assyrian and

Ethiopic, which do not possess the article or its equivalent. Further, w«

have cases in Hebrew where circumlocution was chosen for the special

purpose of leaving the nouns indefunfr, e.g. i 8am. xvi. 18 X"' ]z. 1 Kings

ii. 39 'rott?? cn;y, cf. Ges.-K., § 129 c.
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no longer capal)lc of jiiiMlucing any internal or inflexional

change in the nouns concerned, thoy had to fall back upon

a periphrasis of the genitive. This they did by inserting

a particle between the two nouns. In tlie selection of

this particle the Semitic languages divide themselves into

two groups. Those languages in which the period of decay

set in early in their history, when theii- mode of thought

was still of a primitive nature, viz. the Assyrian, the

Aramaic dialects, and the Ethiopic, selected for this peri-

phrasis the demo imtrative particle, which had alread}' como

into use as a connecting link in the form of a relative

:

Assyrian sn, Aramaic ''], '''^., and finally "], -?, Ethiopic H (T) '.

Thus in N2^?D n Nrr'a {dornut> ide rex) the particle n merely

points out that there is a connexion between the two nouns

without attempting in the least to indicate explicitly what

that connexion is. Convention alone determined that the

connexion should be understood as that of the genitive

relation, just as it was convention alone that determined

the relation of a clause introduced by the same particle to

the principle clause of the sentence ^. The particle thus

used as a genitive did, therefore, as much as the older

constr. st. For the latter did no more, at least in historical

times, than merely indicate by its juxtaposition wiih the

rectum and its hurried pronunciation, often producing a

vocalic change, that some kind of connexion existed

between the two nouns, which connexion was commonly

understood to be that of the genitive.

Those Semitic languages, however, which had been

endowed with greater vitality, and did not feel the need

for a substitute for the constr. st. tiU a comparatively late

period in their development, viz. Arabic, Hebrew, and

1 Cf. Delitzsch, As!;ijr. Gr.-, § 84 a ; Dillniann. Etii. Gi.^. §§ 145. 6, 186.

([ (r) in simple circumlocution is rare in Ethiopic, and only when the

relation may also be conceived as that of the dative (^Dillniann. § 145, 61.

Amharic expresses the genitive exclusively by circumlocution with c ('};

a weakened form of H (ibid., p. 289, footnote).

» Cf. Ges.-K., § 138 a.
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Phoenician, could not when that need arose be satisfied

with the primitive method adopted by the first group.

It was found necessary to indicate quite clearly the relation

subsisting between the noun and its genitive. Classical

Arabic, with its highly developed inflexional system in

which, moreover, annexion had been fortified by a real

genitive termination attached to the ncluni, seems to have

never experienced any real need for a substitute to this

construction. Only occasionally do we find the genitive

of material expressed by circumlocution with °v* '. But
Modern Arabic, in consequence of the loss or confusion of

the old case-endings, has felt itself compelled to devise

some periphrasis of the genitive. In the Egyptian Arabic

annexion is being supplanted by a circundocution which

is expressed by placing the noun beta ('' property,

possession ") between the rcgens and rectum, where it

signifies " peculiar to," " belonging to." It stands in appo-

sition to the regenn and in constr. st. to the rectum, the

latter being thus governed by it and subordinated to it as

its genitive ^.

In Hebrew circumlocution of the genitive is expressed

by the preposition 7 " belonging to," and the construction

is exactly the same as in Modern Arabic. Thus in "iicu^

Trh or "iw'a ^D^ mnn the h stands in apposition to "ilOfD

and n^nn, while TiT and IL''^ ,"3 are governed by and

subordinated to the preposition as its genitive '. This

primitive construction, however, of simple apposition

between the re(jcns and the preposition had to give way
in this case, as also in other cases, to a smootlici" and more

logical construction *, in which the connexion between the

regeas and the pi-eposition was specified by the originally

demonstrative link "lu'N*, so that the detei'mining words

Wright, Arab. Gr.^, II, § 48 (9 \ Tlio constnutinns witli J cniimciMti'tl

ibid., § 53 {h) aro real dativos.

' Cf. Spitta, §§ 77 ', 1 ig a ff., 120 c, .ilso Gescnius, Lthnjih., p. 671; f.

* Cf. Wiit^ht, op. <it, I, § 355, aii<l (Jos.-K.. « loi.

* Cf. Taiscs ^, p. 246.
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were practically placed in a relative clause, e.g. D'rjpsn

The colloquial form of
—

? "^t'N was —py\ a form which

found its way also into the literature ^. From —f^ to the

formation of an independent particle ?^^ is but an easy and

natural step, and thus arose the genitive particle PK* which

in MH. is the only means for expressing circurrdocution of

the genitive, but which must have existed in popular

speech long before it was reluctantly admitted into the

literary dialect of BH.

So in Phoenician the periphrasis of the genitive is

effected by prefixing b to the rectum, and then by —iJC'K

(=

—

b "i:i'N) and finally by b'C\ Only in very late times,

under the overpowering influence of Aramaic, against

which it was apparently more powerless than MH.,

Phoenician often uses for the genitive simply —y ^.

The foregoing remarks prove conclusively that the MH.
circumlocution of the genitive with 7^ is an original

Hebrew construction, and not an adaptation of the Aramaic

circumlocution with ''^. For the two particles difier most

essentia] I3' and radically, n indicates some vague connexion

between the two nouns which it joins together, while b^

expresses explicitly and with precision the relation existing

between them, b^ is not the equivalent, much less the

translation of n. It says a great deal more than n and

has had an entirely different history and development.

Neither has bc any connexion with the Aramaic hypo-

thetical i^n. ^n is never used without either the prefix —

3

or the pronominal suffixes, while b^ is extensively used

* Cf. above, p. 13 f.

' Cunt. iii. 7 ; cf. 2 Kings vi. 11, Cant. viii. 12. and Jonah i. 12.

» Cf. Schroder, Phoen. Sp., §§ 68, 69 and 82. 83. Instances in BH. of

the use of ncN alone to express the circumlocution of the genitive seem to

occur in i Sam. xiii. 8, i Kings xi. 25, 2 Kings xxv. 10 (cf.
,;
Jer. Iii. 14),

and 2 Ch. xxxiv. 22. But most probably the text in all these passages is

at fault. Cf. Ewald, Lehrbuch, p. 746 note, the Oxford Lexicon, p. 83, and

KOnig. f^yntaa; § 283.
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when standing alone. It would, perhaps, be more correct

to say that ^n was influenced by 7C', ''bn, Ac, is only used

exclusively in Syriac. In the non-Jewish Palestinian

dialects of Aramaic "'T''^ (=^^ + ''1) only is founds In the

Targumim and in the Aramaic of the Talmud both '^n and

nn are found, but the latter more frequently. Only

Onkelos, who is noted for his Hebraizing tendencies uses

"bn exclusively, most probably because the author, or

authors, of this Targum spoke MH. Moreover, the

Targumim actually use p"] = ^^ to express the circum-

locution of the genitive where the Hebrew text has —b "!::*«,

instead of simple n, —^, e. g. Gen, xxv. 6 cnnas^n, x>rix. 9

nns^i, xlvii. 4 ^^2y^^ {Onk\
; j. inay^ n) ; Exod. xxix. 26

pns^n (j., Onk. ;
pns^ n), xxvi. 29 both inns*!:! ; Lev. ix. 15,

xvi. 15 Noy^T, &c. &c.

Cii"cumlocution with simple b, though very common in

BH.^, is extremely rare in MH., and generally only when
the 7 may also be construed as b of the dative or of

reference '^ The following is a fairly exhaustive list of

these constructions in the Misna:—

Pea, II, 6 ':^DD r\'crh T\2bT\ (perhaps sc. : 'vib n:in:).

Pesah., I, I n"v lis " the eve * of tlie fourteenth "
; so Keritli.

n"d^ "IIN n^SCn ; but the parallel passage in 'Edu>/. has ^"3 "»1N.

R. Ilasana, I, i D"'3^0^ T\^^7\ ::'N1, &c. ; B. Mes., V, i r^bnn

Dn\*1pb ; Sank., VIII, 5 D'yjn^ DirD, (S;c. ; Abot/i, IV, 2 2Jr

nV"lN^, &c. ; Menah., VI, 3, X, 6, cV;c. |n^:'y^ Dlip ; hut the b may

])e here a sign of the acciuative ; cf. Kerith., VI, 8 3Nn ns Dip.

Menah., VIII, i, 3, 6 n^D^ XD^S, <S;c'.
" "iXffxt ( ^thc first, host

of) fine flour"; Temura, I, i JHD^ n:no (perh. sc. '2b niinj, hut

cf. the common phrase HJinS ni:np) ; Krlim, XVII, 11 n)T '3*D

3p^ 'jO "IDDb "two parts of a loiif, which loaf is a third of a

Kab''"; Zubim, I, 2 nU riTSD^ ^L'"»^U'n Dva.

' Cf. Dalman, p. 118, 4. • Cf. KOnig, Syntax, § 280 f.

' As ill Etliiopic, cf. above, p. 76, note i. « Cf. the Aram. N.-niw.

' For the peculiar ii>e of •: cf. B. Mes., VIII, 9 ; Menah., I.K, 3 ; Pntn. I. i.

Soiii Sj-riife, Matt. XX. 2 : )i-J_» ^.» JD in (In; PeSitta}.
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Mekilta, ful. 57 a DipD^ l^n, Dipo^ V''^ (contrast Sifra, fol. 20 a

W hv yi); ibid., fol. 75 e D'3^'^ D^i'-T^' N^ HTrc^ nV3'-'.

<SV/W', fol. 3 a Dvyi? C'lp ; and perhaps a few more ca.ses in the

MidraSini ; elsewhere 7'^ is used, but never — 7 Tk^•N '.

Circumlocution in MIL, as stated al)Ove (p. 70), is not

used with the indiscrimination and arbitrariness which

characterize Jewish Aramaic, Vulgar Arabic, Ethiopic, and

Assyrian. It is possible, just as in BH., to tabulate the

usages of circumlocution in the MiSna and reduce them

to certain rules. But it must be admitted that in later

Rabbinic style, especially in the Haggada which is couched

in a popular and Aramaizing language, the use of the

circumlocution, especially with the anticipation of the

genitive by a pronominal suffix, approaches more and

more the looseness and arbitrariness of other dialects '-.

The following are the principal cases where simple

circumlocution is used -^

:

—
(i) To express the genitive of material, in which case /\1^ has

the force of " belonging to the genus of." This construction is not

found iu BH.\ but is regular in the Targum (e.g. Gen. xxiv. 21,

53 ; Exod. ii. 2, 4 (but contrast vers. 21, 22), &c., also Dan. v. 7)\

Arabic, too, often expresses this genitive by circumlocution with

^^ (cf. above, p. 77).

Examples: Yoma, III, 4 pi ^'k^' ^''^Zi; Sukka, IV, 10 n>2n

nnr b'C So also sometimes to express a quality : noi"in ?C PT
'Eduy., II, 2, 4 and often with nonn as genitive. There are,

liowevtr, some exceptions. Thus the frequent noun 'h'2 always

takes its material in the constr. st. ; so also >2>]2 " spoons " {Pesah.,

1 The citation by Siegfried and Strack (§ 72 b' of the phrase ccc? inn

as an example of the genitive with '5 rests upon an oversight. The

phrase does not mean '"die Erkeiintniss Gottes" ,sic !) but "his mind,

or intention, directed towards Heaven." So c:\ii 12'', Sank., fol. 6r b

(bottom).

= Cf. Konig, Sijntax, § 280 ff.

' We must refrain, owing to want of space, frcm giving exhaustive

lists of references.

* But cf. Lev. xiii. 48; Ezra i. ii.

* Cf. Kautzsch, Gr. d. Bib.-Aram.. § 81 c.
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1

V, 5); p "base" {Yomu, V, 2); f[D2n nnnD {Tamid, I, 4, V, 5.

These sections, however, belong to the older strata in the Misna).

(2) When there are more than one regens dopeudcnt upon

one rectum ; Mdaseroth, I, 7 bau h\:? D^3:)yi D'JNn ; cf. Terum.,

XI, 4 ; R. Ilasana, IV, 6 ; B. lies., X, i f., &c. Cf. in BH. Gen.

xl. 5 ; Exod. xiv. 28 ; 3 Kings xi. 10.

(3) AVhen the regens consists of a construct combination in

which the second member is inseparable from the first. JJemai,

IV, I (&c.) >NDn ^t> ncyo-ncnn ; IV, 3, 4 ^ndt b'^ ^jy-nii-yo

;

Sebi'ith, I, 2, &c., &c.

Conversely when the rectum is made up of such a compound

expression : ^abb., XX, 5 D^n2"'bya W^ ^330 ; B. Kam., I, 2

nni"''33 7C D"'D3J, &c., &c. Or when both regens and rectum

consist of compound expressions: 'Erub., VIII, 4 7^ TTID^DH

n'-an-i'ya; Yoma, III, 2 oniMn-nv be D^i'^n-nn^-b, «S:c.

There are, of course, numerous exceptions to this rule, e. g.

n3N1B'n-n''n nnO'tJ', Sukka, V, i ; of. V, 3, &c., &c.

Cf. iu BH. Gen. xxv. 6 (nmaN^ "ItTN n'':;'ibDn-''Jnb) ; Num. xvi.

2 2, xxxi. 48 ; Judges vi. 25, xviii. 28. (See for further examples

Konig, Syntax, §§ 281 1-m, 282 e, f, and cf. also Dillmaun, op. cit.,

§ 186.)

(4) When an adjective intervenes between regens and rectum :

Yoma, V, 6 \))i^m n3T0 b^ '<2']Vip 1)D' ; Sukka, II, 6 mu DV "b'h

:n b^ ]\m-], &c., &c. So with numerals : Dejnai, VII, 8 ^t^•y

|« na -)t»>y "i^yy 5ja> nniB' "ten rows of ten wine-jars each";

'Arakin, IX, 6 D>n3 ^JB' ^ '•iB' ^JCf nilVn ':
; KiJaivi, IV, 5 mil:'

CJS: n::t:n i't:' ; Pesah., VIII, i psnie *Jtt' bt' nny ; Nedar., VTII, 7

D^DH ^JC nnN 113, &c., &c. Cf. in BH. i Sam. xxii. 20 (nPN p
^bo^^Nb) ; Ezek. xl. 40 b; so in Assyrian (Dclitzsch, § 166, 2)

and Ethiopic (Dillmann, § 186).

(5) Circumlocution is generally used with nouns borrowed from

other languages, including Aramaic, since the language was no

longer able to assimilate them so thoroughly as to inflect tliem

like native words : Kiddu^., IV, 5 ^bo b^ N't:-|DD\S " the King's

o-Tparta"; 'Ab. Z., II, i D"l3y b^ niXpnilD "the iravSoKcia of

the heathen"; IV, 6 0^3^© b^ niS*D1D'3 ^ iVc &c.

' The numoral ropwitod in i\ distiiliutivp sonso. Note tin- m!rf>tr\dt<i

construct. ' Cf. Jastrow, a. v.

a
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(6) Generally circumlocution is used when for one reason or

another the regens or rectum is to be emphasized, as when a noun

is used in a secondary or derived sense*, e.g. Kdim, XIII, i

D^IDD bti' 31T " shears of barbers " (Dn3D"J1T may mean " a pair

of barbers ") ; XIII, 2 myo b^ JC'n " the tooth of a mattock,"

&c., or in enumerating many cases which either agree or difTer

from one another : Kelim, XIII, 6 (ny^U .... HDno h^ ny2D

JID^S ^tr) ; XIII, 8 (n»V bci . . . int^B % p-lDC) ; XIV, 8 ; XV,

2 ; XXIII, 2, 4 ; XXIX, 4-6, &c., &c.

Cf. in BH. 2 Sam. iii. 2-3 (oyj^nx^ /'J^axi').

(c) Circihmlociition ivith Anticipation. The circumlocu-

tory genitive is often anticipated in MH., as in Aramaic,

by a possessive suffix attached to the regens, e. g. 7V im^c

DHN " a man's messenger." The construction is only found

as a rule in cases of true (possessive) genitives -, but in the

following passages it is used also with the objective genitive

of nomina actio nis :

Sebi'ith, II, 3 r\'^\^ b^ V ^'^^^ ^^ n^iD^D3i mnna "just

like the thinning and trimming of the fifth so of the sixth."

Yoma, VII, 2 )bii b^ }mn^Jl ita-'C^an " the flaying and cutting

up of these."

Yeham., XI, 7 nr ^C'l nt ^b^ )rhbp bvi mso bv "for the

striking and cursing this one and that one."

The construction is only employed when the regens is a

flexible noun, which is elsewhere found in the constr.

St., as otherwise it could not take the sufHx. Generally

the construction has an emphatic force, laying a certain

stress on the regens, the rectum, or on both, or on the

connecting particle. Frequently, however, it is used with-

out any apparent emphasis in familiar and colloquial

language, especially in the Haggadic style, which should

be attributed to Aramaic influence. (Cf. above, p. 80.)

The genitive is almost always determinate in one of the

following ways : by a suffix (e.g. nan b'C^ iriNUn, 7i //a., VII,

» Cf, below, p. 87.

' So regularly in Syriac, NOldeke, § 205, C.
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4); by being a proper noun (e.g. Ahoth, I, 12 b'^ vn^c^n

"OrM^) ; or, very frequent!}-, a demonstrative (cf. the examples

cited above from Yo^iut, VII, 2 ; Yehani., XI, 7) ; by having

been mentioned before ; by being well known generally or

only in connexion with the subject treated in the context.

But it never takes the article except in such stereotyped

phrases as Nin Tiin vr\\>r\, n^nn hv2 and jnxn cy, which are

never found without the article. Very instructive are the

following passages, in which the genitive is mentioned

before with the article, but the article is dropped as soon

as the noun stands in this construction : Sabb., I, i (>Jj;)

;

Yebam., VII, 3 (-I3iy) ; Kedar., VII, 5 (n^y) ; Sota, VIII, 8

(dv); B. Bathra, IV, 4 ("ivn); Sebu'oth, I, 7 (13); Mcnah.,

XI, 5 (In^t^•); Ohol, II, i (no); iVer/., XIV, i (yiivo).

Evidently the genitive was regarded as having been

determined by the suffix of the regens, and therefore could

as little take the article as if the suffix had been attached

to itself. Hence in Ethiopic, which has no article, this

construction is used regularly and most extensively for the

purpose of rendering a noun definite (cf. Dillmann, § 172 c).

In Aramaic, however, the genitive is always in the emphatic

state ; cf. Dan. ii. 20, 44, iii. 26, and so in the Targumim.

The idiom of anticipation is not confined to the genitive.

It occurs also in other cases when a noun is introduced by

a preposition.

Thus with bv, e. g. n"an-i b]} vbv noN (BcruJc, V, 5).

With b: f-b )b noN (Erttb., IV, 2; Aboth, II, 3, 8;

Mlddoth, IV, 2 nyt:6 1^ vn) \ So usually with n : s'af) \>i

}nJ3 nvn^ pnn \0 "sufficient for the law derived by the

conclusion ad Tnajus to be like the law from which it is

derived " (B. Kam., II, 5 ; Nidda, IV, 6) ; bsT^'^^ on " it

is enough for Israel " (MckilUi, fol. 3 a) ; nia rw'r^b nay^ vn

" sufficient for the slave to be like his master " [iSifru,

fol. 108 b and often).

• In Nedar., Ill, ii, N. and C. omit ib beforo nto. cn:3i''b p^ ncsn to

{B. Mts., Ill, 7) is a semi-Aramaic phrase.

a 2
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With a: only in the phrase Di'^ 12 " on the same day'
"

{^ahb., I, 4, &c.). With |0 : IV^'Nin p 130\t b N^ «' every-

thing docs not depend on him, even on the first" " (GUiia,

VIII, <S
; cf. B. Kam., X, 2).

Anticipation of the subject by Nin is found in the follow-

ing passages in the Mit^na: Blkh., Ill, 6 (bon ^nniV) ; Pct^oh.,

IX, 10 (nosn Nin ^ijW, &c.); re/^wi., XVI, i (x\n nnniyo

nm^f) ; Ahoth, II, 14, 16 ; Para, X, 5, XII, 5 ^

This idiom of anticipation is not, however, peculiar to

MH. and to Aramaic.

There are very many examples of it in BH. Thus

:

anticipation of the subject by Nin, as in ^njv N^"l nnx (Cant,

vi. 8, &c.). See Driver's Tenses, § 201, for a full treatment

of this particular construction.

Anticipation of the genitive occurs in BH. in the follow-

ing passages :

—

(i) Before the construct state : Jer. lii. 20 (n"'^3n ^3 Qmn:h.

In the parallel passage, 2 Kings xxv. 16, the suffix is indeed

omitted, but it is attested here by the Ancient Versions,

which, however, omit the following genitive) ; Ezek. x. 2

u'^i^n iNn3; xlii. 14 D"'3n3n dn23; xlvi. 22 niyitp.io nnya-is^

(but the genitive, which is diacritically pointed by the

Massora, should probably be omitted as in the Versions)

;

Ps. xlix. 14 ^^b boa D3'n(?); Prov. xiii. 4 ^XV itrsJ; Job

xxiii. 9 1-13 i^na ; Ezra ii. 62 1|
Neh. vii. 64 D^'J'n^ncn Dsns

;

Ezra iii. 12 n'^n nr md^2 ; i Chron. vii. 9 '•rx"! Dnni5in^ (?).

In n-'S'-yD Isa. xvii. 6 the n should probably be attached

to the following genitive : nnisn ; so in Prov. xiv. 13 read :

nnotrn nnnsi.

(2) Before a genitive introduced by h; Num. i. 21-43

, . . naob r:n'''^pSl ; Ezra ix. i ... >jy:3^ cnTiayina ; 2 Chron.

xxxi. 18 brtp b^b .,. DDD ; cf. also 1 Chron. iv. ^;^ crh DU'nTini,

vii. 4 n''3^ Dnn^ini? (?).

^ Cf. Dan. iii. 6-8, 15; v. 11 ; Ezra v. 3 (woi na) ; see Kciutzsch,

op. cit,, § 88.

'* C. has wrongly HTO-n. N. is corrupt.

* Cf. the quotation above, p. 47.
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Anticipation of the accusative: ExoJ. ii. 6 .. hn inNini

;

Dcut. iii. 14 . . riN . . . DJiN Nnp^l (cf. Driver, ad loc.) ; i Kings

xix. 21 ^tJ'^n nh^2; xxi. 13 nuj na ...inT-yi; 2 King.s xvi.

If, nx . . . inii"'l (Kcthib) ; Jer. xix. 14 ovn na dSoxd
; Ps. Ixiii.

12; 1 Chron. v. 26^ ll^aixi^ D.^3*i, xxiii. 6 nn^n^
. ,

, Dpl^nM

;

2 Chron. xxv. 5 n^3^
. , . Dn^DV^i, v. 10 nn:n^

. .
. oSna^.

The above lists, supplemented by the references given in

Driver's Tenses, § 201, containing passages drawn from all

parts of BH., prose and poetry, eai'ly and late, will have

made it abundantly clear that the anticipation of a following

noun by a preceduDg pronoun or pronominal suffix is a

genuine Hebrew idiom and not an Aramaism. The idiom

is, moreover, extremely common in Assyrian before a

genitive introduced by sa. The genitive so introduced

may even precede the regens with the attached ' suffix

(Delitzsch, § 166, 3). It is also widely used in Ethiopic

whenever the noun is to be conceived as determinate both

in the genitive and in the accusative^ the particle introducing

the noun being alw^ays A {?) even with the genitive, and

not H (r) as in simple circumlocution (cf. Dillmann, § 172 c).

It follows, therefore, that the anticipatory constructions in

MH. are of native origin and not borrowed from the

Aramaic, though the latter may have exercised some

influence upon their usage.

It may be remarked that the idiom ai)pears to l>e in

its origin a colloquialism, one might almost say, a vulgarism,

implying a lack of precision in thought and in expression.

The speaker at first deems it sufficient to refer to the ncum

by means of a pronoun or more commonly a pionominal

sufHx, but recollecting that the hearer may be in doubt

to whom the suffix refers, he adds as an afterthought

a clause containing the real name of the person or thing

which he has in his mind. The noun being thus expressed

twice became emphatic
;
gradually the idiom began to bo

used more frequently, and then regularly whenever any

' Cf. Drivir, LOT., p. 538, Nn. 39.
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stress was to be laid upon a noun, and, in the course of

time, even where no en)phasis was intended. Being thus

essentially a popular construction, it may be assumed to

have been even more common in the popular dialect of

Biblical times ^ than in the literary language, and from the

old colloquial Hebrew it descended into MH.

In about forty passages in the Mi§na and frequently in

the Midrasim circumlocution by b^ with the appropriate

suffix is found in the place of the possessive suffix attached

immediately to the noun itself. This construction is used

(a) on grounds of grammar, where, namely, the noun cannot

take the suffix through being indeclinable or consisting of

a compound expression, and (h) on grounds of style, where

it is desirable to leave the noun unchanged for the sake of

lucidity or emphasis.

(a) On grounds of grammar :

1. Compound expressions which form standing phrases and are

thus inseparable : Ma as. Seni, III, 6 (n^C' ^r^:^ T^'yo) ; Yoma,

VIII, 6 ; Hullin, II, 7 {^V nnD'nvn) ; Megilla, IV, 8 ; B. Kam.,

VIII, 1 ; B. Mes., VII, 2 ; 'Hduj/., Ill, 5 ; Kerith., I, 2 {i6
"

]rhi:f "ynin; cf. Lev. iv. 28); MekUta, fol. 28 a, b, 56 a; Sifra,

fol. 50 a {"h^ mno-'':D"'D).

2. A composite subject: ^ahb., VI, 8 (l^C HDIDDI NDD " bis

—

the lame man's—seat and supports ") ; 'Aboda Z., II, 6 ]J2\i'n) HEn

3. Indeclinable : Pesah., VIII, 5 (i^-j> ^i-'D'J'n, rtb'y '•rj'a)
;

Besa, n, 8; 'Eduy., Ill, 12 {prh^ D^nin) ; especially foreign

words: Kelim, XIII, 7 (n^c> "'i'pjixn = dyKrA?;) ; XVI, 7 (fncp

rh^ "arched lid"—/ca/xapa ^) ; XVIII, 2 {rh'^ ''J31D—/iT^xavi;)

;

Vksin, I, 2 {]rh^ NDD'^an); Mekilta, fol. 26 b, 28 b, 32 a, 42 a

O^C* pJIp^X—eiKw)
; 44 a (l^::* inC^D—-oAartov^).

* Note its occurrence in the N. Palestinian documents i Kings xix. 21

and xxi. 13 ; cf. Burney's Notes on Kimjs, p. 309.

* Cf. , however, Jastrow, s. v.

^ So Levy and Kohut. .Jastrow derives it from vpanwpiov, with tlie

change of o into b.
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{b) On grounds of style :

1. With nouns used in a secondary, derived, or figurative

sense: Sehiith, II, 10 nrh^ nnonn (of the palm-like flower of

the gourd; cf. Bertinoro, ad loc.) ; Sahh.,1, 10 rh'C* pnnnn "its

lower part " (i^Jinnn might have been taken in a diflfereut sense)

;

VI, 8 17^ 3p " his artificial foot " (not Icah " a measure ") ; so

Kelim, XI, 7 ; Yebam., VIII, 4 V^ D^van [testes, so Kelim, XIX,

8); 'Ab. Z., II, 3 ih^ ynpn "its opening"; IMlin, III, 2 ; Sifra,

fol. 48 c rh^ Dinn (viz. of the miC' "the spinal cord ") ; n^C' DNH

(the matrix, so Bekor., IV, 4); Kelim, XII, 4 rh'J rhvi ("'the

stand of a chest"); XVI, 3 t^TOU ZTTO (of the sides of a

basket); Ohol., XI, 8 rh\y mDHI ("the calyx" of a candlestick);

Uksin,l, 2 npC ^'U^n ("the vesture" of an ear of corn); so

perhaps IPB' TOn (cf. Maimonides, ad loc); Sifra, fol. 75a moNn

r?^ {membrum).

2. Emphatic: Terum., X, 12 rh\:> flD^nn l^-SN "even its

yoke

"

; Kelim, VII, 2 1^:^ pTIi*n, and below 1^:r 3mn (viz. of

p3T " stand," mentioned at the beginning of the section) ; XIII, 6

npC' pan and rO\^ Cnin (in antithetical cases) ; so perhaps Mckilta,

fol. 28 b; Sifra, fol. 19 c {)bu N^t^'^HK').

Cf. the following similar constructions in BH. : Gen. xxiii a

)b "IK'N* n^SDCn myo, xli. 43; Exod. xxxviii. 30; Lev, ix. 8

1? l^ya nNOnn Pjy (emphatic ; cf. v. 15) ; xvi. 6, 1 1 ; Judges iii. 20

(lS lUa nnpon n'^bv); i Sam. xvii. 40; i Kings XV. 20 (n'J'

1^ ^t^'N D^^Tin); so
i|

2 Chron. xvi. 4; i Kings xxii. 31 ||
2 Chrou.

xviii, 30; 2 Kings xvi. 13. Further, i Sam. xx. 40 {v TJ'N "lyjn),

XXV. 7 ; 2 Sam. xiv. 31 ; i Kings i. 33, iv. 2 ; Ruth ii. 21 (onyjn

"•^ TJ'N, 'b TJ'K T'Vpn); Lam. i. 10 (^^ ^Jnpa) ; Ezek. xliii. 14

rb pnm(l)'.

So also in late Phoenician (Punic): "bi:' ']b^n, 'ha N?2N, and

"bl^ ^J3 ; cf. Schroder, § 69 ; Wright, Comj). Or., p. i 20.

Vulgar Arabic also uses bdCC for the possessive sufiix, but

without ajiparcnt cause ; cf. Spitta, 1. c.

In the Assuan Papyri are found, appiircntly witliout any

emphasis at all, such instances as 'h'M = v N13 = ^"13
; vn"\3 =

'nna; l^n Nnn = in^3 ; cf Cowley's Introd.. pp. 9, 17.

' Cf. KOiiig, Syntax, § 281 O, /^ ;
O.xl-.rd Lixiitoii, s. v, -(C'n
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Enough has now })ccn said in the foregoing pages to

enable us to answer witli a certain degree of confidence

the questions with whicli we set out at the beginning of

this inquiry. Our survey of some of the chief features

of MH. grammar has revealed the fact that as far as strict

grammar is concerned, MH. is absolutely independent of

Aramaic; that it is identical in the main with BH., and

where it differs from the latter the genesis of the differ-

ences can generally be traced back to an older stage of the

language, out of which the new forms have developed in

a natural and methodical manner. We have met with

a considerable number of forms and constructions which

are quite unknown in Aramaic. Some of these are found

in BH. in isolated cases, and in others it is possible at least

to trace theii* connexion with BH. prototypes ; but, what is

most important, nearly all of them bear the stamp of

colloquial usage and of popular develoj/ment, while, on the

other hand, not a single trace has been discovered of that

artificiality with which the MH. idiom has been commonly

credited. In fact, the colloquial and popular character of

MH. grammar is so strongly pronounced that it helps us

in many cases to distinguish in BH. colloquial or dialectal

forms and phrases from the literary and polite ones, a fact

which, if elaborated with proper care and discrimination,

may have an important bearing upon many problems in

Biblical criticism.

Many grammatical phenomena, especially in the realm

of syntax, which had been hitherto regarded as peculiar to

Aramaic, and the occurrence of which in MH. and also in

BH. had been attributed to Aramaic influence, have been

shown to be common to all or several of the Semitic

dialects in a later phase of their existence, and therefore

as indigenous in Hebrew as in any of its sister languages.

No doubt Aramaic did exercise a profound and far-

reaching influence upon MH., but this influence was

confined to the vocabulary, and hardly extended to the

grammar at all except indirectly, in so far as the altered
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vocabulary and phraseology tended also to modify in some

measure the grammatical construction of the language.

The answer, therefore, which grammar has to offer to

the question whether MH. was a natural, living, and

popular dialect developed gradually and systematically

out of old Hebrew, or merely an artificial and mechanical

scholastic jargon which masqueraded as a kind of Hebrew

but was really a bad Aramaic in disguise, is decidedly and

unequivocally in favour of the former alternative, and this

answer must be taken to settle the question once and for

all. The presence of so many Aramaic words and phrases

in MH. can as little affect its genuineness as, for example,

the preponderance of the Latin element in the English

dictionary can affect the genuine Teutonic character of

the English language, or, let it be said, as little as the

presence in Aramaic itself of so many Hebrew and other

foreign words and phrases can affect the genuine and

originally Aramean character of the language of Syria and

Mesopotamia. Nay, on a closer examination the MH.
vocabulary itself will bo found to support strongly the

verdict of the grammar. Without entering for the present

upon this very desirable examination, it may be stated

here that the MH. vocabulary consists of two main

divisions, each of which has to be subdivided again into

three smaller groups, viz. :

—

I. Words common to MH. and BH.

1. Words used in MH. in the same connotation and

in the same form as in BH.

2. Words used in MH. in the same connotation but

in slightly altered form, often approaching or similar to

Aramaic usage.

3. Words used in MH. in a different connotation, often

agreeing with Aramaic usage.

n. Words found in MH. but not in BH.

I. Words peculiar to MH., not found in Aramaic, or

only as MH. loan-words, but often found in otlar Semitic

languages.
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2. Words common to MH. and to Aramaic, cither a.s

originally common Semitic or North Semitic words, or as

loan-words in both dialects from foreign languages, notably

Assyrian, Iranian, and the classical languages, or as mutual

loan-words in MH. and Aramaic.

3. Words borrowed by MH. from Aramaic.

It will be seen that Aramaic influence comes in only

in group II. 3 and, to some extent, in groups I. 2, 3, while

group I. 1, and especially group II. i, a considerable pro-

portion of which consists of words connected with the arts

and crafts and other occupations of everyday life, can only

be reasonably accounted for by the assumption that Hebrew
continued to be a living medium of speech up to, and

including, the MH. period. Group II. 2 includes a large

number of words in which priority may be claimed by

either dialect, but in the case of words connected with the

religious and ethical aspects of life the presumption will

generally have to be in favour of MH. It cannot be

repeated too often that the vocabulary of the Old Testament

contains but a part, and possibly only a small part, of the

stock of words possessed by the Hebrew language. It is,

therefore, unreasonable to assign to Aramaic all those words

in MH. which are not found in BH.^ As a matter of fact

the much-talked-of Aramaic influence upon post-exilic BH.

was comparatively insignificant even in the sphere of

vocabulary ^, and much more insignificant in the sphere

of grammar. Many of the so-called grammatical Ai'amaisms

in the Old Testament are nothing but colloquial or dialectal,

but none the less genuine Hebraic, forms which generally

turn up again as the normal types in MH., as we have often

had occasion to point out in the preceding pages. For

both in respect of grammar as well as in respect of

* As is done by S. Mannes in his dissertation tJber d. Einjluss d. Aram,

auf den Wortschats d. Mihiah (Berlin, 1897). In spite of all his partiality

for Aramaic, he has only succeeded in collecting 176 instances of

Aramaic words under the letters n— D.

^ Cf. Kautzsch, Aramaismeti im AT., p. 102 f.
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1

vocabulary, the Hebrew Scriptures offer us but a frag-

mentary and incomplete presentation of what the living

language actually was at various periods of its existence,

a presentation, however, which can often be supplemented

and completed by MH.
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